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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis consist of three chapters, besides this introductory chapter, deal-

ing with such disparate topics as social insurance, organization and hospital

care. The common ground lies in the author�s interest in incentives and or-

ganization in the public sector, a theme that all three chapters touch upon

to some extent. This introduction provides some background, in terms of

related literature, and short summaries of the three chapters.

1.1 Social Insurance

Social insurance policies provide income support to individuals who tem-

porarily or permanently are unable to sustain a su¢ cient income from work-

ing. This could be due to age, unemployment, accidents or sickness. When

unemployed the individual typically is unable to work due to low demand for

her particular skills and when ageing there might be both legal and physical

restrictions on the individual�s ability to work. Accidents and/or sickness

might disable the individual from working. The inability to work, irrespec-

tive of reason (although reversing one�s age might be di¢ cult), may either be

permanent or temporary. For each reason, and depending on the longevity of

the disability, social insurance policies provide support (to eligible individu-

als). In universal social insurance systems unemployment insurance provides

support to the temporarily unemployed (permanently unemployed usually
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

end up in social assistance programs), the retired receive pensions, the tem-

porarily sick are covered by a sickness insurance, and individuals injured at

work are covered by workers-compensation-plans. Permanently sick and per-

manently disabled, due to accidents (work related as well as other accidents),

generally receive support from a disability insurance. Chapter 2 of this thesis

primarily deals with the design of disability insurance policies, but in many

cases the results are also applicable to other social insurance policies. The

remainder of this section provides some background for chapter 2.

Disability Insurance - Classi�cation Errors and Labor

Supply

Disability insurance, in general, partly covers income losses due to permanent

or long-term sickness or disability. Bene�ciaries of the disability insurance

have to ful�ll a number of eligibility requirements, e.g. being an employee

or of a certain age, having contributed to the insurance for a certain time

(e.g. by being employed for at least one year) and, foremost, the eligible

individuals have to exhibit a certain degree of disability. These requirements

di¤er between countries (see e.g. Söderström et. al. (2006) or de Jong

(2003)). Most of these requirements are easily checked, e.g. an individuals

age, work status and contribution to the insurance. The obvious exception

is the individual�s degree of disability; determining the degree to which an

individual is able to work, or even if disabled or not, is generally di¢ cult.

All individuals applying for bene�ts from disability insurance go through

a screening process. To become eligible for bene�ts the individual must be

judged to be disabled according to the de�nition of disability in the dis-

ability insurance. The de�nition of disability, as well as the requirements

above, varies from country to country, but in general entails both medical

and employment-related requirements. Obviously, an individual�s disability

will depend on the de�nition of disability, but also on other features of the

economy e.g. the �exibility in wages and the demand for certain skills - all

in all, disability is a relative concept (Söderström & Rehn, 2008). The fact

that disability is relative makes the screening process di¢ cult and subjective,
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1.1. SOCIAL INSURANCE

and typically the process produces two types of classi�cation errors: rejection

errors (also known as type-I errors) and award errors (type-II errors). Re-

jection errors are made when truly disabled individuals are denied disability

bene�ts, while award errors are the opposite i.e. when truly able individuals

receive disability bene�ts.

Although the existence of classi�cation errors is widely acknowledged

there are, to my knowledge, only a couple of academic studies dealing with

the size of these errors, Nagi (1969) and Benitez-Silva et. al. (2004). Both

these studies deal with the American disability insurance (Social Security

Disability Insurance - SSDI). Nagi (1969) uses an objective expert group to

evaluate applicants�disability status after the classi�cation was made by ad-

ministrators of the insurance �the expert group was unaware of the outcome

of the classi�cation. The expert group�s classi�cation di¤ered from that of

the administrators in 30 percent of the cases. Furthermore, both the award

error and the rejection error were around 20 percent. More than thirty years

later Benitez-Silva et. al. (2004) reach similar results using self-reported

health status of disability applicants. They �nd that the award error is ap-

proximately 20 percent and the rejection error might be as high as 60 percent.

The existence of classi�cation errors creates problems for social insurance

systems; obviously social welfare would be enhanced if only the truly dis-

abled, and all of them, were bene�ciaries to disability insurance. If this was

the case, the number of truly poor individuals (who are not able to work,

receive no disability bene�ts and live on welfare) in the economy would be

reduced and the cost of monitoring bene�ciaries would vanish. Moreover

the replacement rate, i.e. bene�t divided by previous income, could be in-

creased if the screening process did not entail classi�cation errors - ruling out

excessive use of the insurance i.e. moral hazard.

In spite of the very limited research on the size of classi�cation errors there

exists extensive research that is indicative of their existence. This research

mainly focuses on the e¤ects of disability bene�ts on labor supply. The

reasoning is the following: if only the truly disabled have disability bene�ts

(apply for bene�ts) then there would be no labor supply e¤ects (application

e¤ects) of altered bene�t levels (cf. Kreider, 1998). Alternatively, as noted
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

by Leonard (1986), large disability bene�t elasticities might be consistent

with award errors in the disability screening process.

The bulk of empirical evidence suggests that labor supply is a¤ected by

disability bene�ts, but the size of this e¤ect is uncertain. Reviews of the

literature suggest that the elasticity of labor force non-participation with

respect to bene�t levels ranges from 0.06 to 0.93 (Danzon, 1993, Bound

& Burkhauser, 1999), implying that a 10 percent increase in the disability

bene�ts might give a 9.3 percent decrease in labor supply. Besides being

indicative of problems with the screening process, the labor supply literature

suggests that individuals respond to monetary incentives.

Disability Insurance - Theoretical Issues

Insurance policies are generally vulnerable to moral hazard (i.e. excessive

use) and disability insurances are no exception, as re�ected in the labor

supply e¤ects presented above. The imperfect screening process gives oppor-

tunities for excessive use of disability insurance, which is plainly expressed

by Diamond & Mirrlees (1978) in the introduction to their seminal paper on

optimal disability insurance: "...neither private insurance nor public arrange-

ments distinguish fully between low income by choice and low income by ne-

cessity. Full insurance might defeat itself through moral hazard." (Diamond

& Mirrlees, 1978:295). They then study the optimal bene�t structure for the

insurance in an economy of identical individuals in all aspects but ability to

work - the individuals are either able or disabled. They conclude that the

optimal bene�t is the greatest bene�t compatible with a positive work ef-

fort from the able. This implies that if the disability bene�ts are su¢ ciently

unattractive, the able will choose to work. They also formulate a condition

for the presence of moral hazard, which has been used in several articles (e.g.

Whinston, 1983; Diamond & Sheshinski (1995); chapter 2 in this thesis)1.

They contend that moral hazard is present if equalizing the utility for work-

1Whinston (1983) extends the Diamond & Mirrlees-model by introducing ex ante dif-
ferences between individuals - the probability of becoming disabled di¤ers - this enables
an analysis of the interaction between moral hazard and adverse selection in disability
insurances. Diamond & Sheshinski (1995) will be returned to below.
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1.1. SOCIAL INSURANCE

ers and non-workers imply that the marginal utility of extra consumption is

higher for non-workers.

The problem with the optimal insurance policy proposed by Diamond &

Mirrlees is that it is costly for the targeted group in the disability insurance;

the disabled will get less of their income loss replaced if the bene�ts are

made unattractive for the able (cf. Parsons 1991)2. That is, the replacement

rate will generally be low, implying a low e¢ ciency in achieving the goal for

the insurance policy - income support to individuals who cannot sustain a

su¢ cient work income due to disability.

The optimal disability insurance in Diamond & Mirrlees (1978) relies on

self-revelation (i.e. any information from a screening process, if there is one,

is ignored), i.e. that the bene�t structure is such that the able reveal that

they are able and thus work. However, the replacement rate of the insurance

could be increased if the information gained in the screening process is used to

di¤erentiate between individuals - place them in di¤erent hypothetical groups

(give them di¤erent "tags") depending on their individual characteristics (cf.

Akerlof, 1978; Parsons, 1996). This practice has in the literature become

known as tagging, starting with Akerlof (1978). The obvious problem with

tagging, as illustrated by the empirical literature above, is that it is imperfect.

Tagging produces both type-I and type-II errors; thus, when constructing

a disability insurance policy the insurance administration must heed these

errors. Hence, theoretical models of disability insurances must incorporate

these errors.

Both Diamond & Sheshinski (1995) and Parsons (1996) provide theoreti-

cal models with two types of individuals, able and disabled, and a screening

process that produces a imperfect tagging. The dividing line between these

two models is that Diamond & Sheshinski adopt a three-price structure that

does not include a speci�c salary to tagged workers while Parsons includes

such a salary. A three-price structure is common in many welfare systems,

e.g. salaries to workers, disability bene�ts to tagged non-workers and social

assistance to untagged non-workers, but this ignores some of the informa-

2Parsons (1991) primarily investigates self-screening mechanisms in disability insur-
ances.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tion available to the insurance administration. When it is realized that the

screening process produces an imperfect tagging, it becomes clear that some

of the tagged non-workers could actually work. Knowing this the insurance

administration could include a fourth price in the welfare system, a salary

paid to tagged workers, to provide work incentives for this group. As already

noted, this is done by Parsons (1996), who shows that including a speci�c

salary for tagged workers improves social welfare. Salanié (2002) shows that

Parsons�results are very general as long as leisure is a normal good.

Imperfect Tagging Revisited - Moving Beyond the Two-

Type-Economy

Chapter 2 of this thesis revisits the analysis in Parsons (1996) and moves

beyond the two-type-economy by introducing, �rst, a third type (partially

disabled) and, subsequently, a continuum of types. These models are here

called the three-type-model and the continuous model, respectively. The

three-type-model stems from the recognition that many disability insurances

have more than one level of disability. The Swedish disability insurance has

four levels of disability: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%; hence a second tag (a partial

disability tag) is introduced to match the introduction of a third type. The

continuous model recognizes the fact that disability (ability) is continuously

distributed over the population and is not a discrete variable.

Throughout the analysis it is assumed that workers and non-workers have

di¤erent utility of consumption. There are several reasons to assume state

dependent utility functions: e.g. that non-workers may have more time than

workers to enjoy their consumption, implying a higher utility of a certain con-

sumption or, on the other hand, that the non-workers�health status may not

allow them to enjoy their consumption as much as the, presumably healthy,

workers.3 In chapter 2 it is assumed that for a given consumption, c, individ-

uals have greater utility of c when not working than when working. This is

3Concerning state dependent utility functions: in the health insurance literature it is
often assumed that U(X) > V (X), where U(X) is the utility of consuming X when in
good health and V (X) is the utility when ill (cf. Viscusi & Evans, 1990)
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1.1. SOCIAL INSURANCE

done to accentuate the fact that non-workers need not have a bad health sta-

tus even if disabled, i.e. individuals may be unable to work (given the rules

of the insurance policy etc.) without their health status being obstructive to

living an otherwise normal life (or obstructive to consumption). The assump-

tion also implies that able individuals would choose (if they could choose)

not to work if they had the same income when not working, a reasonable

assumption when leisure is a normal good.

The basic results from Parsons (1996) are in essence transferable to the

three-type-model and the continuous model in chapter 2. That is, individ-

uals should be given incentives to work in line with their ability and this

leaves room for being more generous towards the targeted group(s). The

composition of these incentives, however, might be somewhat di¤erent in the

continuous model compared to the discrete models. The continuous model

allows for any relation between the income of tagged workers and untagged

workers, whereas the income of tagged workers is always greater in the dis-

crete models.

The consumption allocations for the di¤erent groups (i.e. salaries and

bene�ts respectively) in the three-type model cannot be fully ranked, mak-

ing the results less straight forward than in Parsons�model. It is however

obvious that mechanism behind the results is similar, two logarithmic exam-

ples highlight this fact.

The tagged in the continuous model may be given incentives to work by a

lower cut-o¤ level i.e. they may stop working at a lower disability level, and

it cannot be ruled out that the cut-o¤ level for the tagged is greater than or

equal to the cut-o¤ level of the untagged. This is an unappealing result in

the sense that the targeted group for the disability insurance (the tagged)

is treated with less or equal generosity to the untagged in terms of cut-o¤

level. However, it is found that the premium for tagged workers is greater

than the premium for untagged workers in this case, possibly outweighing

the less generous cut-o¤ level.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Organization

The question of how to organize an economic transaction is an eternal ques-

tion. Should a speci�c transaction be carried out in a �rm, in the market

or in some hybrid form of organization? This kind of questions often end

up in the domain of transaction cost economics (e.g. Klein et. al. (1978),

Williamson (1985)). An alternative, but related, way to analyze the organiza-

tion of economic transactions is the property rights approach to organization

(hereinafter PRA) (Grossman & Hart (1986), Hart & Moore (1990), Hart

(1995)).4

The property rights approach to organization has not achieved the same

impact, and broad familiarity, as transaction cost theory, but has all the

same inspired a non-trivial amount of research and critique. This section is

primarily devoted to familiarizing the reader with the model and the critique

of the model, but also summarizes the �ndings in chapter 3 which adapts the

PRA to trilateral transactions.

The Property Rights Approach to Organization

While transaction cost theory suggests that integration reduces opportunis-

tic behavior, when contracting is incomplete, it does not explain how this

happens. Starting from this contention the seminal work by Grossman &

Hart (1986) and Hart & Moore (1990) proposes a theory of how to orga-

nize �rms (determine the boundaries of �rms) in a world with incomplete

contracts. This theory focuses on the importance of asset ownership for the

relationship-speci�c investments made in a transaction (trade relationship).

Relationship-speci�c investments are investments that are more valuable in

a particular transaction than outside the transaction. That is, relationship-

speci�c investments are investments by party B in the relationship with party

S, and vice versa, that increase the mutual dependence and the coordina-

tion between the parties - ensuring a more rewarding cooperation between

B and S; i.e. increasing the value of the relationship. These investments are

4Also known as the Grossman-Hart-Moore model.
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1.2. ORGANIZATION

non-contractible and the level of investments typically increases with asset

ownership, because asset ownership gives the owner control of contingencies

not speci�ed in the contract and hence a stronger bargaining position (the

owner becomes less vulnerable to withdrawal from trade by a party that does

not invest or invests less). Organizational form in this theory is de�ned by

the distribution of assets; e.g. integration means that one party owns all

assets used in the transaction. Notably, the PRA focuses on organizational

issues and abstracts from demand (consumer side) issues that might a¤ect

the bene�ts of a certain organization. Next the PRA is brie�y discussed to

familiarize the reader with its typical assumptions and results.

The discussion here, as in later chapters, is based on Hart (1995:chapter

2) who presents a simple and tractable version of the PRA. The model in

Grossman & Hart (1986) is similar albeit more elaborate e.g. when formal-

izing the residual control rights. The Hart & Moore (1990) model, on the

other hand, is in some sense the most sophisticated version of the model, al-

lowing for multiple (instead of just two) agents and changing the bargaining

solution, and will be discussed in further detail below.

The most common representation of the PRA is a two-period model with

two parties (bilateral trade); in fact most of the literature assumes a bilateral

trade relationship with some exceptions e.g. Hart & Moore (1990), Bolton &

Whinston (1993) and chapter 3 of this thesis. The bilateral trade envisioned

may have the following form: let the two parties be B (buyer) and S (seller),

planning to trade with each other. In this trade B produces the �nal good

and S produces an input to this production, for which B and S use one

physical asset each: b and s. Before they trade with each other, they make

realtionship-speci�c investments, typically in their human capital. These

investments increase the value of trade for both parties. However, if B and S

fail to agree on trade, they may withdraw from this speci�c transaction and

buy respectively sell the input on the open market (this is called no-trade

and the bargaining interpretation of this disagreement point is discussed

extensively below).

There is no uncertainty about costs and bene�ts, and no asymmetric in-

formation in this model. Moreover, the parties can make correct calculations

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

about the expected return of any action and have an unlimited wealth - en-

suring that the parties can buy any asset i.e. that wealth constraints do not

hinder an e¢ cient allocation of assets. However, there is ex ante uncertainty

about the quality of the input - its characteristics cannot be contracted on

in contingent manner. Figure 1.1 describes the timing of the model; notably

assets are already allocated, i.e. the organizational structure for the transac-

tion is decided when the investments are made in period 0. In period 1 the

parties trade with each other, the uncertainty about input quality is resolved,

and the parties bargain, heeding that both have the option of no-trade, over

the division of the surplus.

Asset allocation/
Organization

Period 0: Relationship
specific investments

Period 1:
The Transaction

Bargaining

Affects the investments,
investments follow ownership

Each party invest in their
human capital or asset – non

cooperatively

The parties trade with each
other. The quality of the input

is revealed

The parties bargain over the
division of surplus – Nash

bargaining

Figure 1.1: The timing of the PRA-model

Both Grossman & Hart (1986) and Hart (1995) apply the Nash bar-

gaining solution (NBS) (good textbook references are Osborne & Rubinstein

(1990) and Muthoo (1999)) to the bargaining problem. Hence they assume

cooperative (even if NBS is the outcome in some non-cooperative bargaining

structures as well) and ex post e¢ cient bargaining. This e¢ ciency implies

costless renegotiations i.e. any contract may be renegotiated in the model at

any time (until an agreement is reached and the transaction is carried out).

A period-0-contract, e.g. establishing the basic conditions for the trans-

action, cannot specify the relevant characteristics (the quality) of the input

in a veri�able manner, nor can it specify all possible future contingencies -

hence it is an incomplete contracting model. If complete contracting was

possible the parties could choose their investments to maximize their joint ex

post surplus. Instead of making �rst-best investments, i.e. maximize their

joint ex post surplus, B and S will choose second-best investments, which
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typically imply underinvestments (Grossman & Hart, 1986, Hart & Moore,

1990, Hart, 1995).5 Notably, investment are observable to both parties, but

not veri�able to outsiders (not enforceable)(cf. Hart 1995).

When it comes to organization, the interaction between asset ownership

and relationship-speci�c investments determines the organizational structure.

It is assumed that all investments are bene�cial for the investing party irre-

spective if she trades with the other party or not. However, the bene�t is

greater if the investing parties trade with each other (cf. Hart, 1995). The

investments are typically made in human capital and connected to the use of

the assets. Moreover it is assumed that human capital cannot be transferred

between the parties.

Asset ownership gives the asset owner control over contingencies concern-

ing assets not speci�ed in the contract (residual control rights), implying e.g.

that agents not involved in the transaction may be excluded from using the

assets. Residual control rights are important given the uncertainty in the

model, stemming from the presence of unforeseen contingencies and the ex

ante uncertainty about input quality. In general, asset ownership creates

greater incentives for investments, because the increased control makes the

asset owner less vulnerable to a withdrawal from trade by the other party.

Hence the incentives for investments crucially depend on asset allocation,

which enables a comparative analysis of the organizational structure. The

best organizational structure in the comparative analysis is the structure that

supports the greatest relationship-speci�c investments, and thus creates the

greatest surplus.

Some results from Hart (1995) may serve as examples of this comparative

analysis:

� If the assets b and s are independent, then non-integration is optimal.

� If the assets b and s are complementary, then some form of integration
5Grossman & Hart (1986) does not rule out overinvestments in the second-best. In Hart

& Moore (1990) and Hart (1995), however, overinvestments are ruled out by assuming that
the marginal incentive to invest is increasing in the number of assets (and agents) involved
in the trade. See assumption 6 in Hart & Moore (1990) and assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 in
Hart (1995).
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(e.g. B owning both b and s) is optimal.

� If B�s (S�s) human capital is essential6 for the transaction, then B (S)
should own both assets.

� Joint ownership is suboptimal when assets are complementary and the
parties make investments in human capital.

� If B�s (S�s) investment is relatively unproductive, contributes relatively
less to the total value of the transaction, then S (B) should own all

assets.

Using the same basic assumptions, e.g. about incomplete contracts, tim-

ing and information, Hart & Moore (1990) analyze the control structure (the

ownership structure) of coalitions of agents in a multi-agent and multi-asset

setting. These coalitions may be thought of as cooperative projects, some

form of production, involving many agents. However, the analysis abstracts

from the actual structure of this production as it just assumes that if a coali-

tion is formed (in period 1) it will choose an e¢ cient allocation of assets.

That is, it is not speci�ed who produces the inputs and who produces the

�nal good and how they are connected (except in the application to many

assets where there are many upstream �rms and one downstream �rm (cf.

Bolton & Whinston (1993)). These coalitions create a surplus that is divided

between the agents according to their Shapley value, which gives each agent

his expected contribution to a coalition. Hence Hart & Moore (1990) take
a cooperative approach to their bargaining problem and assume that the ex

post bargaining outcome is e¢ cient (costless renegotiation). The value of a

coalition typically depends (as the value of trade) on the investments that the

agents make, these investments (as above) are assumed to be complementary.

As in Hart (1995) and in chapter 3 of this thesis there is inherent under-

investment in the model since the full gains from the investment will not be
6Meaning that this human capital pivotal for the transaction such that the other party�s

(with non-essential human capital) investment incentives are muted in its absence. Muted
in the sense that the party will make the same investment irrespective of asset ownership.
Hence access to this human capital i.e. being part of the transaction, in a sense, becomes
more important than the residual control rights stemming from asset ownership. See more
about this in chapters 3 and 4.
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reaped by the investor (since the created surplus is divided over all agents in

the bargaining). This setup yields several results e.g.:

� If only one agent, i, has an investment then i should own all assets.

� Joint ownership with each party having veto power is ruled out i.e.
never optimal7 and, additionally, no more than one agent should have

veto power over an asset.

� If an asset is idiosyncratic, i.e. irrelevant to all other agents, to i then
i should own it.

� If i is indispensable to an asset then i should own this asset.

� If two (or more) assets are complementary they should be owned or
controlled (be in the same coalition) together.

These results are similar to the results presented above. Hart & Moore

(1990) also introduce a new line of results since their setup enables an analysis

of employee incentives (if one accepts the idea that employees bargain over the

surplus of their production).8 In this setup an employee/worker is someone

who works on an asset without owning it. They �nd that employee incentives

(for investments in human capital speci�c to the asset) change when the

ownership structure changes - in particular they �nd that an employee will

invest more if the owner of the asset that she works with acquires more assets.

Related Literature and Critique of the PRA

Starting with the critique it is obvious that the PRA has limitations and this

is also acknowledged by Hart & Moore in a recent article. Hart & Moore

(2008) state that although literature related to the PRA "... has generated

7Speci�cally, joint ownership (with each party having veto-power) is suboptimal due
to the complementarity between investments (in human capital) (supermodularity). This
also implies that ownership by non-investing outsiders is never desirable. See Holmström
(1999) for a discussion of this issue.

8Grossman & Hart (1986) and the basic model in Hart (1995) focus on management
incentives.
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some useful insights about �rm boundaries, it has some shortcomings". In

particular they mention:

1. that it is incredible that non-contractible ex ante investments, although

important, single-handedly determine the organizational structure. More-

over such investments are hard to measure empirically, making it di¢ -

cult to test the empirical validity of the PRA (cf. Whinston, 2003).

2. that the approach is unsuitable for analyzing the internal organization

of �rms, e.g. allocation of authority and employee behavior.

3. that the approach has some foundational weaknesses; there is a discrep-

ancy between the assumption of bounded rationality when contracting

(incomplete contracts due to transaction costs) and the assumption of

full rationality in all other aspects. That is, why are otherwise rational

individuals not able to devise a way to deal with the uncertainty in

contracting?9

In response to these shortcomings Hart & Moore (2008) suggest a frame-

work with contracts as reference points i.e. the agents evaluate the outcome

of trade with reference to the contract they agreed upon in period 0. More-

over this framework also considers ex post ine¢ ciencies - the agents may exert

less e¤ort (in unveri�able dimensions) if they feel that they have received less

than the contract promised. Hart & Moore (2008) argue that this framework

sheds light on some of the issues not dealt with in the PRA-literature.

An often cited critique of the model is found in Holmström (1999), who

claims that while PRA aims at providing a framework for understanding

the boundaries of a �rm it fails to do so. The reasons is that it fails to

explain how di¤erent activities are distributed across �rms. In his view the

model deals with individual ownership of assets if taken literally, and if the

individuals are interpreted as �rms it implies that the activities of the �rm

9This point was made by Maskin & Tirole (1999b), see also Hart & Moore (1999) where
they respond to this critique and argue that Maskin & Tirole�s results are less damaging to
the incomplete contracts theory than it might seem. This discussion, although interesting,
is too intricate to be brief about and therefore not included here.
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are exogenously given. Thus, Holmström believes that the theory serves to

explain how assets are distributed across �rms for a given set of activities,

but not to explain how activities are distributed across �rms and it is the

activities that determine the boundaries of the �rm. Moreover, Holmström

asserts that the PRA, by focusing on hold-ups, overlooks a "... great variety

of instruments that can be used to in�uence employee incentives". Hence,

as already noted, the model is unsuitable for explaining employee behavior

within �rms. Finally, Holmström notes that the model "unfortunately" is

vulnerable to changes in bargaining assumptions. This notion is discussed in

detail in the next subsection.

Threat points, Outside options and the Robustness of the PRA

The no-trade payo¤s (speci�cally that they are increasing in asset ownership)

are vital for the conclusions drawn from the PRA. No-trade is the disagree-

ment point, in a general sense,10 in the negotiation over the input price and

as such its characteristics (e.g. is it a de�nite disagreement or could there be

an agreement in a later period?) are important for the results of the model.

Two contemporaneous articles Chiu (1998) and De Meza & Lockwood (1998)

show that results in the PRA are not invariant to changes in bargaining as-

sumptions. In particular they underline that the interpretation of no-trade

a¤ects the results.

In bargaining theory, in general, a di¤erence is made between inside op-

tions (also known as disagreement, threat or status quo points) and outside
options (see e.g. Muthoo, 1999). An inside option is the payo¤ an agent

receives up to the time an agreement is reached. An outside option, on the

other hand, is the payo¤ an agent receives when the negotiation irretriev-

ably breaks down (cf. De Meza & Lockwood, 1998, Chiu, 1998, Muthoo,

1999). Even though di¤erent bargaining solutions are used in Grossman &

Hart (1986) / Hart (1995) and in Hart & Moore (1990) the interpretation of

no-trade, even if it is not clearly stated, is the same in both settings, namely

10That is, I allow myself to use disagreement point as a general expression for all types
fallback positions from the bargaining. In the bargaining literature disagreement points
are often synonymous with threat points.
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that no-trade can be interpreted as an inside or, if you like, a status quo

option (cf. De Meza & Lockwood, 1998, Chiu, 1998).

Chiu (1998) as well as De Meza & Lockwood (1998) use the outside option

principle to show that interpreting no-trade as an outside option, instead of

an inside option, changes the results of the PRA. The outside option principle

states that if the outside option is binding, i.e. greater than the payo¤ the

agent would get without an outside option, then the agent receives this payo¤.

However, if the outside option is non-binding then the agent receives the

payo¤ she would receive if she had no outside option - the outside option has

no e¤ect on the negotiation (to read more about the outside option principle

see e.g. Osborne and Rubinstein, 1990, Muthoo, 1999).

De Meza & Lockwood use Rubinstein�s alternating-o¤ers model (Rubin-

stein, 1982) with outside options for both agents to model the bargaining.

Chiu, on the other hand, proposes a di¤erent bargaining solution consis-

tent with a range of bargaining scenarios, among them the alternating-o¤ers

model (Chiu, 1998, section V). In both articles it is found that the loss of

asset ownership does not necessarily imply (weakly) lower investments (as in

the PRA). Instead it is found that losing assets may in certain circumstances

(a binding outside option) increase the investments by the agent losing the

asset. This �nding is obviously at odds with the �ndings in PRA, but both ar-

ticles present circumstances when the PRA-result (that investments increase

with asset ownership) also holds in their setup. Chiu contends that the PRA-

result holds in a situation with repeated trade, non-binding outside options

under any ownership structure (which could be interpreted as non-existing

outside options) and, importantly, inside options that increase in value with

asset ownership. In the De Meza & Lockwood setup the PRA-result holds

if it is assumed that the total return to investments is weakly increasing in

the number of assets owned (De Meza & Lockwood, 1998, assumption 5) and

the acquiring agent�s outside option is binding with probability one already

before the transfer of the asset.

It seems that the PRA, given the studies discussed above, is robust as

long as no-trade is interpreted as inside options and there are no outside

options. Is this interpretation of no-trade restrictive for applicability of the
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PRA? Chiu (1998) contends that it is restrictive because people often seek

outside options to strengthen their bargaining position.11 De Meza & Lock-

wood states that the restrictiveness depends on the context analyzed; if the

analysis deals with a situation where there is a natural inside option, e.g.

when the agents are already trading with other parties and will continue to

do so throughout the negotiation, then it is obviously not restrictive. An

example of this can be found in chapter 4 of this thesis i.e. within hospitals.

Clearly, a radiology department trades with a number of di¤erent medical

departments at the same time and the medical departments may consult

external radiologists without ruling out future trade between them. Hence,

in the negotiation between the radiology department and e.g. a surgery de-

partment both have inside options or threat points. That is, the radiology

department may threaten to focus on other medical departments (i.e. put the

surgery department�s requests at bottom of the stack) and the surgery de-

partment can threaten to use external radiologists. Other examples outside

the hospital setting are easily constructed - entrepreneurs with alternative

employments that are bargaining over a common project or upstream �rms

and downstream �rms that continue to trade on a spot-market for inputs

until they reach an agreement.

Related literature

Bolton & Whinston (1993) study multilateral trade relationships with, in

its simplest form, one upstream supplier and two downstream producers of

�nal products - where the two downstream producers compete for the in-

put that creates supply assurance concerns. In this setup they analyze the

e¤ects of di¤erent integration structures and the determinants of socially ef-

�cient organizational structures. In contrast to Hart & Moore (1990), who

also look at a multilateral setting, the investments are substitutes in their

setting. Among other things, they �nd that both downstream �rms under-

invest (compared to �rst-best) under non-integration, while integration leads

11Furthermore, Chiu (1998) (as well as Rajan & Zingles (1998), but in a somewhat
di¤erent setting) question the validity of the assumption that the value of the inside-
options increases with asset ownership.
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to over-investments by the integrated downstream �rm.

Segal & Whinston (2000) analyze the use of exclusive contract, i.e. pro-

hibiting trade with another party, to protect non-veri�able investments in a

model similar to the PRA. They �nd that if investments are fully relationship-

speci�c then exclusivity does not matter, i.e. does not increase the investment

level, while the opposite applies for investments that are valuable outside the

relationship. Moreover, it is also found that exclusivity, which can be in-

terpreted as an insurance against hold-ups of the same type as ownership in

PRA, may in fact discourage investments (a similar result to the results of De

Meza & Lockwood (1998) and Chiu (1998)). Furthermore it is found that

if investments are substitutes, and not complements as in the PRA-setup,

then it may be optimal to give ownership to a non-investing party. Notably,

Rajan & Zingales (1998) reach the same conclusion.

Rajan & Zingales (1998) suggest that access to critical resources may be

better in explaining the internal organization and boundaries of the �rm than

the control (power) arising from asset ownership. This approach di¤ers from

PRA in a number of ways, for example. it de�nes a �rm as more than its

assets, there is no need for enforceable property rights, and obviously asset

ownership is not the only source of power within the �rm ("soft" assets such

as talent and ideas also matter). It is also argued that control (security)

provided by asset ownership might "... breed complacence" and thus provide

weaker incentives for investments than access to a critical resource (because

the value of access is critically dependent on the investment while ownership

has a value per se). Furthermore, they show that the results of the PRA,

rather unsurprisingly, change when the assumptions of the model are altered.

In an extension of the PRA, Matouschek (2004) introduces ex post ine¢ -

ciency (and abstracts from ex ante investment ine¢ ciency). This ine¢ ciency

stems from asymmetric information between the agents i.e. each agent has

private information. Matouschek shows that the ine¢ ciency depends on the

ownership structure and �nds the optimal (ine¢ ciency minimizing) owner-

ship structure in di¤erent circumstances. In particular he �nds that owner-

ship structures that reduce the total no-trade payo¤ (i.e. the sum of no-trade

payo¤s for both agents in bilateral trade) increase the probability of e¢ cient
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trade. Interestingly, Matouschek shows that joint ownership might be opti-

mal, in contrast to the PRA where joint ownership is suboptimal given in-

vestments in human capital, when the expected gains from trade are large.12

If the expected gains are small, on the other hand, then non-integration or

integration is optimal depending on asset characteristics. Similarly to the

PRA, non-integration is optimal when assets are non-synergistic (in essence

independent) and integration is optimal when assets are synergistic (comple-

mentary).

Trilateral Trade and Asset Allocation

PRA has, in spite of the presented critique, one advantage over most alterna-

tive models - its tractability. The simple, yet formal, structure of the model

facilitates the analysis of organizations and produces useful insights, even if

they are limited to certain circumstances (e.g. inside options and managerial

incentives). Chapter 3 of this thesis takes the most tractable version of the

PRA, the one presented in Hart (1995), and extends it to a trilateral trade

relationship.

Trilateral trade is a transaction where one downstream party produces

the �nal good and two upstream parties supply inputs for this production.

One of the upstream suppliers also supplies the other upstream supplier with

an input. It might simplify intuition to think about the following situation:

a downstream producer of mobile phones, D, needs both microchips and

memory cards (that contain microchips) to produce the mobile phones. Let

U1 be the producer of microchips and U2 be the producer of memory cards.

Now trilateral trade, as depicted here, is the situation where U1 supplies

microchips, signi�cantly di¤erent types of microchips, to D and U2, while U2
supplies D with memory cards.

Chapter 3 analyzes the optimal organizational structure for the trilateral

12The notion that joint ownership might be optimal in certain circumstanses may also
be found elsewhere e.g. if the value of no-trade falls with increased investment (Rajan &
Zingales, 1998), if the ex post bargaining is modelled by alternating-o¤ers bargaining (De
Meza & Lockwood, 1998, Chiu, 1998), if the parties have the option to sell their share
(Maskin & Tirole, 1999a)
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trade under di¤erent assumptions about asset and human capital. In general

it is found that there is a tendency towards partial integration in the trilateral

model, while full integration is more of an exception. This result suggests a

more general �nding i.e. that a downstream �rm, in many instances, should

not treat all of its suppliers the same way (integrate all or integrate none).

Instead, it is bene�cial to integrate one party and let the other party remain

an independent contractor, implying that the latter party�s investment in-

centive generally is greater than it would be under full integration. Which

party to integrate depends on the characteristics of assets, human capital

and investments; generally the party that is least sensitive, indicated by un-

changed incentives for investments, to losing control over its asset may be

integrated.

Moreover, chapter 3 discusses the relative productivity of investments

and the e¤ects of changing the starting point of the analysis. The latter is

an issue that has received little attention in earlier expositions of the PRA,

but is important both for the model�s intuitive appeal and the conclusions

drawn from it. Finally, chapter 3 discusses the bargaining assumptions of the

model and provides a microeconomic foundation for the chosen bargaining

model. The setup for the bargaining is the following: all parties bargaining

bilaterally (i.e. an agreement between two parties cannot be conditioned on

the participation of the third party) and simultaneous with rational expec-

tations about the outcome in the other negotiations. The symmetric Nash

bargaining solution is used to determine the outcome of this bargaining.

1.3 Hospital Care

Hospitals are the visible signs of the health care system (and represent the

bulk of health care expenditure), and are often impressive building complexes

that are easily noted in the skyline of the cities. Within these buildings a wide

variety of interdependent transactions are carried out to provide specialized

care. Hospitals are at the centre of attention of citizens as well as politicians

and are often seen, in the public debate, as ine¢ cient and overly bureaucratic

organizations (at least in public health care systems). In spite of this the
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organization of hospitals in general, and especially the organization of public

hospitals, has rendered little interest among economists. Chapter 4 of this

thesis addresses the organization of public hospitals by applying the property

rights approach to organization to the problem. This approach is new to the

hospital literature.

Typical Characteristics of Hospitals and Hospital Care

Hospital output typically consists of two ingredients: hospital care (the actual

treatment) and defensive capacity (cf. Zweifel & Breyer, 1997). Defensive

capacity is a readiness to satisfy an option demand i.e. spare resources in

terms of both equipment and personnel that can be used to meet (unforeseen)

upswings in demand e.g. in case of major accidents or major epidemics.

The major part of hospital output is obviously hospital care, and the

production of hospital care is typically a joint production carried out by a

number of interdependent medical departments (cardiology, orthopedic dep.

etc.), support services (e.g. laboratories and radiology) and, to some extent,

hotel services (cooking, cleaning etc.). In the joint production of hospital

care every patient "receives customized attention" consisting of inputs from

di¤erent parts of the hospital - both from di¤erent medical departments and

from di¤erent support services (cf. Harris, 1977). The customized attention

that each patient receives requires decision-making to be decentralized. That

is, that patient care decisions are made by the treating hospital departments

because they have information about the patient that the hospital manage-

ment does not have (asymmetric information).

Physicians (medical departments) will, in most instances, have an in-

formational advantage over both hospital managements and patients (see

e.g. Arrow, 1963). Moreover, the irreducible uncertainty about treatment

outcomes makes it di¢ cult for the hospital management to assess the depart-

ments�actions ex post (cf. McGuire, 2000). This implies that the hospital

management cannot contract, in an enforceable manner, the hospital depart-

ments to take certain actions e.g. to ensure good cooperation in the joint

production of hospital care. This has implications, or at least should have,
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for the organization of hospitals; the organization of the joint production

in itself must be such that it e.g. ensures a high level of cooperation and

coordination.

Vertical integration is the most common organizational form for hospitals

(e.g. Coles & Hesterly, 1998, Söderström & Lundbäck, 2002) possibly in re-

sponse to the need for cooperation and coordination, but there are also other

possible explanations e.g. inertia and/or a need for political control (public

hospitals) - the need for political control spurs a preference for hierarchic

public organizations (cf. Williamson, 1999).

Economic Research and Hospitals

Much of the economic research on hospitals has focused on ownership forms

(and e¢ ciency), optimal scale of hospitals or reimbursement, while little has

been done in terms of actual modelling of hospitals and hospital organiza-

tion. Most of this research, explicitly or implicitly, studies the US health

care system. This is especially true for the "ownership literature", reviewed

in Sloan (2000), which compares the behavior and performance of for-pro�t

and (private) not-for-pro�t hospitals (and to a lesser extent public hospitals

that seem to have a clearly di¤erent orientation to their private counterparts

e.g. providing more uncompensated care). The general �nding in this liter-

ature is "...that for-pro�t and private not-for-pro�t are far more alike than

di¤erent..." both in terms of e¢ ciency and quality (Sloan, 2000). It has also

been suggested that the quality of public hospitals, in the US system, is lower

than their private counterparts (recent research on German hospitals reach

the opposite conclusion (Herr, 2008)). These results will typically depend on

the institutional structure of the health care market and are hence likely to

be country-speci�c.

The institutional structure of the health care system, e.g. competition,

funding and hospital organization, will also a¤ect the optimal scale of hos-

pitals, but it seems likely that the research results on optimal scale are less

country-spec�c than the ownership results. The general tendency towards

vertically integrated hospitals and hospital mergers holds across countries
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and seems to be driven by the same rationale, i.e. that larger hospitals are

more e¢ cient due to better use of resources. Economic research on this topic

is supportive of this contention, but with the proviso that this only holds

up to a certain size above which the e¢ ciency falls due to increased costs

of management etc. Posnett (2002) reviews the literature trying to pinpoint

this "certain size" and �nds that the optimal size of hospitals lies somewhere

in the range 100-300 beds. Notably, the average size in Sweden is above

450 beds (cf. Söderström & Lundbäck, 2002). However, economies of scale

should only be one of the determinants for hospital organization. Even if

450 beds are above the most e¢ cient scale, there are other considerations,

such as interdependency between di¤erent hospital services or control of qual-

ity/production, that might warrant a vertically integrated structure entailing

450 beds. Coles & Hesterly (1998) (starting from the contention that trans-

action cost are central to understanding vertical integration) �nd that asset-

speci�city (assets or investments that are speci�c to a certain transaction) is

more important for explaining vertical integration than economies of scale.

Moreover they �nd that hospitals typically will integrate core services, even if

transaction costs are low, to ensure control over quality. These �ndings have

obvious connections to the �ndings in chapter 4: that the need for control

over transactions (residual control rights) and speci�c investments creates a

preference for an integrated structure.

Another strand of literature where it is commonplace to talk about hos-

pitals is the "reimbursement literature" dealing with the reimbursement of

health care providers e.g. hospitals. This is a quite large literature focusing

on how the reimbursement a¤ects provider behavior e.g. in terms of "skimp-

ing", "cream skimming" and "dumping". Typical examples of this literature

are Ellis & McGuire (1986) and Ma (1994). The e¤ects of di¤erent reim-

bursement schemes on hospital organization, if there are such e¤ects, are not

dealt with in this literature.

The economic modelling of hospitals and hospital organization is sparse

with Newhouse (1970) being the most obvious exception. Newhouse (1970)

develops an informal model of not-for-pro�t hospitals based on the contention

that not-for-pro�t hospitals maximize quantity and quality subject to a zero
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pro�t constraint. He �nds that not-for-pro�t hospitals will achieve least-

cost production, but have a bias against low quality care (care that some

consumers may demand). The latter, together with high barriers to entry is

thought to hinder economic e¢ ciency on the hospital market.

The economic research on the internal organization of hospitals seems, as

already noted, very limited. Harris (1977) discusses a conceptual model of

US hospitals and, in doing this, provides some general insights into hospi-

tals and hospital care with implications for hospital organization; e.g. that

hospital care is a joint production, that decision-making is decentralized and

that there is a need for a defensive capacity. He also discusses the internal

market within hospitals i.e. that hospitals consist of an array of suppliers

and demanders - laboratories supplying test results to medical departments,

medical departments demanding treatments from other medical departments

and so on. Hospitals in essence consist of a range of specialists performing

tasks that are complementary to each other, creating an internal market of

supply and demand, and a need for coordination and cooperation among

these tasks. These contentions will of course a¤ect the optimal organiza-

tion of hospitals. Chapter 4 of this thesis tries to incorporate some of these

insights into a formal model of public hospitals.

Public Hospitals - Incentives and Organization

Chapter 4 of this thesis proposes a novel way to analyze the organization of

public hospitals (and to a lesser extent hospitals in general). The property

rights approach to organization (PRA) is put forward as conducive to the

analysis of hospital organization, and especially so for public hospitals. The

PRA (presented above and extended in chapter 3) is suggested to capture

many features of hospital care, most importantly the importance of a well-

functioning joint production. The PRA also misses out on some features (e.g.

asymmetric information). The conduciveness of the PRA is discussed quite

extensively in chapter 4 before moving on to the analysis.

The analysis explores issues concerning the privatization and integration

of public hospital services and produces a number of results. Most interest-
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ingly, it is found, when studying a transaction involving a medical depart-

ment (also acting as public principal) and a support service, that integration

should be opted for both when constructing new treatment units as well as

when considering privatization of the support service. Both results are fore-

most driven by the realization that the medical department�s human capital

is essential for production of hospital care. This is intuitively appealing, and

somewhat trivial; without the cooperation with medical departments most

support services would experience di¢ culties in giving patients suitable treat-

ment. Furthermore, this suggests that public ownership of all assets in the

transaction is the best option as long as the public principal�s human capital

is essential. Obviously, if the public principal is not a medical department,

as assumed in chapter 4, assuming that its human capital is essential for

hospital care would be more questionable - an interesting topic for future

research.

The analysis of a transaction between a medical department and a ho-

tel service reveals that the organization of the transaction depends on the

characteristics of investments. In certain circumstances integration should

be opted for, while in other circumstances the best option is non-integration;

and in yet other circumstances joint ownership could be the solution. The

fundamental lesson concerning this transaction is that being dependent on

access to the other party�s assets and/or investment lowers the incentive for

investments unless some residual control rights over assets can be granted -

either through integration or joint ownership. Speci�c investments in physi-

cal capital and complementary investments create such dependence.

If the analysis is extended to trilateral transactions it is found that priva-

tization, i.e. disintegrating an integrated structure, is a Pareto improvement

only in very special circumstances. However, it is also found that when con-

structing new treatment units then full integration, in most instances, is not

an improvement over non-integration or partial integration. Thus trilateral

transactions that are already integrated should remain integrated and new

treatment units should either be non-integrated or partially integrated.

Generally, the predictions of the model are supportive of medical depart-

ments (with essential human capital) owning support services�assets, but not
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other medical departments�assets (unless the other medical departments are

indi¤erent over ownership).
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Chapter 2

Imperfect Tagging Revisited -
Moving Beyond the Two-Type
Economy

Abstract: Chapter 2 moves beyond the disability insurance with two types, able

and disabled, in Parsons (1996). This is done in two ways: by introducing a

third type, the partially disabled, and by allowing for a continuum of types. It

is assumed throughout that the individuals have state-dependent utility of con-

sumption. The results are in essence consistent with Parsons: individuals should

be given incentives to work in line with their ability and this leaves room for being

more generous towards the targeted group(s). The continuous model, however,

opens up for using a broader range of incentives than in the discrete models.

Keywords: disability insurance, imperfect tagging, partial disability, continu-

ous disability

JEL classi�cation: H21; H53

2.1 Introduction

Disability, be it partial or full, lowers individuals�ability to sustain a su¢ -

cient income. Disability insurance aims to provide income support to these

individuals. Like all insurance policies a disability insurance is vulnerable to
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excessive use - moral hazard. In their seminal paper Diamond & Mirrlees

(1978) de�ne the basic moral hazard condition and show that in a two-type-

economy, i.e. individuals are either able or disabled, an optimal disability

insurance can be constructed taking moral hazard into account. This policy

induces all able individuals to work if the income from working is su¢ ciently

more generous than the bene�t o¤ered to non-workers. This implies a great

strain on the targeted group for the disability insurance - the disabled, who

cannot work. The bene�ts will generally be low, implying a low replacement

rate. To improve the e¢ ciency (the replacement rate) of disability insurance,

tagging/classi�cation of individuals is both used in practice and suggested in

theory.

Tagging is the practice of assigning a tag to individuals based on their

characteristics, e.g. able and disabled. Akerlof (1978) shows that di¤eren-

tiating between individuals through tagging may improve e¢ ciency. The

screening process (tagging process) in his model never mistakes an able indi-

vidual for a disabled one (however not all disabled necessarily receive a tag),

implying that the tagged disabled will be compensated fully for their loss of

income. Empirical studies and casual observation suggest that mistakes are

made and that the classi�cation of individuals is less accurate than Akerlof

envisions. The screening process produces two types of errors, often labeled

type-I error and type-II error. Type-I errors arise when the truly disabled

are not tagged, while type-II errors are the opposite i.e. able individuals re-

ceiving a disability tag. Empirical studies show that the classi�cation errors

are substantial; in an early study of the American disability insurance Nagi

(1969) �nds that the type-I error as well as the type-II error is 20%. Benitez-

Silva et. al. (2004) uses self-reported ability to evaluate the classi�cation

errors and �nds similar results for the type-II error but concludes that the

type-I error might be as large as 60%.

Imperfect tagging in disability insurance in a theoretical setting has been

studied by e.g. Diamond & Sheshinski (1995) and Parsons (1996). Both arti-

cles assume that some individuals are misclassi�ed by the screening process.

Diamond & Sheshinski�s two-type model recognizes the presence of both type-

I and type-II errors but does not model a speci�c salary for tagged workers.
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Parsons, on the other hand, di¤erentiate the salaries for tagged and untagged

workers in the optimal program. He shows, in a two-type model, where in-

dividuals are either able or disabled, that it is optimal to provide a higher

consumption allocation (i.e. salary for workers, bene�t for non-workers) to

individuals with a disability tag. Salanié (2002) shows that Parsons results

are very general as long as leisure is a normal good.

This chapter tries to move beyond the two-type model of imperfect tag-

ging by �rst introducing a third type, the partially disabled, and thereafter

constructing a model with a continuum of types (similar to yet distinct from

the continuous model in Diamond & Sheshinski (1995)). Throughout, it is

assumed that workers and non-workers have di¤erent utilities of consumption

i.e. that utility is state-dependent.1

The chapter is organized as follows: section 2.2 familiarizes the reader

with Parsons�two-type model and it is found that the ranking of incomes

(consumption allocations) becomes incomplete when utility is assumed to be

state dependent. Section 2.3 analyzes a three-type model (with two tags)

where individuals are able, disabled or partially disabled. Here it is found

that the main intuition from the two-type model still holds, although it is less

straight forward, i.e. it is optimal to reward tagged individuals for working

in line with their ability instead. Section 2.4 deals with a continuous version

of the imperfect tagging model and it is found that, apart from the fact

that the complexity of the issue increases, tagged individuals is treated more

generously than untagged individuals either in terms of higher income or

by not working at lower disability levels or both. Section 2.5 concludes the

chapter.

1This is not done by Parsons (1996) who assumes state independent utilities, but this
assumption can also be found in Diamond & Sheshinski (1995).
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2.2 Imperfect Tagging - Two Types and One

Tag

Consider an economy with two types of individuals: able and disabled. The

proportion of able individuals is `A, accordingly the proportion of disabled

is `D = 1 � `A. Individuals in this model are either fully able to work

(able) or not able to work at all (disabled). � is the degree of disability

which is dichotomous in the two-type model, 0 (able) or 1 (disabled). All

individuals in the economy are identical in all aspects but the degree of

disability. All working individuals have the same marginal product and the

marginal product is normalized to 1.

A disability insurance is designed to cover the loss of income (at least

partially) and a screening process decides whether an individual is eligible

for disability bene�ts. The screening process is exogenous to the model and

assigns a disability "tag" to an individual with probability p�. The tagging

is imperfect in that it, with positive probability, fails to assign disability tags

to truly disabled individuals and, with positive probability, assigns disability

tags to able individuals.

2.2.1 The screening process

Able individuals receive a disability tag (T ) with probability p0 and no tag

(NT ) with probability '0 = 1 � p0. The disabled, however, receive a tag
with probability p1 and no tag with probability '1 = 1� p1. The probability
of getting a disability tag is greater for the truly disabled than for the able,

that is p1 > p0 > 0 and thus '0 > '1 > 0. Thus, the type-1 error is '1and

the type-2 error is p0.

2.2.2 The utility functions

Able individuals who are working, W , have the following utility of consump-

tion:
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UW = u (c)�D�

where D� > 0 is the disutility of working depending on the degree of dis-

ability; for the able we have � = 0, thus UAf = u (c)�D0. Furthermore, the

utility of consumption when not working, N , is given by:

UN = v (c)

The utility functions u(c) and v(c) are concave and increasing in consump-

tion, and the marginal utilities go from1 to 0 as c goes from 0 to1. Work
and consumption is preferable to no work and no consumption: u(c)�D0 >

v(0). That is, able individuals will work in the absence of a disability insur-

ance. Work is unpleasant such that; u(c) � D0 < v(c), all c. It is assumed

that if u (c)�D0 = v(~c) it follows that u0 (c) < v0(~c). This is the moral hazard

condition introduced by Diamond & Mirrlees (1978). The moral hazard con-

dition states that equating the utilities between non-workers and workers will

render a marginal utility higher for non-workers. This assumption is needed

to characterize the relation between the utility functions u (c) and v (c). No-

tably, the moral hazard condition is satis�ed in the models presented here

and also for u(c) = v(c).

2.2.3 Characterizing individuals and policy instruments

Given the two-sided classi�cation error in the screening process, the individ-

uals are characterized by their work status, their ability and their tag status

and may thus be divided in to 8 groups

[ability; work; tag] : [A;W;NT ] ; [A;W; T ] ; [A;N;NT ] ; [A;N; T ] ;

[D;W;NT ] ; [D;W; T ] ; [D;N;NT ] ; [D;N; T ] :

Since it is impossible for the disabled to work, the two groups [D;W;NT ]

and [D;W; T ] are not realized in the model. The disability insurance admin-

istration, performing the screening process and deciding on bene�t levels,
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knows that there are six groups of individuals in the economy. However, it

cannot fully distinguish between able and disabled individuals, i.e. disability

is imperfectly observed. Work- and tag-status are observed by the insur-

ance administration. Since the screening process is exogenous to the model,

the insurance administration�s only available policy instrument is the bene�t

levels, here modelled as the di¤erent consumption allocations to the distin-

guishable groups in the economy: cW , cTW , cNand c
T
N , where the superscript

is the tag status and the subscript is the work status.2

2.2.4 The optimization problem

Assume that all able individuals work in the optimal program (cf. Parsons,

1996). The policy objective is to maximize the expected social welfare by

choosing the bene�t level (the consumption vector). In this case the expected

social welfare is given by:

(1� p0)`A(u (cW )�D0) + p0`
A(u

�
cTW
�
�D0) +

+(1� p1)(1� `A)v (cN) + p1(1� `A)v
�
cTN
�

In maximizing expected social welfare the insurance administration is

constrained by the resources available in the economy and by the work con-

straints. The resource constraint is:

(1� p0)`AcW + p0`AcTW + (1� p1)(1� `A)cN + p1(1� `A)cTN �M

where M is the resources in the economy. It is assumed that all working

individuals have the same marginal product and this is normalized to 1; thus

M = `A � 1. Note that individuals have no reason to forgo consumption in
2That is, the insurance administration uses the information it possesses, about work-

and tag-status to construct the policy instrument.
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this model and the resource constraint therefore holds with equality (Par-

sons, 1996). The insurance administration is also constrained by the work

constraints of the able individuals. If the able are to work irrespective of

their tag, the following constraints need to be ful�lled:

u (cW )�D0 � v (cN)

for untagged individuals, and

u
�
cTW
�
�D0 � v

�
cTN
�

for tagged individuals.

Thus, the insurance administration solves the following maximization

problem:

max
cW ;c

T
W ;cN ;c

T
N

(1� p0)`A(u (cW )�D0) + p0`
A(u

�
cTW
�
�D0)+ (2.1)

+(1� p1)(1� `A)v (cN) + p1(1� `A)v
�
cTN
�

subject to the resource constraint:

(1� p0)`AcW + p0`AcTW + (1� p1)(1� `A)cN + p1(1� `A)cTN =M (2.2)

and the work constraints:

u (cW )�D0 � v (cN) (2.3)

u
�
cTW
�
�D0 � v

�
cTN
�

(2.4)

The �rst order conditions, where �j for j = i; ii; iii are the Lagrange multi-

pliers, for this maximization are the following: :

@L

@Cf
= (1� p0)`Au0 (cW )� �i(1� p0)`A + �iiu0 (cW ) = 0 (2.5)
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@L

@Cd
= (1� p1)(1� `A)v0 (cN)� �i(1� p1)(1� `A)� �iiv0 (cN) = 0 (2.6)

@L

@Cdf
= p0`

Au0
�
cTW
�
� �ip0`A + �iiiu0

�
cTW
�
= 0 (2.7)

@L

@Cdd
= p1)(1� `A)v0

�
cTN
�
� �ip1(1� `A)� �iiiv0

�
cTN
�
= 0 (2.8)

Since the resource constraint is binding we know that �i > 0, and it can

be shown that �ii > 0 and �iii > 0 (see appendix), i.e. the work constraints

bind at the optimum.

2.2.5 The consumption allocations

How are the di¤erent consumption allocations related to each other? First,

in the optimal program both work constraints are binding implying that:

u (cW )� v (cN) = u
�
cTW
�
� v

�
cTN
�

(2.9)

Moreover the �rst order conditions yield the following redistribution prin-

ciple (cf. Parsons, 1996):

!
1

u0(cW )
+ (1� !) 1

v0(cN)
= !T

1

u0(cTW )
+ (1� !T ) 1

v0(cTN)
(2.10)

where ! = (1�p0)`A
(1�p1)(1�`A)+(1�p0)`A ; !

T = p0`A

p1(1�`A)+p0`A . Both these weights

are positive (by the screening mechanism) and less than or equal to one.

Concerning the ranking of the consumption allocations, the following propo-

sition is made:

Proposition 2.1:
cTW > cW S cTN > cN
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Proof. First determine the ranking within the tag-states. The binding

work constraints and the assumptions about the utility functions give that

cW > cN and cTW > cTN . Next, note that p1 > p0 implying ! > !
T . Knowing

this, now assume that cW = cTW , which implies that cN = c
T
N since the work

constraints are binding. Thus 1
u0(cW )

= 1
u0(cTW )

and 1
v0(cN )

= 1
v0(cTN )

, and the

left-hand side of (2.10) is greater than the right-hand side. That is

!
1

u0(cW )
+ (1� !) 1

v0(cN)
> !D

1

u0(cTW )
+ (1� !D) 1

v0(cTN)

However in the optimal program the redistribution principle is satis�ed with

equality, thus the redistribution principle requires that cW is reduced relative

to cTW ( since LHS is an increasing function of cW and RHS an increasing

function of cTW ) . Thus cW < cTW in the optimal program, implying that

cN < c
T
N , since the work constraints are binding and both v(c) and u(c) are

increasing functions.

Concerning the ranking of cTN and cW it may be concluded that u0(cW ) <

v0(cTN) in the optimal program, since the smallest element in a weighted

average cannot exceed or equal the greatest element of another weighted

average if the averages are equal and have positive weights, that is 1
u0(cW )

>
1

v0(cTN )
. Notably u (cW )�D0 < v

�
cTN
�
since cTN > cN . Assuming v

0(c) = u0(c)

all c would ensure that the consumption allocations could be fully ranked

(cTN < cW ), and this is implicitly assumed in the examples below, but not

assumed in the general model.

It is not obvious that tagged non-workers should have a lower income

(consumption) than untagged workers in this model. It might be optimal,

from a utilitarian point of view, to increase the consumption of tagged non-

workers above the level of the untagged workers if the marginal utility of

consumption for the former group is high enough. However, this setup fol-

lows Parsons�results in providing a premium for being tagged and working,

and also in keeping income for untagged non-workers low (e.g. low social

assistance level).
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2.2.6 Logarithmic example

To illustrate the model a logarithmic example is constructed. Assume that

UAf = u (c) � D0 = ln c � D0 and U id = v (c) = ln 2c for i = A;D. This

speci�cation of the model is solved for cW , cTW , cNand c
T
N .

Figure 2.1 shows the consumption allocations assigned to the di¤erent

groups in the optimal insurance program when the probability of the able get-

ting a disability tag (p0) varies. This is done under the following assumptions:

p1 = 0:8, D0 = 0:5 and M = `A = 0:8.3. Notably, the required di¤erence in

consumption between working and not working is greater than in Parsons�

example. For p0 = 0:2, the consumption allocations are
�
cW ; cN ; c

T
W ; c

T
N

�
=

[0:83; 0:25; 1:23; 0:37] in this example compared to [0:819; 0:497; 0:996; 0:604]

in Parsons�example. Thus, this model requires greater reward for workers,

as expected. Note that when p0 > 0:8 this violates the assumption of the

model, i.e. p1 > p0, explaining the "exponential" growth of the consumption

allocations for the non-tagged groups.

Moreover when the assumption that p0 > p1 is violated, the tagged and

untagged switch roles. This can be seen in �gure 1 where not having a tag

is a better signal of disability than having a tag when p0 > p1and thus the

consumption allocations are greater for the untagged groups in the economy

in this range. Clearly, when p1 is high and p0 low, i.e. the screening process

is very reliable, the model approaches full insurance and it is optimal to

compensate the few able and tagged individuals substantially if they choose

to work in spite of the tag.

3These assumptions follow the assumptions made by Parsons (1996) and �gure 1 thus
resembles Parsons��gure 2 (p.197). The di¤erence between the �gures stems from the
speci�cation of the utility functions, that is the higher utility of consumption for non-
workers.
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Figure 2.1: Logarithmic example imperfect tagging
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2.3 Imperfect Tagging - Three Types and Two

Tags

Now consider an economy with three types of individuals: able, partially dis-

abled and disabled, whose population weights are `A, `P , and `D = 1 ��
`A + `P

�
; respectively. These population weights are exogenous to the

model. The three types di¤er in their disutility of working, which is increas-

ing in the degree of disability, 0 � � � 1. All individuals in the economy are
identical in all aspects but the degree of disability. All working individuals

have the same marginal product normalized to 1. The disabled are unable to

work. Furthermore, all degrees of partial disability are, for simplicity, treated

as one type. Assume that partial disability is limiting such that the partially

disabled may only work part-time or not work at all. The able, however,

may work full-time, part-time or not at all. Able individuals have � = 0,

partially disabled � = �� (�� 2 (0; 1)), and disabled � = 1. Apart from the the

addition of a third type this model is similar to the two-type model - with

appropriate modi�cations to accommodate for the third type.

2.3.1 The screening process

Able individuals receive a disability tag (T ) with probability p0, partial

disability tag (P ) with probability �0 and no tag (NT ) with probability

'0 = 1 � �0 � p0. The disabled receive a disability tag with probability
p1, partial disability tag with probability �1 and no tag with probability

'1 = 1� �1 � p1. For the partially disabled these probabilities are given by
p��; ��� and '�� = 1����� p�� respectively. The probability of getting a disabil-
ity tag is greater for the truly disabled than for the partially disabled, which

in turn is greater than the probability for the able, that is p1 > p�� > p0 > 0.

Furthermore; ��� > �1 > �0 > 0. These two conditions state that the screen-

ing mechanism is more capable of separating the able from the partially

disabled and the disabled than the latter two from each other - this since the

able have the smallest probabilities of being tagged in both instances. It is

also assumed that 0 < '1 < '�� < '0, implying that p1� p�� > �����1, which
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may be interpreted as follows; the screening mechanism will relatively more

often tag a disabled as a partially disabled than tag a partially disabled as a

disabled. Furthermore, it is assumed that the probabilities within each type

are ranked as follows:

p1 > �1 > '1 for the disabled

��� > p�� > '�� for the partially disabled

'0 > �0 > p0 for the able

Thus the probability of getting the "right" tag is greatest for each type, fol-

lowed by the probability of getting the tag closest to the individual�s actual

status. The assumption for the partially disabled implicitly says that the par-

tially disabled are closer to being disabled than able. The imperfect tagging

is more complex in the three-type-economy than in the two-type-economy.

The number of possible erroneous judgements in the screening process is in-

creased from two to six: able getting T-tag (p0), able getting P-tag (�0),

partially disabled getting T-tag (p��), partially disabled getting no tag ('��),

disabled getting P-tag (�1), and disabled getting no tag ('1).

2.3.2 The utility functions

The individuals�utility depend on their work-status, ability and of course

the consumption they are allocated. Able and partially disabled have di¤er-

ent disutility of working, and partially disabled have a greater disutility of

working D�� than able individuals, i.e. D�� > D0. Remember, the disutility

of working is increasing in degree of disability. The disutility of working, for

both types, is reduced by working part time.

Able individuals who are working full-time, W , have the following utility

of consumption:

UW = u (c)�D0

Able individuals may also choose to work part-time, p, instead of full-time.
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If they do so the utility of consumption is given by:

Up = u (c)� kD0

where k measures the reduction in disutility from working part-time, 0 <

k � 1. k can be interpreted as the extent of the part-time work, for example
working 50 %.Thus it is assumed that the disutility of working part-time may

equal the disutility of working full-time, but not equal zero for able individ-

uals. Utility of consumption for the partially disabled (partial disability is

denoted by the superscript P ) working part-time is:

UPp = u (c)� kD��

For all types the utility of consumption when not working, N , is given by:

UN = v (c)

As in the two-type-economy u(c) and v(c) are both concave and increasing.

u0(c) goes from 1 to 0 as c goes from 0 to 1. This also holds for v0(c).
For all c > 0 and � < 1 it is assumed that u(c) � D� > v(0) implying that

u(c) � kD� > v(0), that is work and consumption is preferred to no work

and no consumption by both the able and the partially disabled. Since work

is unpleasant, it entails a disutility, thus u(c) � kD� < v(c); implying that

u(c) � D� < v(c) for all c. The moral hazard condition from the two-type

model is extended to suit the three-type model:4

u(ĉ)� kD� = v(~c)) u0(ĉ) < v0(~c)

That is, when the utility of working (full-time as able or part-time as partially

disabled) is equal to the utility of not working and receiving disability bene�ts

then the marginal utility of extra consumption is higher for not working.

4Notably this implies that u(c) �D� = v(~c) ) u0(c) < v0(~c) through the concavity of
u(�)
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2.3.3 Characterizing individuals and policy instruments

Once again individuals are characterized by their work-status, their ability

and their tag-status and, as mentioned above, partially disabled cannot work

full-time and disabled individuals cannot work at all. This implies that there

are 18 di¤erent groups in the economy (this can easily be veri�ed by the

reader) and thus the number of policy instruments is extended to match

the increase of possible states (compared to the two-type-economy). The

insurance policy now consists of nine consumption allocations:

cW ; cp; cN ; c
P
W ; c

P
p ; c

P
N ; c

T
W ; c

T
p ; c

T
N

where the superscript is the tag-status and the subscript is the work-status.

2.3.4 Optimality and the optimization problem

The insurance administration uses the policy instruments to maximize social

welfare. It is assumed that all able individuals work full-time and all partially

disabled individuals work part-time in the optimal program. The insurance

administration optimizes the following social welfare function:

SWF = '0`
A(u (cW )�D0) + �0`

A(u(cPW )�D0) + p0`
A(u(cTW )�D0)+

+'��`
P (u(cp)� kD��) + ���`P (u(cPp )� kD��) + p��`P (u(cTp )� kD��)+

+'1`
Dv (cN) + �1`

Dv
�
cPN
�
+ p1`

Dv
�
cTN
�

The insurance administration is constrained in its choice of consumption

allocations by a resource constraint:

'0`
AcW + �0`

AcPW + p0`
AcTW + '��`

P cp + ���`
P cPp + p��`

P cTp+

+'1`
DcN + �1`

DcPN + p1`
DcTN =M

Where M could be equal to the production in the economy (remember that
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each able individual has a marginal product equal to one and assume that

the marginal product of partially disabled is k), i.e. M = `A � 1+ `D � k. As
in the two-type-economy the resource constraint is binding. The insurance

administration also has to ensure that able individuals will work full-time

and that partially disabled will work part-time in the optimal program. As

discussed earlier, the able have three options concerning work status irre-

spective of tag status. To induce them to work full-time in all tag states, the

following constraints need to be ful�lled:

For able with no tag:

u(cW )�D0 � u(cp)� kD0

u(cW )�D0 � v(cN)

For able with a P-tag:

u(cPW )�D0 � u(cPp )� kD0

u(cPW )�D0 � v(cPN)

For able with a T-tag:

u(cTW )�D0 � u(cTp )� kD0

u(cTW )�D0 � v(cTN)

These work constraints ensure that able individuals will choose to work

full-time over working part-time and not working at all. The options open to

the partially disabled are limited since they cannot work full-time. For the

partially disabled the (part-time) work constraints are:

For partially disabled with no tag:

u(cp)� kD�� � v(cN)

For partially disabled with a P-tag:

u(cPp )� kD�� � v(cPN)
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For partially disabled with a T-tag:

u(cTp )� kD�� � v(cTN)

The part-time work constraints ensure that the partially disabled will

choose to work part-time over not working at all, irrespective of tag status.

Disabled individuals cannot work and thus there is no need for constraints

on their behavior. Before setting up the optimization problem it will be

helpful to simplify notation, let: a = '0`
A; b = �0`

A; c = p0`
A; d = '��`

P ; e =

���`
P ; f = p��`

P ; g = '1`
D; h = �1`

D; i = p1`
D. The optimization problem

thus becomes:

max
cW ;cp;cN ;c

P
W ;c

P
p ;c

P
N ;c

T
W ;c

T
p ;c

T
N

SWF (2.11)

subject to

acW + bc
P
W + cc

T
W + d`

Dcp + ec
P
p + fc

T
p + gcN + hc

P
N + ic

T
N =M (r1)

u(cW )�D0 � u(cp)� kD0 (r2)

u(cW )�D0 � v(cN) (r3)

u(cPW )�D0 � u(cPp )� kD0 (r4)

u(cPW )�D0 � v(cPN) (r5)

u(cTW )�D0 � u(cTp )� kD0 (r6)

u(cTW )�D0 � v(cTN) (r7)
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u(cp)� kD�� � v(cN) (r8)

u(cPp )� kD�� � v(cPN) (r9)

u(cTp )� kD�� � v(cTN) (r10)

Obviously, not all work constraints are slack or binding at the same time.

Moreover, it is straightforward that constraints r3, r5 and r7 are ful�lled

with strict inequality if the other constraints are satis�ed with equality. It

can also be shown that the last case is a solution candidate to the optimiza-

tion problem (see appendix). Thus r3, r5 and r7 are redundant and other

constraints are binding in the optimal program.

Now, let �j for j = 1; :::; 10 be the Lagrange multipliers of the optimiza-

tion problem with �j = 0 for j = 3; 5; 7 and �i > 0; for i = 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10.

Then the �rst order conditions are the following:
@L
cW
= au0(cW )� �1a+ �2u0(cW ) = 0

@L
cp
= du0(cp)� �1d� �2u0(cp) + �8u0(cp) = 0

@L
cN
= gv0(cN)� �1g � �8v0(cN) = 0

@L
cPW
= bu0(cPW )� �1b+ �4u0(cPW ) = 0

@L
cPp
= eu0(cPp )� �1e� �4u0(cPp ) + �9u0(cPp ) = 0

@L
cPN
= hv0(cPN)� �1h� �9v0(cPN) = 0

@L
cTW
= cu0(cTW )� �1c+ �6u0(cTW ) = 0

@L
cTp
= fu0(cTp )� �1f � �6u0(cTp ) + �10u0(cTp ) = 0

@L
cTN
= iv0(cTN)� �1i� �10v0(cTN) = 0

2.3.5 Redistribution principle and consumption allo-

cations

Now, note that the work constraints give the following ranking of consump-

tion allocations within each tag-status group:

cW > cp > cN ; for not tagged
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cPW > cPp > c
P
N ; for P-tagged

cTW > cTp > c
T
N ; for T-tagged

This is not surprising given the setup of the model. However, the relation

between consumption allocations across tag-status is less obvious and thus

more interesting . As in the two-type-economy a redistribution principle can

be elaborated from the �rst order conditions. The redistribution principle

describes the redistribution among untagged, P-tagged and T-tagged indi-

viduals, and states that the weighted average of the inverse marginal utilities

is equalized across tag-status.

!a
1

u0(cW )
+ !g

1

v0(cN)
+ (1� !a � !g)

1

u0(cp)
=

= !b
1

u0(cPW )
+ !h

1

v0(cPN)
+ (1� !b � !h)

1

u0(cPp )
=

= !c
1

u0(cTW )
+ !i

1

v0(cTN)
+ (1� !c � !i)

1

u0(cTp )

where

!a =
'0`

A

'0`
A + '��`

P + '1`
D
; !g =

'1`
D

'0`
A + '��`

P + '1`
D
;

!b =
�0`

A

�0`A + ���`
P + �1`D

; !h =
�1`

D

�0`A + ���`
P + �1`D

;

!c =
p0`

A

p0`A + p��`
P + p1`D

; !i =
p1`

D

p0`A + p��`
P + p1`D

Ranking of consumption allocations across tag-status

Could it be optimal to ignore the individuals�tag-status and give all workers

the same consumption allocation? Formally this is represented by setting

cW = cPW = cTW , implying, through the work constraints that cp = c
P
p = c

T
p ,

which in turn implies cN = cPN = c
T
N . Under these conditions the redistribu-
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tion principle becomes (see appendix):

!a
1

u0(cW )
+ !g

1

v0(cN)
+ (1� !a � !g)

1

u0(cp)
> (A)

!b
1

u0(cPW )
+ !h

1

v0(cPN)
+ (1� !b � !h)

1

u0(cPp )
> (B)

!c
1

u0(cTW )
+ !i

1

v0(cTN)
+ (1� !c � !i)

1

u0(cTp )
(C)

However, the redistribution principle is ful�lled with equality in the op-

timal program; thus it cannot be optimal to ignore the information that the

tag-status gives. Note that A is an increasing function in cW since 1
u0(cW )

is increasing in cW , and that B (C) is increasing in cPW (cTW ) by the same

reasoning. Therefore cW needs to be lowered compared to both cPW and cTW ,

and cPW needs to be lowered compared to cTW to achieve equality, implying

that cW < cPW < cTW in the optimal program. Now, the binding work con-

straints yield that cp < cPp < c
T
p and cN < c

P
N < c

T
N . Notably, the information

contained in the screening process is used at the optimum. That is, individ-

uals with the same work-status but di¤erent tag-status will receive di¤erent

consumption allocations. Thus, the ranking between tag-status groups for

individuals with the same work status is:

cTW > cPW > cW , for full-time workers

cTp > c
P
p > cp, for part-time workers

cTN > c
P
N > cN , for non-workers

Combining this with the ranking within each tag-status group, a partial

ranking may be achieved. Obviously cTW is the greatest consumption alloca-

tion and cN the smallest, in line with the results from the two-type model.

Table 1 contains the partial ranking.
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cW cp cN cPW cPp cPN cTW cTp cTN

cW = > > < S S < S S
cp < = > < < S < < S
cN < < = < < < < < <

cPW > > > = > > < S S
cPp S > > < = > < < S
cPN S S > < < = < < <

cTW > > > > > > = > >

cTp S > > S > > < = >

cTN S S > S S > < < =

Table 1: the partial ranking

The inequality signs show how the consumption allocations

in the vertical column are related to the cons. allocation in the top row.

The assumption v0(c) = u0(c) for all c gives us a complete ranking in the

two-type case, and imposing the same assumption for the three-type model

ensures that cW > cTN , c
P
W > cTN and that cW > cPW . This follows from

the fact that the smallest element of a weighted average cannot exceed or

equal the greatest element of another weighted average if equality is to hold.5

Thus the assumption improves the ranking but does not make it complete for

any weights between zero and one. The ranking of consumption allocations

given to part-time workers, compared to full-time workers of di¤erent tag

status, is undetermined in this case and will depend on the disutility of

working for the groups as can be seen in the logarithmic example below. The

ranking between part-time workers and non-workers of di¤erent tag-status is

also undetermined and will depend (similar to the two-type model) on the

marginal utility of consumption. If non-workers have a very high marginal

utility of consumption, it might be socially optimal to give them a higher

consumption than part-time workers (from a utilitarian point of view).

5For positive weights and as in this case 0 < !j < 1, j = a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; i
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2.3.6 Logarithmic example

To illustrate the three-type model it is once again assumed that u (c) = ln c

and v (c) = ln 2c. The somewhat rigorous assumptions about the screening

process limit the opportunities for comparisons, but some tendencies may

be found in the examples below. Especially the e¤ect of work disutility on

the consumption allocations can be easily depicted. Figure 2.2 plots the

consumption allocations over D0 (the disutility of working for able individ-

uals) under the following assumptions concerning the screening process and

the population weights: p0 = 0:1, p1 = 0:7, p� = 0:2, �0 = 0:2, �1 = 0:2,

�� = 0:7, `P = 0:1, `D = 0:1, `A = 0:8, D� = 1. Furthermore it is assumed

that k = 0:5, i.e. the part-time workers work 50 percent.
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Figure 2.2: The three-type economy: logarithmic example I

Notably the consumption allocations for non-workers are signi�cantly

lower than for both part-time and full-time workers, while the ranking be-

tween part-time workers and full-time workers of di¤erent tag-status varies

with D0. The income for T-tagged part-time workers (cTp ), for example, is

greater than the income for both P-tagged and untagged full-time workers
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over a wide range of D0. However, as D0 grows di¤erence in income between

part-time and full-time workers within the same tag-status grows - to en-

sure that full-time work is an attractive alternative. When the disutility of

working is su¢ ciently great, above 0:9, then the consumption allocations are

ranked in a familiar way i.e.:

cTW > cPW > cW > cTp > c
P
p > cp > c

T
N > c

P
N > cN

similar to the logarithmic example in the two-type model.
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Figure 2.3: The three-type economy: logarithmic example II

As already noted, the assumptions about the screening process limit the

amount of reasonable examples, but �gure 2.3 plots the consumption alloca-

tions over p1. It shows that the coverage of the income loss for the disabled

improves as the probability that the disabled receive a disability tag becomes

higher. A similar e¤ect can be found for the partially disabled as the proba-
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bility of assigning a P-tag to the partially disabled increases (not presented

here). It is apparent that similar forces are at work in the three-type model to

those in the two-type model, but the results are less straightforward and ob-

vious - a natural e¤ect of introducing a third type. The logarithmic examples

underline this �nding.

2.4 Imperfect Tagging - A Continuum of Types

and One Tag

In this section the economy consists of a continuum of types i.e. all degrees

of disability are represented. However, it is assumed that the disability in-

surance once again, as in section 2.2, only has one disability level, disabled,

and thus only one tag (T ). The continuous model in this section is similar

to the continuous model in Diamond & Sheshinski (1995), but relaxes the

restriction that the salary is the same for tagged and untagged workers and

assumes that all individuals are applicants for the disability insurance (i.e.

applying for a tag is not voluntary in the model presented here). The former

implies that the continuous model presented here opens up for di¤erentiating

salary over tag-status (as is done by Parsons (1996)).

2.4.1 The Distribution of Disability and the Screening

Process

Disability, �, is distributed continuously over the population. Let F (�) be

the distribution of disability with the density f (�) and let � go from 0 to 1.

The fully able (hereinafter called able) individuals have � = 0 and completely

disabled (disabled) have � = 1. Assume that the disabled cannot work and

that all other individuals may choose not to work. As in the previous sections

the individuals go through a screening process and are either judged to be

able or disabled. Disabled individuals are eligible for disability bene�ts.

The screening is imperfect and individuals are judged disabled (able) with

probability p (�) (1 � p (�)) where p (�) is monotonically increasing in �. If
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θ
10 θΝΤθΤ

Figure 2.4: Possible relation �T and �NT

judged disabled the individual receives a tag T ; otherwise she receives no tag

NT .

Furthermore, let the cut-o¤ levels - above this level no one works - for

tagged and untagged individuals be �T and �NT , respectively. The work

constraints, introduced below, ensure that untagged individuals with � 2
[�NT ; 1), and tagged individuals with � 2 [�T ; 1), do not work. That is,

above these levels the disutility of working is such that it is better to receive

disability bene�ts (if tagged) or social assistance (if untagged). Given the

usual relation between disability and social assistance bene�ts, with the for-

mer being greater, and the results in the previous sections it is likely that

�NT > �T (see �gure (2.4)). Diamond & Sheshinski (1995) show that this

holds in their model, but they have a restriction on their model that is not

present here, i.e. that cW = cTW , implying that the cut-o¤ for tagged will

be lower than the cut-o¤ for untagged as long as p (�) is increasing in � -

the targeted group (the tagged) is treated more generously in this program

(which in the end is the purpose of a disability insurance). Allowing for a

premium for tagged workers opens up for alternative relations between the

cut-o¤ levels (i.e. �NT � �T ), but �NT > �T remains the most appealing

option given the purpose of introducing a disability insurance.

2.4.2 The Utility Functions

Individuals who are working, W , have the following utility of consumption:

UW = u (c)�D (�)
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where D (�) > 0 is the disutility of working depending on the degree of

disability. Assume that D (�) is increasing in � such that D (�) ! 1 when

� ! 1. Furthermore, the utility of consumption when not working, N , is

given by:

UN = v (c)

Similar to the previous sections, it is assumed that the utility functions

u(c) and v(c) are concave and increasing in consumption and that the mar-

ginal utilities go from 1 to 0 as c goes from 0 to 1. Moreover, work is
unpleasant such that; u(c) �D (�) < v(c), for all c and all �. It is assumed
that if u (c)�D (�) = v(~c), for all �, it follows that u0 (c) < v0(~c) (the moral
hazard condition). Furthermore assume that if u (c) � D (�) = v(~c), 8� )
u0 (c) < v0(~c) and u0 (c+ x) < v0(~c+ x) 8x � 0.

2.4.3 Maximizing social welfare

Assume that all individuals with disability below �NT and �T , respectively,

work in the optimal program. Social welfare in the continuous model is thus

given by :

�NTZ
0

[(1� p (�)) (u (cW )�D (�))] dF (�) +
1Z

�NT

[(1� p (�)) (v (cN))] dF (�)+

+

�TZ
0

�
p (�)

�
u
�
cTW
�
�D (�)

��
dF (�) +

1Z
�T

�
p (�)

�
v
�
cTN
���

dF (�)

(2.12)

and the corresponding resource constraint is:
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�NTZ
0

[(1� p (�)) (cW � 1)] dF (�) +
1Z

�NT

[(1� p (�)) cN ] dF (�)+

+

�TZ
0

�
p (�)

�
cTW � 1

��
dF (�) +

1Z
�T

�
p (�) cTN

�
dF (�) �M

(2.13)

Finally, the work constraints are the following:

u (cW )�D (�) � v (cN) for 0 � � � �NT (2.14)

u
�
cTW
�
�D (�) � v

�
cTN
�
for 0 � � � �T (2.15)

Now note that because D (�) is an increasing function, it is su¢ cient

to check that the work constraints are ful�lled for the upper limits of �.

Following the same reasoning as in the discrete model, it can be shown that

the work constraints are ful�lled with equality, for � equal to �NT and �T
respectively, in the optimal program. The resource constraint obviously binds

- no reason to forgo consumption in the model.

The insurance administration wants to maximize social welfare by choos-

ing consumption allocations to the di¤erent groups and is restricted in its

choice by the resource constraint and the work constraints.

The �rst order conditions, where �j, j = i; ii; iii are the Lagrange multi-

pliers, are the following (note that dF (�) = f (�) d�):
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u0 (cW )

�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�+

��i

�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� + �iiu0 (cW ) = 0 (2.16)

v0 (cN)

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�+

��i

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� � �iiv0 (cN) = 0 (2.17)

u0
�
cTW
� �TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d�+

��i

�TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d� + �iiiu
0 �cTW � = 0 (2.18)

v0
�
cTN
� 1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�+

��i

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� � �iiiv0
�
cTN
�
= 0 (2.19)

The redistribution principle in the continuous model is established using

the �rst-order conditions (see appendix):



1

u0 (cW )
+ (1� 
) 1

v0 (cN)
= 
T

1

u0 (cTW )
+ (1� 
T )

1

v0 (cTN)
(2.20)
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Where


 =

�NTZ
0

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1Z
0

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

and


T =

�TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d�

1Z
0

p (�) f (�) d�

To be able to say something about the relative size of 
 and 
T , a relation

between �NT and �T has to be established. Notably �i, where i = T;NT ,

may be ranked in three di¤erent ways namely: �T = �NT , �T > �NT , and

�T < �NT , and �NT � �T yields the following proposition:

Proposition 2.2: 
 > 
T when �NT � �T

Proof. The proof proceeds in four steps. First note that:


 =

E [(1� p (�)) j� � �NT ]
�NTZ
0

f (�) d�

E [(1� p (�))]
1Z
0

f (�) d�


T =

E [p (�) j� � �T ]
�TZ
0

f (�) d�

E [p (�)]

1Z
0

f (�) d�
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Second:

E [(1� p (�)) j� � �NT ] > E [(1� p (�))]

) E [(1� p (�)) j� � �NT ]
E [(1� p (�))] > 1

since (1� p (�)) is greatest at the beginning of the interval. Third:

E [p (�) j� � �T ] < E [p (�)]

) E [p (�) j� � �T ]
E [p (�)]

< 1

since p (�) is greatest at the end of the interval. Fourth:

�NTZ
0

f (�) d� �
�TZ
0

f (�) d�

since �NT � �T , this concludes the proof.
Notably �NT < �T , implies that the relation between 
 and 
T cannot

be determined with certainty and that any relation is possible (
 T 
T )

because the last part of the proof of proposition 2 no longer holds.

2.4.4 Consumption Allocations in the ContinuousModel

This section discusses the ranking consumption allocations with the redis-

tribution principle, relation (2.20), as the starting point. As already shown,

the relation between the cut-o¤ levels a¤ects the relative size of the weights

in (2.20). The main case with �T < �NT is analyzed �rst, and thereafter the

other possibilities are discussed.

The main case: �NT greater than �T

Proposition 2.3: Given �NT > �T the consumption allocations may be

ranked in three di¤erent ways: 1) cTW > cW S cTN > cN , 2) cW > cTW > cTN >

cN and 3) cW = cTW > cTN > cN
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Proof. The proof follows the same pattern as the proof in section 2. No-
tably, it is su¢ cient to exclude that cTN � cN to cover all possible rankings.
Hence, given the binding work constraints, 
 > 
T , �NT > �T and that the

redistribution principle is ful�lled with equality in optimum it is obvious that

the rankings 1 - 3 cannot be excluded (notably the ranking in 1 is incomplete

for the same reasons as in the discrete model). Hence this proof focuses on

showing that cN is never greater than or equal to cTN . First, assume c
T
N = cN ,

implying that cW > cTW (through the binding work constraints). This implies

that the left-hand-side (LHS) of (2.20) is greater than the right-hand-side

(RHS) since the weight (
) on the greatest element (cW ) is greater than the

weight (
T ) on the second greatest element of the weighted average. In op-

timum LHS=RHS and thus cN cannot be equal to cTN in optimum. A similar

reasoning gives that cN cannot exceed cTN .

At this stage something needs to be said about the interpretation and

how reasonable these rankings are in terms of the model. Starting with the

former, the continuous model, in contrast to the discrete model, opens up for

using incentives other than consumptions to induce the tagged individuals

to work. By lowering �T , i.e. the disability level below which all tagged

individuals work, and thereby lowering the disutility of working for the tagged

workers, the premium for tagged workers may be eliminated (ranking 3). It

may even be optimal to give a "premium" to untagged workers (ranking

2). In these cases no workers (individuals with su¢ ciently low disutility of

working) would apply for a tag, given that it is voluntary to apply for a

tag (as in Diamond & Sheshinski (1995)). The continuous model also allows

for pure monetary incentives to be used in the same way as in the discrete

model (ranking 1). Notably, tagged non-workers always get a premium over

untagged non-workers when �NT > �T , which is a reasonable feature of a

disability insurance: the targeted group is made better o¤by the introduction

of a disability insurance, and it is reasonable to assume that this premium

reaches, at least a part of, this group since the probability of getting a tag is

increasing in disability.

The cut-o¤ levels �NT and �T are determined endogenously in the model

and, by solving the optimization problem above for �NT and �T , a relationship
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between the marginal disutilities D0 (�NT ) and D0 (�T ) may be established

(see appendix, relation (A15)). This relation could serve as a robustness

check of the rankings, but unfortunately it may only be concluded that none

of the rankings give an obvious contradiction of, or are obviously in line with

(A15). It might also be the case that ranking 1 holds in a greater number of

circumstances because it allows for (cW � cN) S
�
cTW � cTN

�
(see appendix).

The Other Possibilities: �NT � �T

A general observation when �NT � �T is that the work premium is greater

for the tagged than for the untagged workers (this is obviously not the case

in ranking 2 and 3 above where (cW � cN) >
�
cTW � cTN

�
, but might be the

case for ranking 1).

Proposition 2.4: With �T � �NT the premium for tagged workers is

greater than the premium for untagged workers, i.e. cTW � cTN > cW � cN
Proof. �T � �NT ) D (�T ) � D (�NT ), implying that u (cW ) � v (cN) �
u
�
cTW
�
�v
�
cTN
�
) v

�
cTN
�
�v (cN) � u

�
cTW
�
�u (cW ) which may be rewritten

as: Z cTN

cN

v0 (z) dz �
Z cTW

cW

u0 (z) dz

Now assume that cTW � cW = cTN � cN = � and note that this implies

that: Z cN+�

cN

v0 (z) dz >

Z cW+�

cW

u0 (z) dz

since it is assumed that u0 (c+ x) < v0(~c + x) when u (c)�D (�) = v(~c).
Then, it is obvious that

R cTN
cN
v0 (z) dz �

R cTW
cW
u0 (z) dz requires that cTW � cW

> cTN � cN , cTW � cTN > cW � cN .
It is likely that when tagged individuals cannot be induced to work by a

lower cut-o¤ level than the untagged then the pure monetary incentives to

work have to be stronger, explaining the fact that cTW � cW > cTN � cN .

�NT equals �T When �NT = �T the binding work constraints imply that

u (cW ) � v (cN) = u
�
cTW
�
� v

�
cTN
�
, making this case similar to the discrete
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case in section 2.2, and to underline this point the consumptions allocations

are ranked in the same way as in the discrete model.

Proposition 2.5: With �T = �NT the ranking of the consumption alloca-
tions is the same as in the discrete case with two types: cTW > cW S cTN > cN .
Proof. The proof of the ranking follows the proof in section 2.2.

It is di¢ cult to �nd clear-cut examples of when �T = �NT is optimal, at

least without changing the assumptions of the model. For example, assuming

that p (�) is constant over �, i.e. eliminating the tag, would be helpful, but

obviously contrary to the spirit of the model. Showing that �T = �NT leads

to a contradiction, e.g. of (A15), is infeasible and thus this case cannot be

excluded in spite of the lack of clear-cut examples.

�NT smaller than �T When �NT < �T the model opens up for a large

number of cases stemming from the fact that the relation between 
 and 
T
cannot be determined. In most of these cases, however, the results imply

unappealing intuition. In all cases but one the tagged non-workers are not

given a premiummaking the disability insurance unappealing for the targeted

group - the disabled i.e. those who cannot work. Moreover, in all but one

these cases this is combined with a premium for tagged workers, making

it appealing for workers but unappealing for non-workers to be tagged (if

tagging was voluntary only potential workers would apply). Hence, instead

of going through all these unattractive cases, the focus here is on the case

that seems realistic, namely that cTW > cW S cTN > cN .
Proposition 2.6: If �NT < �T and if this implies that 
 > 
T ; then

the consumption allocations may be ranked as follows: cTW > cW S cTN > cN
Tentative proof. 6 The �rst part follows a similar pattern to the previous

proofs, namely:

Note that �NT < �T implies D (�NT ) < D (�T ) ) u (cW ) � v (cN) <
u
�
cTW
�
� v

�
cTN
�
and hence v

�
cTN
�
� v (cN) < u

�
cTW
�
� u (cW ). Now assume

that cTN > cN implying that v
�
cTN
�
� v (cN) > 0 and thus that u

�
cTW
�
�

u (cW ) > 0) cTW > cW . Now consider the redistribution principle (2.20) and

6Notably, this "proof" also holds for cTN � cN , which has been ruled out as unattractive
above; hence the labelling "tentative proof".
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note that it may be ful�lled with equality as long as 

u0(cW )

> 
T
u0(cTW )

, which

cannot be ruled out as long as 
 > 
T . The relationship between cW S cTN
cannot be determined for the same reasons as in the discrete model.

As for �NT = �T , it is hard to �nd examples that pinpoint when it is opti-

mal to have �NT < �T . Obviously, it is �rst of all required that the number of

tagged individuals is greater than the number of untagged individuals in the

interval between �NT and �T , and it is likely that f (�) needs to be increasing

or constant over � and that once again assuming that p (�) is constant over �

would be helpful (see appendix for the e¤ects of these assumptions on (A15)).

2.5 Concluding remarks

This chapter moves beyond the two-type-economy in Parsons (1996). This is

done in two ways; by introducing a third type and by allowing for a contin-

uum of types. Obviously, both these alterations complicate matters, but in

essence the results remain the same, especially for the three-type model. In-

dividuals should be given incentives to work in line with their ability and this

leaves room for being more generous towards the targeted group(s). Still, the

composition of these incentives might be somewhat di¤erent in the continu-

ous model compared to the discrete models. The continuous model allows for

any relation between the incomes of tagged workers and untagged workers,

whereas the income of tagged workers is always higher in the discrete models.

The tagged in the continuous model may also be given incentives to work by

a lower cut-o¤ level; i.e. they may stop working at a lower disability level.

In the continuous model it cannot be ruled out that the cut-o¤ level

for the tagged is greater than or equal to the cut-o¤ level of the untagged.

This may be seen as unappealing in the sense that the targeted group for

the disability insurance (the tagged) is treated with less or equal generosity

compared to the untagged in terms of cut-o¤ level. However, it is found that

the premium for tagged workers is greater than the premium for untagged

workers in this case, possibly outweighing the less generous cut-o¤ level.

There are several questions left for future research, ranging from further
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digging into the mechanisms of the continuous model, e.g. investigating the

e¤ect of an increase in resources and possible cross subsidies between the

tagged and untagged, to more policy-oriented questions e.g. whether it is

better to have a disability insurance allowing for several degrees of disability

or a dichotomous disability insurance, or how the screening probabilities are

a¤ected by stricter or more lenient rules, and how this is manifested in the

optimal program. Notably, rules, in most countries, are more common as

policy instruments than incentives.
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2.A Appendix

Two-Type Model

Complementary slackness

The complementary slackness conditions require that;

�ii � 0; �ii [v (cN)� u (cW ) +D0] = 0 that is �ii = 0 if v (cN)� u (cW ) +
D0 < 0

�iii � 0; �iii
�
v
�
cTN
�
� u

�
cTW
�
+D0

�
= 0 that is �iii = 0 if v

�
cTN
�
�

u
�
cTW
�
+D0 < 0

1. �ii = �iii = 0 implies:

v (cN)� u (cW ) +D0 < 0

v
�
cTN
�
� u

�
cTW
�
+D0 < 0

implying that:

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

since u (c)�D0 = v(~c)) u0 (c) < v0(~c) and u(c)�D0 < v(c);8 c

However, the �rst order conditions yield that:

u0 (cW ) = v
0(cN) = u

0 �cTW � = v0(cTN)
) contradiction, no solution candidate.

2. �ii > 0; �iii = 0 implies:

v (cN)� u (cW ) +D0 = 0

v
�
cTN
�
� u

�
cTW
�
+D0 < 0
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implying that:

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

but the �rst order conditions give that:

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
= v0(cTN)

)contradiction, no solution candidate.

3. �ii = 0; �iii > 0 implies:

v (cN)� u (cW ) +D0 < 0

v
�
cTN
�
� u

�
cTW
�
+D0 = 0

again this implies that:

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

while the �rst order conditions imply that

u0 (cW ) = v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

)contradiction, no solution candidate.

4. �ii > 0; �iii > 0 implies:

v (cN)� u (cW ) +D0 = 0

v
�
cTN
�
� u

�
cTW
�
+D0 = 0
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implying:

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

while the �rst order conditions imply that

u0 (cW ) < v0(cN)

u0
�
cTW
�
< v0(cTN)

) no contradiction, a solution candidate.

Three-Type Model

Complementary slackness

1. Assume that all work constraints are slack i.e. �i = 0 for i = 2; 3; :::; 10,

which e.g. implies that u0 (cW ) = u0 (cp) and u (cW )�D0 > u (cp)�kD0.

It is known that D0 � kD0 for all D0 > 0 implying that u (cW ) >

u (cp) which in turn implies that cW > cp and thus u0 (cW ) < u0 (cp) -

contradicting the assumption that �i = 0 for i = 2; 3; :::; 10.

2. Assume that all work constraints are binding in the optimal program,

i.e. �i > 0 for i = 2; 3; :::; 10. Constraints r2, r3 and r8 cannot be

ful�lled with equality at the same time. If this were the case u(cW )�
D0 = u(cp)� kD0, u(cW )�D0 = v(cN), u(cp)� kD�� = v(cN) implying
that u(cp)�kD�� = u(cp)�kD0. Since it is assumed that D�� > D0 it is

obvious that kD�� > kD0; implying that u(cp)�kD�� < u(cp)�kD0 and

contradicting the assumption that constraints r2,r3 and r8 are ful�lled

with equality at the same time. The equivalent reasoning holds for

constraints r4, r5 and r9 and constraints r6, r7 and r10.

3. Assume that constraint r3, r5 and r7 are slack and the other constraints

are binding, i.e.�i > 0; for i = 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10 and �j = 0 for j =

3; 5; 7. Why would these constraints be slack? Consider constraint
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r3. If u(cp) � kD�� � v(cN) (r8) then u(cW ) � D0 > v(cN) (r3) since

it is required that u(cW ) � D0 � u(cp) � kD0 and it is known that

u(cp)�kD�� < u(cp)�kD0. With the equivalent reasoning it is obvious

that constraints r5 and r7 are also slack. Do the other constraints bind

under these conditions? Assume that �2 = 0; which implies (through

the FOC:s) that u0 (cW ) > u0 (cp) and thus that u (cW ) < u (cp) ,
u (cW ) � D0 < u (cp) � kD0 since D0 � kD0; but �2 = 0 implies

that u (cW ) � D0 > u (cp) � kD0 - a contradiction arises. Thus it

must be the case that �2 > 0, i.e. constraint r2 binds. The same

reasoning may be applied to constraints r4 and r6. Now assume that

�8 = 0 then the FOC:s give that u0 (cp) > v0 (cN) when u(cp)� kD�� >
v(cN), but the moral hazard condition gives that u0 (cp) < v0 (cN) when

u(cp) � kD�� = v(cN), and v(c) > u(c) for all c; thus, it must be the

case that u0 (cp) < v0 (cN) when u(cp) � kD�� > v(cN) - once again a

contradiction is reached. Thus �8 > 0, and the same reasoning holds

for r9 and r10. A solution candidate for the optimization problem is

now found.

Redistribution principle and consumption allocations

For increased comparability assume that `A > `P = `D = `. First consider

the weights in the redistribution principle: !a, !b, !c, !g, !h, !i, !d =

(1� !a � !g), !e = (1� !b � !h), !f = (1� !c � !i):

!a =
'0`

A

'0`
A + '��`+ '1`

; !g =
'1`

'0`
A + '��`+ '1`

;

!b =
�0`

A

�0`A + ���`+ �1`
; !h =

�1`

�0`A + ���`+ �1`
;

!c =
p0`

A

p0`A + p��`+ p1`
; !i =

p1`

p0`A + p��`+ p1`

All weights are positive and may be partially ranked as follows, given the

assumption about the screening process: !a > !b > !c, !i > !h > !g,

!e > !f > !d, and furthermore it may be shown that !a > !d > !g,

!e > !h, !i > !f .
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It is known that cW > cp > cN , cPW > cPp > cPN , c
T
W > cTp > cTN . Now,

assume that cW = cPW = cTW implying that cp = cPp = cTp which in turn

implies that cN = cPN = cTN . Thus
1

u0(cW )
= 1

u0(cPW )
= 1

u0(cTW )
� �, 1

u0(cp)
=

1
u0(cPp )

= 1
u0(cTp )

� � and 1
v0(cN )

= 1
v0(cPN )

= 1
v0(cTN )

� . The redistribution

principle may now be written (note that the relation between the groups is

not speci�ed):

!a�+ !g + !d� Q !b�+ !h + !e� Q !c�+ !i + !f�

In the optimal program the redistribution principle is ful�lled with equal-

ity. Is this the case when the consumption allocations are equalized over

work-status? First note that � > � > , and that the left-hand side can be

rewritten as:

!a�+ !g + !d� =

(1� !g � !N)�+ !g + !d� =

�� �!g � �!N + !g + !d� =

�+ !g ( � �) + !d (� � �)

The middle expression of the redistribution principle is:

!b�+ !h + !e� =

(1� !h � !e)�+ !h + !e� =

�� �!h � �!e + !h + !e� =

�+ !h( � �) + !e (� � �)

and the right-hand side is:

!c�+ !i + !f� =

(1� !i � !W )�+ !i + !f� =

�� �!i � �!W + !i + !f� =

�+ !i ( � �) + !f (� � �)
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Thus:

�+!g ( � �)+!d (� � �) Q �+!h(��)+!e (� � �) Q �+!i ( � �)+!f (� � �)

implying

!g ( � �) + !d (� � �) Q !h( � �) + !e (� � �) Q !i ( � �) + !f (� � �)

and !i > !h > !g ) !g ( � �) > !h( � �) > !i ( � �) since ( � �) is a
negative number; furthermore !e > !f > !d ) !d (� � �) > !f (� � �) >
!e (� � �) since (� � �) is a negative number. Hence it can be concluded
that

!a�+ !g + !d� > !b�+ !h + !e�

and

!a�+ !g + !d� > !c�+ !i + !f�

What about the relation between the middle and the right-hand side expres-

sions?

Rewrite !b�+ !h + !e� as:

!b�+ !h + (1� !b � !h) � =

� + !b(�� �) + !h ( � �)

and !c�+ !i + !f� as:

!c�+ !i + (1� !c � !i) � =

� + !c(�� �) + !i ( � �)

Thus, comparing the middle expression and the right-hand side it is found

that !b(���)+!h ( � �) > !c(���)+!i ( � �) since !b(���) > !c(���)
(!b > !c and (� � �) is positive) and !h ( � �) > !i ( � �) (!i > !h and
( � �) is negative). Hence,

!a�+ !g + !d� > !b�+ !h + !e� > !c�+ !i + !f�
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when the consumption allocations are the same for the same work status.

This situation is not optimal since the redistribution principle is not ful�lled

with equality.

Continuous Model

Redistribution Principle

Using (2.16) and (2.17) it is found that:

�ii =

�i

�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� � u0 (cW )
�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

u0 (cW )
(A1)

�ii =

v0 (cN)

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� � �i

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

v0 (cN)
(A2)

Set (A1) =(A2) and solve for �i:

�i =

v0 (cN)u
0 (cW )

1Z
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

v0 (cN)

�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� + u0 (cW )
1Z

�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

(A3)

Using (2.18) and (2.19) it is found that:

�iii =

�i

�TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d� � u0
�
cTW
� �TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d�

u0 (cTW )
(A4)

�iii =

v0
�
cTN
� 1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� � �i

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

v0 (cTN)
(A5)
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Set (A4) =(A5) and solve for �i:

�i =

v0
�
cTN
�
u0
�
cTW
� 1Z
0

p (�) f (�) d�

v0 (cTN)

�TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d� + u0 (cTW )

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

(A6)

Redistribution principle: set (A3) =(A6) and simplify:

1

u0 (cW )

�NTZ
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

1Z
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

+
1

v0 (cN)

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

1Z
0

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

=

=
1

u0 (cTW )

�TZ
0

p (�) f (�) d�

1Z
0

p (�) f (�) d�

+
1

v0 (cTN)

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

1Z
0

p (�) f (�) d�

(A7)

The relationship between D0 (�NT ) and D0 (�T )

Maximizing the Lagrangian for the continuous model over �NT and �T yields

the following �rst order conditions:

u (cW ) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT )�D (�NT ) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT )+
�v (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT )+

��icW (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) + �icN (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT )+
+�i (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT )� �iiD0 (�NT ) = 0 (A8)
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u
�
cTW
�
p (�T ) f (�T )�D (�T ) p (�T ) f (�T )� v

�
cTN
�
p (�T ) f (�T )+

��icTWp (�T ) f (�T ) + �icTNp (�T ) f (�T ) + �ip (�T ) f (�T )+
��iiiD0 (�T ) = 0 (A9)

From (A8) it can be concluded that:

�i =
u (cW )�D (�NT )� v (cN)

(cW � 1� cN)
� �iiD

0 (�NT )

(1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)
(A10)

and (A9) gives that:

�i =
u
�
cTW
�
�D (�T )� v

�
cTN
�

(cTW � 1� cTN)
� �iiiD

0 (�T )

p (�T ) f (�T ) (cTW � 1� cTN)
(A11)

The work constraints are binding in the optimal program, implying that

u (cW )�D (�NT )� v (cN) = 0 and u
�
cTW
�
�D (�T )� v

�
cTN
�
= 0. Hence in

optimum the relationship between �NT and �T is determined by the following

equality:

�iiD
0 (�NT )

(1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)
=

�iiiD
0 (�T )

p (�T ) f (�T ) (cTW � 1� cTN)
(A12)
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Determining �ii and �iii Insert (A10) (after eliminating the part that

becomes zero in optimum) into (A2):

�ii =

v0 (cN)

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� �
h
� �iiD

0(�NT )
(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

i 1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

v0 (cN)

) �ii �

�iiD
0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)
=

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

) �ii

0BBBBBBBBBBBB@

v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)+

�D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)

1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
=

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

) �ii =

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)

v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)�D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

(A13)

Insert (A10) (after eliminating the part that becomes zero in optimum)
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into (A5) and substitute the �ii with (A13):

�iii =

v0
�
cTN
� 1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� �
h
� �iiD

0(�NT )
(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

i 1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

v0 (cTN)
=

=

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�+

+

266666664

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )�D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

377777775
D0 (�NT )

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

v0 (cTN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)
)

�iii =

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�+

+

v0 (cN)D
0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�
1Z

�T

p (�) f (�) d�

v0
�
cTN
�
v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)+

�v0
�
cTN
�
D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

(A14)
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Insert (A14) and (A13) into (A12):

D0 (�NT )

266666664

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )�D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

377777775
(1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)

=

D0 (�T )

266666664
1Z

�T

p (�) f (�) d� +

v0(cN )D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

v0(cTN)v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )�v0(cTN)D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

377777775
p (�T ) f (�T ) (cTW � 1� cTN)

()

v0(cN )D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

0BBB@v0(cN )(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )�D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1CCCA
=

=

D0(�T )

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

0BBBBBBB@
v0
�
cTN
�
v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)+

�v0
�
cTN
�
D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

1CCCCCCCA

v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)

0BBBBBBB@
v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)+

�D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

1CCCCCCCA

+
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+

v0(cN )D0(�T )D0(�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)

0BBBBBBB@
v0 (cN) (1� p (�NT )) f (�NT ) (cW � 1� cN)+

�D0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�

1CCCCCCCA

()

v0 (cN)D
0 (�NT )

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d� =

=

D0(�T )v0(cN )v0(cTN)(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)
+

�

D0(�T )D0(�NT )v0(cTN)

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)
+

+

D0(�T )D0(�NT )v0(cN )

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)

()
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D0 (�NT )

v0 (cN) v
0 �cTN� p (�T ) f (�T ) �cTW � 1� cTN�+

D0 (�T ) v
0 �cTN� 1Z

�T

p (�) f (�) d�+

�D0 (�T ) v
0 (cN)

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�

v0(cN )v0(cTN)p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)
=

= D0 (�T )

(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

p(�T )f(�T )(cTW�1�cTN)

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

()

D0 (�NT ) =

= D0 (�T )

1Z
�T

p(�)f(�)d�

1Z
�NT

(1�p(�))f(�)d�

v0(cN )v0(cTN)(1�p(�NT ))f(�NT )(cW�1�cN )

v0 (cN) v
0 �cTN� p (�T ) f (�T ) �cTW � 1� cTN�+

+D0 (�T )

0BBBBBB@
v0
�
cTN
� 1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�+

�v0 (cN)
1Z

�T

p (�) f (�) d�

1CCCCCCA

Which may be rewritten as:
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D0 (�NT ) = D
0 (�T )

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� (1� p (�NT ))

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�p (�T )

f (�NT )

f (�T )

(cW � 1� cN)
(cTW � 1� cTN) + �

(A15)

where

� =

D0 (�T )

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d�
�
v0
�
cTN
�
� v0 (cN)

�
v0 (cN) v0 (cTN) p (�T ) f (�T )

Notably � < 0 when cTN > cN

Consumption Allocations and Relation (A15)


 > 
T (�NT > �T ) 1) cTW > cW S cTN > cN , 2) cW > cTW > cTN > cN and

3) cW = cTW > cTN > cN

Check that the rankings 1-3 do not contradict (A15) under the assumption

�NT > �T . First, note that � < 0 in (A15) since cTN > cN , and it is obvious

that the �rst term on the right-hand-side (RHS) of (A15) is greater than one

i.e.
1Z

�T

p (�) f (�) d� (1� p (�NT ))

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�p (�T )

> 1

If the second and third terms of RHS, f(�NT )
f(�T )

and (cW�1�cN )
(cTW�1�cTN)+�

, are also

greater than one then there is no contradiction since this implies D0 (�NT ) >

D0 (�T ) (implying �NT > �T ) with certainty. Now note that (cW � 1� cN) >�
cTW � 1� cTN

�
for rankings 2) and 3) (possibly for 1) as well). Both these

sums are negative and thus (cW � 1� cN) >
�
cTW � 1� cTN

�
+� when � < 0;
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implying that:j(cW � 1� cN)j <
���cTW � 1� cTN�+ ���) (cW�1�cN )

(cTW�1�cTN)+�
< 1

Furthermore, f(�NT )
f(�T )

is greater than (or equal to) one unless f (�) is de-

creasing in �. Even f (�) is decreasing and (cW�1�cN )
(cTW�1�cTN)+�

< 1 it cannot be

excluded that RHS is greater than one, making it di¢ cult to draw any con-

clusions without more information.

Concerning ranking 1), it is also possible that (cW � 1� cN) �
�
cTW � 1� cTN

�
and this would ensure that (cW�1�cN )

(cTW�1�cTN)+�
> 1 and that the whole RHS is

greater than one unless f (�) is decreasing at a su¢ cient rate.


 > 
T (�NT = �T ) �T = �NT implies that D0 (�NT ) = D0 (�T ) and that

f (�NT ) = f (�T ) and hence that (A15) becomes:

1 =

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� (1� p (�T ))

1Z
�T

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�p (�T )

(cW � 1� cN)
(cTW � 1� cTN) + �


 > 
T (�NT < �T )

D0 (�NT ) = D
0 (�T )

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� (1� p (�NT ))

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�p (�T )

f (�NT )

f (�T )

(cW � 1� cN)
(cTW � 1� cTN) + �

for D0 (�NT ) < D
0 (�T ) it is needed that:

1Z
�T

p (�) f (�) d� (1� p (�NT ))

1Z
�NT

(1� p (�)) f (�) d�p (�T )

f (�NT )

f (�T )

(cW � 1� cN)
(cTW � 1� cTN) + �

< 1
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and to ensure this it is necessary that e.g. f(�NT )
f(�T )

< 1 i.e. f (�T ) > f (�NT ),

p (�) is constant over � and (cW � 1� cN) <
�
cTW � 1� cTN

�
+� where � < 0

when cTN > cN .
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Chapter 3

Trilateral Trade and Asset
Allocation

Abstract: Chapter 3 uses the basics from the property rights approach to orga-

nization (Grossman-Hart-Moore model) to develop a model for trilateral trade

transactions. In this transaction a downstream producer produces the �nal good

using inputs from two upstream suppliers. Moreover one of the upstream suppliers

needs an input from the other for its production. The optimal way to organize

this transaction depends on the characteristics of assets, human capital and in-

vestments. The general �nding is that it is more demanding to �nd a unique

Pareto optimal organization in the trilateral model than in the bilateral version

of the model. In addition, it is found that the starting point for the analysis af-

fects the results, suggesting that choosing suitable starting points is important for

applications of the model.

Keywords: Trilateral Trade, Property Rights Approach to Organizations, Par-

tial Integration

JEL Classi�cations: D23, L23

3.1 Introduction

The property rights approach to organization, also known as the Grossman-

Hart-Moore model, was developed in the seminal articles by Grossman &
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Hart (1986) and Hart & Moore (1990). In a later book Hart (1995) presents

the basic ideas of the property rights approach in a tractable model focusing

on bilateral transactions, e.g. buyer-seller relationships (similar to Grossman

& Hart (1986)). This model forms the basis for the exposition in this paper

and is hereinafter referred to as the bilateral model. In particular, this paper

extends the bilateral-model to the case of trilateral trade.

In general, the property rights approach to organization (PRA) focuses

on the importance of asset ownership for investments in trade relationships

(transactions). This is done in a world of incomplete contracting, i.e. a

contract cannot specify all possible contingencies and some outcomes may

not be veri�able for a third party (e.g. courts). The aim is to �nd an opti-

mal organizational structure for the analyzed transaction. Each party in the

transaction is assumed to own a physical asset and have some human capi-

tal. In this setup integration is essentially the acquisition of a trading party�s

assets, and with this acquisition follows residual control rights over contin-

gencies, concerning the assets, not speci�ed in the contract. Greater control

makes the investing party less vulnerable to hold-ups and thus provides in-

centives for greater investments in the trade relationship. These investments

are bene�cial for the trading parties and may either be in human capital

or in physical assets. The investments may be thought of as modi�cations

that ensure a smoother (more e¢ cient) trade between the trading parties.

Hence, the organizational structure that best supports relationship-speci�c

investments is optimal.

Hart & Moore (1990) use these basic features of PRA to analyze the

optimal control structure (i.e. ownership structure) of coalitions of agents in

a multi-agent and multi-asset setting. The focus is on trade as cooperative

projects and the actual structure of the trade is generally not speci�ed.1

In contrast, this chapter presents a deeper analysis of a speci�ed structure.

Moreover, Hart & Moore (1990) analyze worker incentives, while the bilateral

model and the model presented here focus on management incentives.

1Except in the application to many assets where there is one downstream �rm and
many upstream �rms; see also Bolton & Whinston (1993) for this kind of multi-agent
analysis.
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This paper focuses on trade relationships characterized by trilateral trade;

trilateral trade is a transaction where one downstream party produces the

�nal good and two upstream parties supply inputs for this production. One

of the upstream suppliers also supplies the other with an input. It might sim-

plify intuition to think about the following situation: a downstream producer

of cars,M , needs both circuit boards and products containing circuit boards,

e.g. a travel computer, in their cars. Let S be the producer of circuit boards

and A be the producer of travel computers. Now trilateral trade, as depicted

here, is the situation where S supplies circuit boards, signi�cantly di¤erent

types of circuit boards, to M and A, while A supplies travel computers to

M . Herein the optimal organization for this kind of transaction is analyzed

by extending the bilateral model (as presented by Hart (1995)).

The main conclusion is that �nding a unique Pareto optimal organization,

for a given set of assumptions, is more demanding in the trilateral model than

in the bilateral model. Moreover, the relative productivity of investments,

in terms of contribution to total surplus, may be of greater importance in

the trilateral model - not least as a tie-breaker between two or more Pareto

optimal organizational forms - but may not always be relevant (see section

3.3). In addition, the tendency is that some form of partial integration, if any

integration, is optimal in most cases. Full integration is more of an exception.

This paper also addresses a number of modelling issues. It discusses the

starting point for the analysis, i.e. the benchmark to compare hypothetical

organizational changes with e.g. integration, and the e¤ects of changing the

starting point. It is found, quite unsurprisingly, that the starting point mat-

ters for the analysis. Besides, the bargaining setup is similar but distinct

from the symmetric Nash bargaining solution applied in the bilateral model

(see Grossman & Hart (1986) and Hart (1995)). Distinct because it is as-

sumed that the division of surplus is determined by simultaneous bilateral

negotiations (as opposed to one common bargaining with all three parties),

and similar because the symmetric Nash bargaining solution is applied to

these negotiations. In this context it is shown that none of the parties have

incentives to deviate from this bargaining outcome. Notably, the bargain-

ing outcome would be di¤erent if the division of surplus was decided by the
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Shapley value as in Hart & Moore (1990). Hart & Moore (1990), hence, take

a cooperative approach to their bargaining problem while a non-cooperative

approach is taken in this paper (more about this in section 3.2). Given

the bargaining setup used in this chapter, it is found that the incentives for

investments in the trilateral model are entirely given by the (best) disagree-

ment points. This contrasts with the bilateral model where the investment

incentives are given by a combination of the incentives within the relationship

(when the parties trade with each other) and the incentive in the disagree-

ment point (when the parties do not trade with each other).

This chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 provides the basics of

model and section 3.3 presents the analysis and its extensions. Section 3.4

concludes the chapter.

3.2 Basics

A �rm M produces a �nal good that is sold on the market for �nal goods.

For this production M needs inputs from two other �rms A and S. More-

over, for A to be able to produce this input, they also need an input from S.

Thus S produces inputs for both M and A. Now assume that the produc-

tion of these two inputs makes use of di¤erent parts of S�s human capital,

such that the cost of producing one is independent of producing the other

(separability assumption). Note also that the input produced for A cannot

be used by M and vice versa.2 The parties initially own only one asset each,

denoted: pM , pS and pA. Figure 3.1 gives a schematic presentation of the

trade relationships.

2One may think of S as e.g. a computer support company that provides hardware
programming to A�s machines and IT-applications to M�s sales division. The separability
assumption creates a situation that is similar to M and A having one supplier each, with
the important di¤erence that the same asset pS is used in both production processes;
which would be unnatural if the model was dealing with two suppliers.
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Figure 3.1: The trilateral trade

3.2.1 The Basic Model

The model presented here uses, with appropriate modi�cations (which will

be noted), the basic assumptions made by Hart (1995) and most of the PRA

literature.3 It consists of two periods, period 0 and period 1. The timing of

the model is the following (see �gure 1.1 in chapter 1): in period 0 each party

makes investments in their human capital4 that are relationship-speci�c to

each relation; M makes the investments �A and �S, A makes �M and �S and

S makes �A and �M . These investments are complementary and observable

for all three parties, but not veri�able to outsiders (not enforceable) (cf.

Grossman & Hart, 1986, Hart & Moore, 1990, Hart, 1995). The investment

cost per unit of investment is assumed to be one, thus �A represents both

the level and the cost of this investment.

The trade takes place in period 1, and after bargaining S and A are

reimbursed for their inputs. One may ask why there is bargaining over the

reimbursement; why is the price of the input not contracted on in advance?

3Notably, there is no uncertainty about costs and bene�ts, and no asymmetric informa-
tion in this model. Moreover, the parties can make correct calculations about the expected
return of any action and have unlimited wealth (i.e. assets can be transferred between
parties as if they were without cost).

4This paper abstracts from investments in physical assets discussed in e.g. Hart
(1995:chapter 3).
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The reason is uncertainty, due to unforeseen contingencies, i.e. contingencies

that cannot be contracted on, and to ex ante uncertainty about the relevant

characteristics of a suitable input. That is, the input cannot be described

in a contract and thus not priced in a relevant manner. This uncertainty

makes e¤ective long-term contracts infeasible. Nevertheless, the uncertainty

is resolved in period 1 and the parties then bargain over the price of the input.

The speci�cs of the bargaining will be returned to below. For future reference

note that the reimbursement fromM to S is called v, the reimbursement from

M to A is called m and the reimbursement from A to S is called y.

Trade Patterns and Payo¤s from Trade In the trilateral model eight

possible patterns of trade may be realized in period 1, depending on whether

agreements are reached or not. In case of disagreement, a party has two

options available at all times (not foreclosing a future agreement): either

trade with neither of the other two parties (no-trade) and buy/sell on a spot-

market for inputs, or reach an agreement with either one of them (partial

trade) and buy/sell the other input on the spot-market. These considerations

yield the di¤erent patterns of trade. The two extreme cases (full trade and

no-trade) and one intermediate case (partial trade) are presented below (all

trade patterns and resulting payo¤ structures are found in the appendix).

Notably, all the intermediate cases follow the same basic outline.

The bene�t from full/trilateral trade for M is denoted T (�A; �S) while

the production cost under full trade for A is denoted K (�M ; �S); both M�s

bene�t and A�s cost depend on their relationship-speci�c investments. S�s

production cost is separable into the two inputs S produces, the cost for the

input to M�s production is denoted C (�M) and the cost of producing A�s

input is G (�A). Thus, under full trade all three parties�assets and human

capital are available (to all three) rendering the following payo¤s:

UM = T (�A; �S)� v �m (3.1)

US = v � C (�M) + y �G (�A) (3.2)

UA = m�K (�M ; �S)� y (3.3)
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As noted all the assets are available to all the parties under full trade, i.e.

assets can be combined with all parties�human capital. This is not so in the

no-trade case. The no-trade bene�ts and costs are denoted by t (�A; �S;PM),

k (�M ; �S;PA), c (�M ;PS) and g (�A;PS), respectively, where Pi, i =M;A; S,

denote the assets owned by each party under no-trade. Consequently the

allocation of assets matters for the bene�t/costs in the no-trade case.5 Under

no-trade the bene�t function, t (�A; �S;PM), re�ects that neither S�s nor A�s

human capital is available toM . The cost functions c (�M ;PS) and g (�A;PS)

are S�s cost of producing generic inputs and re�ects that the other parties

human capital is not available to S. Similarly, k (�M ; �S;PA) is A�s cost of

producing a generic "A-type" input. Moreover, let �v be the spot-market price

for a generic input (of the type that S could have provided for M), �m be

the spot-market price for a generic "A-type" input and �y be the spot-market

price for the input that A needs for its production. This yields the following

payo¤s:

uM = t (�A; �S;PM)� �v � �m

uS = �v � c (�M ;PS) + �y � g (�A;PS)
uA = �m� k (�M ; �S;PA)� �y

In the intermediate cases trade is realized between some but not all the

parties, e.g. it could be that A trades with both S and M , but M does

not trade with S - M�s bene�t from trade is then called TA (�A; �S;PM)

and depends not only on the relationship-speci�c investment but also on the

assets owned by M . Here TA indicates that A�s human capital is available

5To limit the number of feasible ownership structures cases where a party does not own
its own asset but owns other assets are abstracted from. Notably, it is found in Hart &
Moore (1990) that an agent who does not own his "own" asset should not own any other
assets either. Thus, the excluded con�gurations are found suboptimal by Hart & Moore
(1990), and also suggested by Hart (1995).
The ownership con�gurations dealt with in this paper are the following:

PM =
fpM ; pS ; pAg ; fpM ; pSg
fpM ; pAg ; fpMg ;?

,PS =
fpS ; pM ; pAg ; fpS ; pMg
fpS ; pAg ; fpSg ;?

,

PA =
fpA; pS ; pMg ; fpA; pSg
fpA; pMg ; fpAg ;?
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to M; but S�s human capital is not. As mentioned above, the payo¤s from

all the partial trades are similarly con�gured, e.g. KS (�M ; �S;PS) is A�s

production cost when only trading with S. An example of partial trade is

that M & A and A & S trade, but not M & S. This situation yields the

following payo¤s:

UM = TA (�A; �S;PM)� �v �m
US = �v � c (�M ;PS) + y �G (�A)
UA = m�K (�M ; �S)� y

It is important to note that the investments are bene�cial in all the trading

patterns but to di¤erent degrees. The positive e¤ect of investments depends

on the assets owned and number of parties involved in trade.

Concerning the functional form of the bene�t functions and cost functions,

it is assumed, similar to Hart (1995), that T (�) is strictly concave in both
its arguments and that K (�),C (�) and G (�) are strictly convex in all their
arguments (i.e. in the investments). Furthermore, Ti (�), i = A; S and t (�) are
concave in both their arguments, while Ki (�), i = M;S, k (�), c (�) and g (�)
are convex in all their arguments. For formal statements of these assumptions

see appendix ((A1)-(A10)).

Trade Surplus and Marginal Bene�ts Assume, as in the basic PRA

setup, that trade is bene�cial for all the parties re�ecting that the invest-

ments are relationship-speci�c. In line with this it is natural to assume, in

the extension to the trilateral model, that full trade is the most bene�cial

form of trade i.e. produces the greatest total surplus. Furthermore, par-

tial trade is also bene�cial but to a lesser extent and assume that the total

surplus, under partial trade, is growing in the number of trades.6 These as-

sumptions give a partial ranking of the total surplus from trade (see appendix

(A11)); partial since the relation between two surpluses with the same num-

6Example of number of trades: the partial trade with M and S trading and no other
trades entails one trade, while the partial trade in the example above entails two trades,
and full trade entails, obviously, three trades.
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ber of trades cannot be determined. However, it is also assumed that the

di¤erence between two surpluses with the same number of trades is smaller

than the di¤erence between two surpluses with a di¤erent number of trades

(see appendix (A11:a)). This assumption strengthens the notion that more

trade is better, because it implies that it is always better to move e.g. from

one trade to three trades (i.e. full trade), than from one trade to two trades

independently of the initial trade pattern.

The assumptions about marginal bene�ts from investments, here called

marginal conditions7 (see appendix (A12)-(A17)), re�ect that investments

are more valuable in trade than in no-trade. Moreover, they show that the

relationship-speci�c investments are at least partly speci�c to the other par-

ties�assets. The interpretation of these assumptions is here exempli�ed by

M�s investment in the relationship with S.

The marginal bene�t of the investment, �S, is at least as high or higher

(under full trade) in all types of trade than in no-trade irrespective of owner-

ship. In all forms of trade the marginal bene�t of the investment is growing

in the number of assets that M owns. Furthermore, the marginal bene�t of

an investment in the relationship with S when trading with S is at least as

high as the marginal bene�t of this investment when trading with A, and this

holds for all ownership structures. Let this be the trade e¤ect. Moreover,

the investment is at least partly speci�c to S�s asset. For an equal number

of assets owned, the marginal bene�t of �S, when trading with S and own-

ing pS, is greater or equal to the marginal bene�t when not owning pS. Let

this be the asset e¤ect. The asset e¤ect is weaker than the trade e¤ect; i.e.

the marginal bene�t of �S when trading with S is greater or equal to the

marginal bene�t when trading with A, even if M owns pS in the latter case.

The marginal conditions for the other investments may be interpreted in a

similar way.8 9

7Notably, the term marginal conditions is here used in a non-standard way i.e. it is not
used for the FOCs from a maximization problem but for assumptions about the marginal
bene�t from investments in di¤erent settings.

8These assumptions are, in spirit, the same as assumption 6 in Hart & Moore (1990)
and assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 in Hart (1995). The distinctions of a trade e¤ect and an asset
e¤ect are new and seem natural in a trilateral setting.

9Notably, the trade e¤ect expresses itself di¤erently in S�s marginal conditions than
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If the parties decide to trade with each other, which they do in equilib-

rium, there is, by assumption, a surplus from trade to be divided among

them. The division of this surplus is decided by bargaining.

3.2.2 The Bargaining

All parties negotiate bilaterally at the same time, with rational expectations

about the outcome in the other negotiations. The negotiations are bilateral

since it is assumed that an agreement between two parties cannot be con-

ditioned on the participation of the third party; i.e. M negotiates with S

and A at the same time but not at the same "table". Notably, this negotia-

tion di¤ers from a setup where all three parties are involved in a "common"

and cooperative negotiation; i.e. all three parties sit at the same table at

the same time. Such a negotiation is characterized by pure bargaining i.e.

the only possible outcomes are complete cooperation (trilateral trade) or

complete breakdown of cooperation (no-trade) (cf. e.g. Hart & Mas-Colell,

1996). Applying the symmetric Nash bargaining solution to this cooperative

bargaining, each party receives one third of the surplus from trade.10

The setup of the negotiations, with three parties involved in simultaneous

bilateral bargaining, entails a speci�cation of available options as well as pay-

o¤s for each party. This implies a non-cooperative approach to bargaining

contrary to Hart & Moore (1990), who take a cooperative approach by apply-

ing the Shapley value to their bargaining problem. In an attempt to keep it

simple the symmetric Nash Bargaining solution (good textbook references are

Osborne & Rubinstein (1990) and Muthoo (1999)) is applied to the bilateral

in M�s and A�s since S�s payo¤ function is separable in the arguments connected to M
and A respectively. It becomes the basic e¤ect that a relationship-speci�c investment is,
on the margin, more bene�cial under bilateral trade than under no-trade. Moreover, the
trade e¤ect does not vary with asset allocation and, therefore, does not a¤ect the optimal
organization decision.
10Applying the Nash bargaining solution to the common negotiation gives one third of

the surplus from trade to each party i.e.:
1
3

�
(T (�)� t (�))� (G (�)� g (�))+
� (K (�)� k (�))� (C (�)� c (�))

�
This is also the division given by the Shapley value in a situation when either no-trade

or trilateral trade is the only feasible outcome i.e. when only forming the grand coalition
implies a marginal contribution of value.
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negotiations. This approach yields a di¤erent division compared to applying

Shapley�s principle to the problem.11 Although Nash bargaining is chosen

to make it simple, it is not an unreasonable choice for a non-cooperative

setup because it is the equilibria (at the limit) of some non-cooperative se-

tups - most notably in Rubinstein�s alternating o¤ers model when the time

between o¤ers approaches zero (Rubinstein, 1982, Binmore, 1987). To fur-

ther strengthen the appeal of using the Nash bargaining solution, it can be

shown that, given the bargaining outcomes, none of the players want to de-

viate from this outcome, i.e. deviate from trilateral trade to partial trade or

no-trade (see the Bargaining/Trade game in the appendix).

Nash bargaining implies ex post e¢ ciency i.e. that the parties will renego-

tiate until an e¢ cient agreement is reached (cf. e.g. Osborne & Rubinstein,

1990). The assumption of ex post e¢ ciency is found in most contributions

to the literature dealing with the PRA (most notably in Grossman & Hart

(1986), Hart & Moore (1990) and Hart (1995)). This assumption has been

regarded (cf. Hart & Moore, 2008, Matouschek, 2004) as being unsuitable for

negotiations between e.g. managers since they often have private information

(for example about their e¤ort). This is, of course, a relevant objection, but

(using the standard argument) the focus here is on ex ante ine¢ ciencies and

hence ex post ine¢ ciencies are abstracted from.12 13

Inside Options vs. Outside Options In the symmetric Nash bargaining

each party has a disagreement position in case they fail to reach an agreement

(at that time). The disagreement positions are characterized throughout this

paper as inside options (threat points or status quo options) i.e. it is the pay-

11For future reference note that e.g. M receives:
1
3 (T (�)�K (�) +KS (�))� 1

2 (C (�)� c (�))+
� 2
3 t (�) +

1
6 (TA (�) + TS (�)�KM (�) + k (�)).

when forming subcoalitions (i.e. bilateral trade) implies a marginal contribution.

12Hart & Moore (1990) admit that it is a strong assumption to assume ex post e¢ ciency,
but argue that some e¤ects of ex post ine¢ ciencies might be captured by focusing on ex
ante ine¢ ciencies.
13Admittedly a full-�edged model of organizations would probably include both ex ante

and ex post ine¢ ciencies, but keeping as close as possible to previous literature using PRA,
this is left for future research.
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o¤ that the parties receive when they temporarily disagree as opposed to the

payo¤ they receive when they stop bargaining permanently (outside option)

(e.g. Muthoo, 1999, De Meza & Lockwood, 1998, Chiu 1998). Does this

distinction matter for the analysis? The short answer is that it does. Two

contemporaneous articles Chiu (1998) & De Meza & Lockwood (1998), using

the outside option principle14, show that the results of the PRA are vul-

nerable to changes in bargaining assumptions. In particular they show that

interpreting the disagreement position as an outside option instead of an in-

side option changes the results of the PRA.15 However, both articles contend

that the results of the PRA continue to hold if the disagreement positions

are inside options. When it comes to the restrictiveness of assuming inside

options, Chiu (1998) thinks it is restrictive because people often seek out-

side options to strengthen their bargaining position. De Meza & Lockwood

(1998) state that the restrictiveness depends on the context analyzed; if the

analysis deals with a situation where there is a natural inside option, e.g.

when the agents are already trading with other parties and will continue to

do so throughout the negotiation, then it is obviously not restrictive.

As already stated, the disagreement positions are seen as inside options in

this paper. Thus, the model is applicable to situations where this is natural

e.g. in a hospital setting (see chapter 4 below) or wage negotiations where

the employee already has an alternative employment(s). The model, however,

introduces an unusual feature; i.e. that each party initially has two inside

options, that is if they fail to reach an agreement they have two alternative

routes to take - trade with one of the other parties (third party trade or

partial trade) or trade with none of them (no-trade). The next subsection

presents the Nash bargaining solution when third party trade is the parties�

inside option. Subsequently, it is shown that third party trade is the only

credible alternative as inside option.

14See e.g. Muthoo (1999).
15E.g. they show that parties giving up assets may invest more if their outside options

are binding. This is contrary to the basic notion in the GHM-model that investments
follow asset ownership.
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Nash Bargaining The Nash Bargaining product for the negotiation be-

tween M and A is:

[(T (�)� v �m)� (TS (�)� v � �m)]� [(m� y �K (�))� ( �m� y �KS (�))]
(3.4)

The Nash bargaining product is used to determine the optimal reimburse-

ment between M and A; i.e. the optimal m, by maximizing (3.4) w.r.t. m.

In this case m is found to be:

m = �m+ (T (�)� TS (�) +K (�)�KS (�)) =2 (3.5)

In the same manner v and y can be found, and it is straightforward that:

v = �v + (T (�)� TA(�) + C(�)� c(�))=2 (3.6)

is the outcome of the bilateral negotiation between M and S when both

parties have trade with A as inside option, and that:

y = �y + (KM(�)�K(�) +G(�)� g(�))=2 (3.7)

is the outcome from the bilateral negotiation between A and S when both

parties have trade with M as inside option.

Credible Inside Options The possible inside options for each party in

the negotiations are no-trade and third party trade; the latter is trade with

only the party not involved in the particular bilateral negotiation. Hence, if

the parties have not reached an agreement, then each party may choose to

deviate from the negotiations in either one or two dimensions; leave one of

the bilateral negotiations or both. The question that arises is: which inside

option is most credible; i.e. rational to expect? A credible inside option

must ful�l the following requirements: 1) it must give a higher payo¤ than
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all other inside options16, 2) it must be achievable/feasible; if other parties

are involved, as in third party trade, then they must be willing to trade. An

example may clarify these requirements: imagine that M and A negotiate;

then M�s best inside option would be trade with S only because it gives a

higher payo¤ than no trade (requirement 1). If trade with S is a credible

inside option then S must prefer trade with M to no-trade and prefer trade

with M and A to trade with only A; S must prefer, be willing, to trade with

M in all circumstances. Given this, it turns out that third party trade is the

best inside option for all three parties (see appendix).

It is obvious from the discussion above and the proof in the appendix that

the inside option is de�ned by the idea that deviating, i.e. not reaching an

agreement, from one trading-relationship is more attractive than deviating

from both. The intuition behind this is the following: if the parties end

up in a situation where they must choose between third party trade (i.e.

reaching a bilateral agreement) and no-trade, in the sense that they fail by

some odd chance to reach an agreement implying trilateral trade, then they

will choose the most attractive of these options. All three parties realize that

third party trade is more bene�cial than no-trade and thus have incentives

to reach bilateral agreements (furthermore they are free to make this choice

as there is nothing in the model that prevents them from choosing partial

trade).17

3.2.3 Individual Payo¤s from Trade

The payo¤s from trade are calculated by inserting the reimbursements into

the payo¤ functions (equations (3.1)-(3.3)). The resulting payo¤s from trade

are denoted by Ui i =M;A; S, and are given by:

16In general it should su¢ ce that the payo¤ is greater than or equal as long as require-
ment 2) is ful�lled. However, in this setting the payo¤ will be strictly greater, hence
equality is not an issue.
17Another way to express this is : in the three simultaneous negotiations, which are

only connected through payo¤s, any deviation from the equilibrium (trilateral trade) will
lead to a new equilibrium with third party trade (for the deviating party) and there are
no incentives to deviate to no-trade in this equilibrium.
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For M

T (�)� v �m where

m = �m+
T (�)� TS (�) +K (�)�KS (�)

2
and v = �v +

T (�)� TA(�) + C(�)� c(�)
2

) UM =
TS (�) + TA (�)�K (�) +KS (�)� C (�) + c (�)

2
� �m� �v (3.8)

For S

v � C (�) + y �G (�)where

v = �v +
T (�)� TA(�) + C(�)� c(�)

2
and y = �y +

KM(�)�K(�) +G(�)� g(�)
2

) US =
�C (�)� c (�) + T (�)� TA (�)

2
+
�G (�)� g (�) +KM (�)�K (�)

2
+ �v + �y

(3.9)

For A

m� y �K (�) where

m = �m+
T (�)� TS (�) +K (�)�KS (�)

2
and y = �y +

KM(�)�K(�) +G(�)� g(�)
2

) UA =
�KS (�)�KM (�) + T (�)� TS (�)�G (�) + g (�)

2
+ �m� �y (3.10)

The individual ex post bene�ts from trade thus become18:

UM � �A � �S for M (3.11)

US � �M � �A for S (3.12)

UA � �M � �S for A (3.13)

The next section uses the basic setup presented in this section to discuss

and analyze the optimal organization of the trilateral transaction.

18Here the analysis di¤ers from the basic model in Hart (1995) in a non-substantial way.
Hart calculates the ex post bene�t by �rst subtracting the payo¤ from no-trade from the
payo¤ from trade to create the surplus from trade, and then adds this to the payo¤ from
no-trade minus the investments costs - getting the same expression for the ex post bene�t.
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3.3 Analysis, Results and Extensions

The analysis in this section primarily provides examples of Pareto optimal

ways to organize the trilateral transaction. It also discusses what is here

called the undbounded analysis of organizational choice (to be explained be-

low) and the e¤ects of changing the starting point of the analysis. Since the

parties�choice of investment levels are fundamental, as will be seen, to the

analysis, this section starts by discussing the optimal investment decision.

3.3.1 Optimal Investment Decision

First-Best Choice of Investments

The ex post negotiations are always e¢ cient under any organizational struc-

ture, but the investments in date 0 might not be e¢ cient (cf. Hart, 1995). In

a �rst-best situation the parties can coordinate their investments to maximize

the net present value of their trading relationship at date 0. Consequently

they choose their investments to maximize:

T (�A; �S)��A��S �K (�M ; �S)��M ��S �C (�M)��M �G (�A)��A
(3.14)

Coordination of investments increases the bene�t that is divided between

the actors ex post ; any choice of investments that does not maximize (3.14)

can be improved on by choosing to maximize (3.14) (cf. ibid). The �rst order

conditions for this maximization are:

@T (�A; �S)

@�A
� 1 = 0 (3.15)

@T (�A; �S)

@�S
� 1 = 0 (3.16)

�@C (�M)
@�M

� 1 = 0 (3.17)

�@G (�A)
@�A

� 1 = 0 (3.18)
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�@K (�M ; �S)
@�M

� 1 = 0 (3.19)

�@K (�M ; �S)
@�S

� 1 = 0 (3.20)

ForM , S andA respectively. For future reference let ��A; �
�
S; �

�
M ; �

�
A; �

�
M ; �

�
S

denote the �rst-best investments. However, as the incomplete contracting in

the model renders the �rst-best impossible, the model depicts a second-best

world.

Second-Best Choice of Investments

In the second-best each of the trading parties will choose period 0 investments

to maximize their ex post bene�t, which produces the following �rst order

conditions:

For M

1

2

@TS (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
+
1

2

@TA (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
� 1 = 0 (3.21)

1

2

@TS (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
+
1

2

@TA (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
� 1 = 0 (3.22)

For S19

�1
2

@C (�M)

@�M
� 1
2

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� 1 = 0 (3.23)

�1
2

@G (�A)

@�A
� 1
2

@g (�A;PS)

@�A
� 1 = 0 (3.24)

For A

�1
2

@KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
� 1
2

@KM (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
� 1 = 0 (3.25)

�1
2

@KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
� 1
2

@KM (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
� 1 = 0 (3.26)

19Notably, if the production cost for S was not separable in the two inputs and was
instead given by a function C (�M ; �A) (just as for A), the �rst order conditions for S
would have the same form as the �rst order conditions for A and M i.e. :
� 1
2
@CA(�M ;�A;PS)

�j
� 1

2
@CM (�M ;�A;PS)

�j
� 1 = 0 for j = A;M .
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The fact that the �rst-order conditions for M and A depend only on the

inside options can be attributed to the Nash bargaining solution. Given the

non-separable bene�t/cost functions and the fact that there are three parties

in the transaction - each party is involved in two simultaneous bilateral nego-

tiations - Nash bargaining implies that each party gives up half its trilateral

trade bene�t/cost in each negotiation. In general it may be noted that bi-

lateral and symmetric Nash bargaining always imply that the surplus from

trade with the other party is split in half. Hence, the division of surplus

implies that the equilibrium outcome (trilateral trade) does not a¤ect the

incentives for investments (for M and A). This contrasts with the bilateral

model where the incentives are a¤ected by both the equilibrium outcome

and the inside option (bilateral trade and no-trade in the bilateral model).

Therefore, the strongest positive e¤ect on investments (see the marginal con-

ditions in appendix) is absent from the �rst order conditions, implying that

the incentives would have been stronger if the bargaining had not entailed a

transfer of the entire trilateral trade bene�t. Notably, if the transaction had

involved four parties, the impact of the full trade bene�t on the �rst order

conditions would have been negative.20 Thus, Nash bargaining in this vari-

ant of multilateral transactions a¤ects incentives by either muting the e¤ect

of the equilibrium outcome (three parties) or by making this e¤ect negative

(more than three parties; e.g. four parties where each party gives up three

halves of the bene�t from full trade in the bargaining).

Inherent Underinvestments in the Second-Best As in the model pre-

sented by Hart (1995) the trilateral variant of the model exhibits underin-

vestments in second-best.

Proposition 3.1: All parties make underinvestments in the second-best
compared to the �rst-best.

Proof. See appendix

20For example, if adding a party H to the transaction and making suitable adjustments
of the model, then M�s F.O.C w.r.t �A would be:
� 1
2
@T (�)
@�A

+ 1
2
@TAH(�)
@�A

+ 1
2
@TSH(�)
@�A

+ 1
2
@TAS(�)
@�A

= 1

Where the subscripts AH;SH and AS denote the trades going on in the inside options.
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3.3.2 Optimal Organization

There are several ways to organize the transaction analyzed in this paper.

Organization in this model is the allocation of physical assets; i.e. the owner-

ship structure. The optimal ownership structure is the ownership structure

that supports the greatest relationship-speci�c investments, and thus the

greatest surplus from trade. Any change in ownership structure that entails

higher investments from one or more of the parties and equal investments

from the others, is an improvement, because it implies a move towards the

�rst-best. This due to the inherent underinvestments in the model.

Ten Ways to Organize the Transaction

The analysis abstracts, as already noted, from the cases where party J , J =

M;A; S, does not own its own asset but some, or all, of the others�assets.21

In spite of this limitation there are ten feasible ownership structures:

1 M -integration where M owns all the assets; �rst order conditions (cf.

equations (3.21) - (3.26)) in this case are the following (let the super-

script 1 denote the investments under M -integration):

1

2

@TS (�
1
A; �

1
S; pM ; pS; pA)

@�A
+
1

2

@TA (�
1
A; �

1
S; pM ; pS; pA)

@�A
= 1(3.27)

1

2

@TS (�
1
A; �

1
S; pM ; pS; pA)

@�S
+
1

2

@TA (�
1
A; �

1
S; pM ; pS; pA)

@�S
= 1(3.28)

�1
2

@C (�1M)

@�M
� 1
2

@c (�1M ;?)
@�M

= 1 (3.29)

�1
2

@G (�1A)

@�A
� 1
2

@g (�1A;?)
@�A

= 1 (3.30)

21Compare also with Hart & Moore�s (1990) �nding, in the application to three assets,
that an agent who does not own her own asset (i.e. the asset that is essential for her
production) should not own any other assets.
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�1
2

@KS (�
1
M ; �

1
S;?)

@�M
� 1
2

@KM (�
1
M ; �

1
S;?)

@�M
= 1 (3.31)

�1
2

@KS (�
1
M ; �

1
S;?)

@�S
� 1
2

@KM (�
1
M ; �

1
S;?)

@�S
= 1 (3.32)

2 S-integration where S owns all the assets; the �rst order conditions

for S-integration follow the same pattern as above but with S own-

ing all the assets and the investments in this case are denoted by the

superscript 2 i.e. �2A; �
2
S; �

2
M ; �

2
A; �

2
M ; �

2
S

3 A-integration where A owns all the assets; once again the pattern from

cases 1 and 2 repeats itself, this time with A owning all the assets and

the investments are: �3A; �
3
S; �

3
M ; �

3
A; �

3
M ; �

3
S

4 Non-integration where M , S and A own their respective assets pM , pS
and pA, in this case the �rst order conditions are somewhat di¤erent

from the previous cases:

1

2

@TS (�
4
A; �

4
S; pM)

@�A
+
1

2

@TA (�
4
A; �

4
S; pM)

@�A
= 1 (3.33)

1

2

@TS (�
4
A; �

4
S; pM)

@�S
+
1

2

@TA (�
4
A; �

4
S; pM)

@�S
= 1 (3.34)

�1
2

@C (�4M)

@�M
� 1
2

@c (�4M ; pS)

@�M
= 1 (3.35)

�1
2

@G (�4A)

@�A
� 1
2

@g (�4A; pS)

@�A
= 1 (3.36)

�1
2

@KS (�
4
M ; �

4
S; pA)

@�M
� 1
2

@KM (�
4
M ; �

4
S; pA)

@�M
= 1 (3.37)

�1
2

@KS (�
4
M ; �

4
S; pA)

@�S
� 1
2

@KM (�
4
M ; �

4
S; pA)

@�S
= 1 (3.38)

There is, as can be seen, an obvious structure in the �rst order conditions

for the di¤erent cases; therefore the �rst order conditions for partial integra-

tion cases will be represented by only one example even though there are six
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di¤erent cases. Note that the investments in each case are denoted by the

case-number in the superscript, and to make this clear the investments are

presented with each case.

5 Partial M -integration type one: M owns pM and pS, A owns pA.First

order conditions:

1

2

@TS (�
5
A; �

5
S; pM ; pS)

@�A
+
1

2

@TA (�
5
A; �

5
S; pM ; pS)

@�A
= 1 (3.39)

1

2

@TS (�
5
A; �

5
S; pM ; pS)

@�S
+
1

2

@TA (�
5
A; �

5
S; pM ; pS)

@�S
= 1 (3.40)

�1
2

@C (�5M)

@�M
� 1
2

@c (�5M ;?)
@�M

= 1 (3.41)

�1
2

@G (�5A)

@�A
� 1
2

@g (�5A;?)
@�A

= 1 (3.42)

�1
2

@KS (�
5
M ; �

5
S; pA)

@�M
� 1
2

@KM (�
5
M ; �

5
S; pA)

@�M
= 1 (3.43)

�1
2

@KS (�
5
M ; �

5
S; pA)

@�S
� 1
2

@KM (�
5
M ; �

5
S; pA)

@�S
= 1 (3.44)

6 Partial M -integration type two: M owns pM and pA, S owns pS.

Investments: �6A; �
6
S; �

6
M ; �

6
A; �

6
M ; �

6
S

7 Partial S-integration type one: S owns pS and pM , A owns pA. Invest-

ments: �7A; �
7
S; �

7
M ; �

7
A; �

7
M ; �

7
S

8 Partial S-integration type two: S owns pS and pA, M owns pM . In-

vestments: �8A; �
8
S; �

8
M ; �

8
A; �

8
M ; �

8
S

9 Partial A-integration type one: A owns pA and pM , S owns pS. In-

vestments: �9A; �
9
S; �

9
M ; �

9
A; �

9
M ; �

9
S

10 Partial A-integration type two: A owns pA and pS, M owns pM . In-

vestments: �10A ; �
10
S ; �

10
M ; �

10
A ; �

10
M ; �

10
S
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The Basics of the Analysis

As already mentioned, the optimal organization of the trilateral trade de-

pends on how well the organization supports investments. Any of the ten

structures above may be optimal, depending on the nature of the assets,

human capital and investments involved in the transaction. Some possible

characteristics of assets, human capital and investments are described in de-

�nitions 1-5 (see appendix). The e¤ects of these de�nitions on the optimal

organizational structure are exempli�ed in coming subsections.

The analysis is divided into two analytical frameworks, a Pareto analysis

and an unbounded analysis where the relative productivity of investments22

and related issues are included. The Pareto analysis produces results that

hold no matter what the pattern of relative productivity looks like, but only

gives a partial ranking of organizational structures because it deals with

Pareto improvements from a given starting point. The unbounded analysis

opens up for asset allocations in accordance with the relative productivity

of investments, and this may settle the choice between organizational struc-

tures that are found to be optimal in the Pareto analysis i.e. complement

the Pareto analysis. Moreover, the starting point in the unbounded analysis

does not matter and generically a full ranking of organizational structures

is obtained. The unbounded analysis may either be used as an extension to

the Pareto analysis or as an analytical tool on its own. However, relative

productivity of investments is an elusive concept in the model and therefore

the results generally become less clear-cut. The demands on the parties�in-

formation and calculative abilities are also greater in the unbounded analysis

than in the Pareto analysis.

This amounts to an important insight; namely that the characteristics

of the asset market may a¤ect the applicability of the unbounded analysis.

The Pareto analysis may be used on both rigid and more �exible asset mar-

kets, while the relative productivity of investments becomes more relevant

the greater the �exibility. If assets can be transferred without friction be-

22For example, M�s investment being ten times more productive than S�s investment in
monetary terms i.e. in its contribution to total surplus.
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tween the parties, they will be able, and willing, to do so to maximize the

investments�contribution to the trilateral trade surplus.

Examples of Pareto Analysis

The focus in this section is on changes in organizational structure that are

better, yielding a higher level of investments, than a given starting point irre-

spective of the relative productivity of investments. To analyze these changes

one has to �nd a natural starting point for the analysis. Here, that starting

point is non-integration (following Hart, 1995), and the e¤ects of changing

the starting point are discussed in section 3.3.3. The analysis investigates

whether some other organizational structure, given the assumptions imposed,

increases the level of investments in the trilateral trade relationship. The re-

sults are strong in the sense that the relative productivity of investments

does not matter.

Full Strict Complementarity of Assets Assume that all three assets are

strictly complementary and that this strict complementarity is characterized

by A being indi¤erent between all ownership structures that do not contain

all three assets (see the second condition of de�nition 1 in the appendix).

The formal statement of this assumption is:

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

(3.45)

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpAg , fpA; pSg or fpA; pMg

To investigate how this assumption a¤ects the optimal organization of the

trilateral trade scrutinize the �rst order conditions for the di¤erent ownership

structures (1-10 above). First note that the assumption implies that all of

A�s �rst order conditions, except for case 3, are equal. This implies that

�iM = �iM and �iS = �iS for i = 1; 2; 4; :::; 10 and furthermore (A16) and

(A17) give that �3M � �iM and �3S � �iS for i = 1; 2; 4; :::; 10. The marginal
conditions (A12)-(A15) provide the rationale for how M and S adapt their
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investment levels to changes in ownership structure. It is easily seen that

M will invest more under M -integration (1) and both cases of partial M -

integration (5 & 6) than under non-integration. M�s investment level is the

same for non-integration (4), partial S-integration of type two (8) and partial

A-integration of type two (10). For the other cases (2,3,7, & 9)M will invest

less than under non-integration. S, on the other hand, invests more than

under non-integration in cases 2, 7, and 8, less in cases 1, 3, 5, and 10. S

makes the same level of investments in cases 6 and 9 as under non-integration.

This means that the total level of investments is increased in two of

the cases above, implying a move towards the �rst-best, namely partial M -

integration of type two and partial S integration of type two. In the �rst case

M will invest more than under non-integration while S�s and A�s investments

remain the same; in the second case S will invest more and A and M will

keep their investments constant.

To determine whether case 6 or case 8 is optimal, more information about

the characteristics of the trilateral trade is needed. It could e.g. be the case

thatM�s human capital is more valuable for the transaction than S�s human

capital - the next example takes this to the extreme and assumes that M�s

human capital is essential for the production of the �nal good.

Essential Human Capital In this example it is assumed that M�s hu-

man capital is essential for the production of the �nal good. The formal

implications of this assumption are found in the �rst part of de�nition 5 (see

appendix):

@KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @KS (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
(3.46)

where j =M;S and PA = fpA; pS; pMg, fpA; pSg, fpA; pMg or fpAg, and:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M
(3.47)

where PS = fpA; pS; pMg, fpS; pMg,fpS; pAg or fpSg.
As in the example above this assumption has implications for the parties�
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�rst order conditions. An obvious implication is that A will have weaker

incentives for investments, compared to the basic setup, in all cases where

A owns assets. This stems from the basic assumption that @KS(�M ;�S ;?)
@�j

�
@KS(�M ;�S ;PA)

@�j
23 for j = M;S and PA being a non-empty set, meaning that

investments are at least as valuable under asset ownership as when not own-

ing any assets, i.e. that incentives for investments are weakly higher when

owning assets. Notably, this changes when condition (3.46) is imposed on

the problem, weakly lowering and equalizing the incentives for investments,

which can be attributed to the trade with S, for all ownership structures.

The incentives for investments which can be attributed to the trade with M

are unchanged and follow the general idea that more assets imply higher in-

vestments. Thus the incentives for investments are qualitatively the same, as

if the assumption had not been imposed, but somewhat weaker. Compared

to non-integration, A will invest more in cases 3, 9, and 10; less in cases 1,2,

6, and 8; and make the same investments in cases 5 and 7.

Condition (3.47) states that S will make the same investment in the

relation withM , �M , irrespective of ownership. The incentive for investments

in the relation with A is una¤ected by the assumption that M�s human

capital is essential. Hence, de�nition 5 implicitly adds to the separability

assumption about S�s production cost, this by stating that if M�s human

capital is essential it is only so for the production of the input to M . S

investment in the relationship with A, on the other hand, follows ownership.

S will invest more than under non-integration in cases 2, 7 and 8; less in

cases 1, 3, 5, and 10; and at the same level in cases 6 and 9. When it comes

to M�s investment it is obvious that M will invest more in cases 1, 5, and 6;

less in cases 2, 3, 7, and 9; and equal amounts in cases 8 and 10.

Given that the investments are made in human capital and that M�s

human capital is essential for the production of the �nal good, it seems

reasonable to �nd an organizational structure that increases M�s investment

compared to non-integration. In the bilateral model this follows immediately

from the de�nition of essential human capital, that is if M�s human capital

23Remember that KS is convex i.e.
@KS(�M ;�S ;PA)

@�j
j = M;S is non-positive and the

second derivative is non-negative.
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is essential then M -integration is optimal (see Hart, 1995). In the trilateral

trade case it is not possible to reach this conclusion without imposing further

assumptions on the model. Speci�cally, all changes in ownership structure

away from non-integration entail a lower level of investments by one or two

of the parties (and a higher level for the third). Focusing on the cases that

produce higher investments byM (cases 1, 5, and 6) it is easily seen that: 1)

M -integration gives the following relationships between investments: �1M =

�4M , �
1
A � �4A, �

1
M � �4M , �

1
S � �4S (and of course �

1
A � �4A, �

1
S � �4S),

2) partial M -integration of type 1 gives: �5M = �4M , �
5
A � �4A, �

5
M = �4M ,

�5S = �
4
S, and �nally that partial M -integration of type 2 gives: �

6
M = �4M ,

�6A = �
4
A, �

6
M � �4M , �6S � �4S.

It is apparent that no organizational structure entails an improvement

over non-integration in this example. However, if the assumption made here

is coupled with an assumption that pM and pS are strictly complementary

such that S is indi¤erent between all ownership structures where S does not

own pM , as in the second condition of de�nition 2, the optimal organizational

structure would be partial M -integration of type one:

Two Parties with Essential Human Capital Assume that both M�s

and A�s human capital is essential for the production of the �nal good, which

leaves S indi¤erent over ownership i.e. S will make the same investments, �M
and �A, irrespective of ownership structure. M and A will have somewhat

weaker incentives for investments (see the discussion for A in the previous

example), but they will invest more the more assets they own. Two owner-

ship structures improve the level of investments compared to non-integration,

namely partial A-integration of type two and partial M -integration of type

one (case 10 and case 5). Once again it is di¢ cult to get a clear-cut re-

sult, and adding further characteristics, e.g. that pA and pS are strictly

complementary, could actually make additional ownership structures Pareto

improvements (in the example case 1 and case 6 is added). This resembles

the result in the bilateral model that all organizational forms are equally

good when both parties have essential human capital, with the important

di¤erence that M is still not indi¤erent over all ownership structures.
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Independent assets Independence of assets implies that two or all three

assets are strictly non-complementary in the transaction. Now, it is obvi-

ous that full independence (de�nition 3 in the appendix) implies that non-

integration is optimal. This conclusion is straightforward since all three par-

ties are indi¤erent between owning one, two or all three assets, while owning

assets implies weakly greater incentives for investments than not owning any

assets (see the marginal conditions). Partial independence is the situation

where two of the assets are independent, e.g. pA and pS, and de�nition 4

gives the formal representation of this situation. Imagine that pA and pS
are independent implying that S and A are indi¤erent between owning both

assets and only owning their own asset, then non-integration is optimal. To

see this consider the �rst-order conditions for the di¤erent organizational

structures and note that:

� S will invest more in cases 2, 7; less in cases 1, 3, 5, 10; and make the
same investments in cases 6, 8, 9.

� A will invest more in cases 3, 9; less in cases 1, 2, 6, 8; and make the
same investments in cases 5, 7, 10

� M will invest more in cases 1, 5, 6; less in cases 2, 3, 7, 9; and make

the same investments in cases 8, 10

From this it is apparent that there is no change in ownership. implying

an obvious improvement over non-integration; i.e. increasing the investments

by one or more parties without lowering the investments by one or more of

the other parties.

Full Integration There is an apparent bias towards di¤erent types of par-

tial integration in the examples above, begging the question what it takes

to make "full" integration optimal. The answer is, while easy to �nd, not

straightforward, it requires either quite special combinations of partial com-

plementarity or a combination of two parties with essential human capital

and partial complementarity.
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M -integration, for example, is a Pareto Improvement over non-integration

in two types of circumstances: �rst, consider a situation where a) assets

pM and pS are complementary and that this complementarity implies that
@c(�M ;PS)
@�M

� @c(�M ;?)
@�M

and @g(�A;PA)
@�A

� @g(�A;?)
@�A

where PA = pS or fpS; pAg; b)
assets pM and pA are complementary such that

@Ki(�M ;�S ;PA)
@�j

� @Ki(�M ;�S ;?)
@�j

where i = M;S, j = M;S and PA = pA or fpA; pSg. That is, both S and A
are indi¤erent over ownership unless they own M�s asset and a move from

non-integration to M -integration, therefore, increases M�s investment level

without lowering A and S�s investment levels.

Second, consider a scenario24 where both M�s and A�s human capital are

essential and assets pM , and/or pS, and pA are complementary such that A

becomes indi¤erent over ownership structures not containing pi, i = M;S.

This would also make M -integration a possible Pareto improvement over

non-integration. Examples of A- and S-integration may be constructed in a

similar manner, i.e. by letting the other two parties be indi¤erent between

all ownership structures where they do not own the acquiring party�s asset.

Compared to the bilateral model, this naturally adds an extra require-

ment to the complementarity i.e. that both the other parties must be in-

di¤erent to make full integration optimal. A more interesting observation is

that assumptions about essential human capital cannot ensure that full in-

tegration is optimal as it does in the more clear cut bilateral model; even in

the presence of two parties with essential human capital assumptions about

partial complementarity of assets are needed to ensure that full integration

is optimal.

Applying the Unbounded Analysis

As is seen above, e.g. in the example with full integration, it is somewhat

cumbersome to reach clear-cut conclusions about the optimal organizational

structure in the Pareto analysis, but the conclusions are strong if reached;

i.e. the they are valid for the whole range of possible extensions. In this

section two possible extensions are discussed, namely the asset e¤ect and,

24Which actually can be broken down into three similar scenarios.
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most importantly, the relative productivity of investments. It is assumed

that the asset market is su¢ ciently �exible for these kinds of extensions to

be considered.

Relative Productivity of Investments Hart de�nes an investment as

relatively unproductive if its contribution to the net surplus from trade goes

to zero (see Hart, 1995:44-46). This type of assumption may be made in

the trilateral trade case as well, although making the formal statements of

the kind made in Hart (1995) seems super�uous. Instead, it is natural to

assume that investments are sometimes misdirected and not as bene�cial for

the relationship as �rst believed, and that this may be discerned by a low

marginal contribution to the net bene�t of trilateral trade. In the extreme

this contribution goes to zero, implying that all marginal contributions, in

partial and no-trade as well, of this investment go to zero. This makes the

other investments relatively more important for the transaction i.e. for the

net bene�t.

Now, return for a moment to the example where M�s human capital is

essential and assume that S�s investment in the relationship with A, �A, is

relatively unproductive, which implies that the net bene�t from trilateral

trade is virtually una¤ected by this investment. M�s investments, on the

other hand, contribute to this bene�t and are thus relatively more important

than �A. Taking this into consideration, the fact that M�s human capital is

essential leads to M -integration of type 1, instead of non-integration, being

optimal. Under M -integration of type 1 M invests more than under non-

integration and A makes the same investments, while S invests less in the

relationship with A. The fact that S invests less is more than outweighed by

M�s increased investments since S�s investment is relatively unproductive.25

Relative productivity could also a¤ect the conclusions in other examples.

25Here is one case where the separability assumption potentially, matters for the result.
In most cases both speci�cations yield the same results when it comes to the optimal
organizational structure, but this is an exception. With separability, M -integration of
type one is optimal if �A is relatively unproductive. If the production cost is non-separable
then non-integration cannot be improved on (M -integration of type one is optimal if both
of S�s investments are unproductive).
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In the example with full strict complementarity the choice between case 6

and 8 could be made on the basis of relative productivity. Moreover it could

in fact, in this example, be optimal with A-integration if A�s investments are

relatively more productive than S�s andM�s investments. Notably, this con-

clusion can be reached irrespective of starting point and is totally dependent

on the relative productivity. However, a move from non-integration to case 6

or 8 would still constitute a Pareto improvement, even if A�s investments are

relatively more productive, since it would increase M�s or S�s investments

without decreasing A�s investment. Thus if there is friction in the asset mar-

ket, which prohibits the transfer of M�s or S�s asset (or both) to A then 6 or

8 would still be feasible improvements over non-integration.

For independent assets relative productivity of investments could foster

other results than non-integration. It could be the case that e.g. M�s invest-

ment is relatively more productive than S�s investment, implying that case

5 could be an improvement over non-integration.

Clearly, the introduction of relative productivity opens up the analysis

and provides new possibilities, but it also makes the analysis less straight-

forward and creates a need for more assumptions, e.g. that an investment is

somewhat more important, to limit the alternatives. This might not always

be intuitive and rewarding.

Asset E¤ect Finally, something needs to be said about the asset e¤ect

that appears in the marginal conditions. The asset e¤ect re�ects the fact

that an investment is partially speci�c to another party�s asset e.g. thatM�s

investment �A is partially speci�c to A�s asset pA. This is re�ected by the

assumption that @Tj(�A;�S ;PM )

@�A
� @Tj(�A;�S ; �PM)

@�A
; jPM j =

�� �PM �� ; pA 2 PM ; pA

=2 �PM irrespective of the asset replacing pA, i.e. the marginal bene�t of the

investment in the inside options is weakly greater ifM owns pA than ifM does

not own this asset, given that the total number of assets owned is the same

in both cases. With appropriate adoptions this assumption may be imposed

on all parties and their investments. This assumption becomes important for

the optimal organizational structure if: I) the choice is between one party�s

di¤erent forms of partial integration (e.g. partial M -integration of type 1
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and type 2), II) one of the party�s investments is relatively unproductive or

preferred over the other. The discussion about starting points below provides

an example of this choice.

3.3.3 Changing the Starting Point

The examples in the Pareto analysis use non-integration as the starting point

for the analysis, following Hart (1995), in a rather unquestioning manner. In

this section the choice of starting point will be discussed and some short

examples of how this might a¤ect the conclusions are provided.

Stigler (1951) suggests that non-integration is rarely manifested in infant

industries, characterized by small scale production, because the value-added

from specialization is small on such immature markets. Instead vertical inte-

gration of tasks is prevalent. However, when the market matures it becomes

pro�table for �rms to specialize in certain tasks and sell their services to

other �rms, i.e. a disintegration of tasks is carried out. On the other hand

a declining market, where some tasks are not carried out at a su¢ cient rate

to support an independent �rm, is characterized by more vertical integration

(cf. Stigler, 1951).26 Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that the starting point

of the analysis performed here should vary with the type of market analyzed,

and if, as is done in many instances, one deals with a mature market then

non-integration is the natural starting point.

There may also be other institutional reasons for choosing a starting point

other than non-integration. It could be that M is a public agency and that

the analysis focuses on what parts of its operations that should/could be out-

sourced. In addition, inertia and/or tradition could provide a rationale for a

di¤erent starting point to non-integration. Irrespective of the underlying ra-

tionale there is reason to consider starting points other than non-integration

and to investigate how this a¤ects the analysis and conclusions.

Now, consider a situation where all the assets are strictly complementary

26Hart (1995, p. 52) suggest that his analysis is consistent with the ideas of Stigler
i.e. that integration is likely in immature markets (due to complementarities) and so on.
Hart does not, however, discuss the possibility of di¤erent starting points depending on
the maturity of the market.
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and that A as a consequence is indi¤erent between all the ownership struc-

tures where A does not own all the assets (as in the �rst example above).

Furthermore, imagine that the starting point is M -integration i.e. that M

owns all the assets needed for the production of the �nal good.27 In this

situation there is no change in ownership structure that does not entail a

lower investment from M ; S will, on the other hand, invest more or equal

amounts if the ownership structure is changed. In fact; S will invest more

in most cases, only in cases 3, 5 and 10 will S make the same investment as

under M -integration. Changing to a structure where M invests less, while

A and S invest the same, is clearly suboptimal - implying a move away from

the �rst-best. Thus cases 5 and 10 can be ruled out. Do any of the remain-

ing ownership structures imply an improvement over M -integration? This

depends on the relative productivity of the investments. If all investments

are equally productive, or if the asset market is rigid such that the possible

gains of relative productivity cannot be reaped, then M -integration cannot

be improved on. Infant industries may experience that kind of friction in the

asset markets, but as the industry evolves the asset markets become more

�exible and an eventual di¤erence in relative productivity may be taken into

consideration when choosing organizational structure.

For example, if M�s investments are relatively unproductive compared

to either S�s or A�s investments, then improvements can be made. If S�s

investments are relatively more productive than M�s investments, but M�s

investments are still somewhat productive, then either partial S-integration

(of either type) or partial M -integration of type two could be improvements,

depending on how productive M�s investments are.28

Finally, one more example. Again assets are strictly complementary in the

27It might be useful to think of M as a public agency controlling all assets needed for
the production of a public service. But M does not control the human capital needed
(besides its own human capital) i.e. A and S are free to use their human capital any way
they want to. Allowing ownership by A or S (outsourcing) might be bene�cial for the
transaction since it increases the incentives for relationship-speci�c investments.
28Obviously, all structures where S invests more, and all structures where S owns one

or more assets, may constitute an improvement, but it seems realistic that M�s invest-
ments are somewhat bene�cial for the transaction since the whole transaction initially is
integrated.
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manner described above, but now the starting point is partial M -integration

of type one (case 5). In this setup S will invest more in a number of cases

among them case 6. Case 6 is interesting since it entails M owning the same

number of assets as in case 5, implying that M�s incentives for investments

are basically the same in the both cases. This means that the incentives in

both cases are stronger than in the cases whereM owns less assets and weaker

than under M -integration, but there might be some di¤erence in incentive

strength for each ofM�s investments between the two cases. In fact the asset

e¤ect ensures that M invests weakly less in �S and weakly more in �A in

case 6 compared to case 5. Thus, case 6 is an improvement compared to

the starting point, if the increase in S�s investments outweighs the loss of

investments in �S, i.e. if S�s investments are relatively more productive than

the investment �S.

It is apparent that the starting point matters for the analysis, and an

extensive list of examples may be constructed in a similar manner to the

above; it is also obvious that relative productivity of investments becomes

more important with other starting points than non-integration. Taking the

starting point into account might enable a more thorough analysis of �rm

organization by heeding the institutional surroundings and how it a¤ects the

organization decision.

3.4 Concluding Discussion

A natural, but noteworthy, di¤erence compared to the bilateral model is that

it is more di¢ cult to �nd a unique Pareto optimal organizational structure in

the trilateral trade model; more di¢ cult in the sense that more information

about asset and investment characteristics is needed to pin down only one

structure. In terms of the formal model this implies that, in most cases, at

least two assumptions about e.g. assets need to be imposed for the analysis

to produce a clear-cut result. In the bilateral model, on the other hand, one

assumption, e.g. essential human capital, is su¢ cient in most cases. However,

in the cases when it is possible to get clear-cut results, these results are strong

in the sense that the relative productivity of investments does not matter.
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If it is reasonable to assume that asset markets work without friction,

then the relative productivity of investments may be used to choose between

di¤erent organizational structures each of which implies a Pareto improve-

ment. In cases where there are no obvious Pareto improvements, relative

productivity could also be used to �nd the optimal organizational structure,

given low or no friction in the asset market.

By changing the starting point of the Pareto analysis, the trilateral trade

model may be able to mimic actual situations in di¤erent industries. Taking

more of the institutional surroundings into account, when using the model,

may potentially give new insights into and produce better predictions about

the optimal organizational structure for a certain transaction. Changing

the starting point of the analysis is a small step in that direction, but still

provides some useful results. Obviously more work needs to be done on these

issues.

There is also a tendency towards partial integration in the trilateral

model, while full integration is more of an exception.29 This result sug-

gests a more general �nding i.e. that a downstream �rm, in many instances,

should not treat all of its suppliers the same way (integrate all or integrate

none). Instead it is bene�cial to integrate one party and let the other party

remain an independent contractor, implying that the latter party�s invest-

ment incentive generally is greater than it would be under full integration.

Which party to integrate depends on the characteristics of assets, human

capital and investments, generally the party that is least sensitive, indicated

by unchanged incentives for investments, to losing control over its asset may

be integrated.

In the bilateral model the incentives for investments are created partly

by the marginal trade bene�t and partly by the marginal no-trade bene�t.

Thus, the marginal bene�t in equilibrium and marginal bene�t in the inside

option create the incentives for investments. In the trilateral model the

incentives are given by the marginal bene�ts in the credible inside options

29Adding an extra assumption/characteristic to the examples where non-integration
cannot be improved onleads to partial integration in most cases . Full integration requires,
as already mentioned, quite speci�c assumptions.
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i.e. third party trade (when the bene�t/cost functions are non-separable in

investments) - trades that are not realized in equilibrium. This is an e¤ect

of the Nash bargaining assumption.

Hart & Moore�s (1990) application to three assets (i.e. three �rms) is the

most adjacent model to the trilateral model presented in this paper. Their

application in essence produces two results. First, they �nd that parties

not owning assets that are essential to them (i.e. their own asset) should

not own any other assets. This serves as a justi�cation for the limitation of

possible ownership patterns in the trilateral model. Second, they show that

partial integration a¤ects the incentives of the party that is not integrated

e.g. that S�s incentives are changed if M acquires pA, i.e. M and A become

integrated. This e¤ect is not present in the trilateral model where the in-

centives are unchanged for the non-integrated party. This di¤erence stems

from the di¤erent bargaining setups in the two models. In particular the

Shapley value, mechanically, takes into account all the possible subcoalitions

for a given ownership structure, while the non-cooperative approach taken

in this paper results in the incentives being given by third party trade (i.e.

coalitions involving two �rms) irrespective of the ownership structure.

Many real world transactions involve multiple dependencies, e.g. the

manufacturing industry and hospital care, and the trilateral trade model

presented here may shed some light on the complexities that arise in these

situations. Obviously, it does not provide a complete picture. A number of

possible extensions could improve its intuitive appeal; for example it would be

interesting to introduce the possibility for powerful parties in the transaction

to change their dependence on the other parties, i.e. change the technology.

This would enable an analysis of corporate structures with one leading party

that dominates over others, i.e. the other parties are dependent on the

leading party but not the other way around, possibly answering the question

of whether it is bene�cial to break the bilateral dependence This, and many

other things, are left for future research.
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3.A Appendix

Eight patterns of trade

i. All the parties trade with each other (full trade or trade):

UM = T (�A; �S)� v �m
US = v � C (�M) + y �G (�A)
UA = m�K (�M ; �S)� y

ii. None of the parties trade with each other (no-trade):

uM = t (�A; �S;PM)� �v � �m

uS = �v � c (�M ;PS) + �y � g (�A;PS)
uA = �m� k (�M ; �S;PA)� �y

iii. M & A, A & S trades, but not M & S (no-trade M & S):

_UM = TA (�A; �S;PM)� �v �m
�US = �v � c (�M ;PS) + y �G (�A)
UA = m�K (�M ; �S)� y

where TA indicates that A�s human capital is available to M , but not

S�s human capital.

iv. M & A, M & S trade, but not A & S (no-trade A & S):

UM = T (�A; �S)� v �m
_US = v � C (�M) + �y � g (�A;PS)
�UA = m�KM (�M ; �S;PA)� �y
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v. M & S, A & S trade, but not A & M (no-trade A & M):

�UM = TS (�A; �S;PM)� v � �m

US = v � C (�M) + y �G (�A)
_UA = �m�KS (�M ; �S;PA)� y

vi. A & S trade, but not A & M and not M & S (trade A & S):

uM = t (�A; �S;PM)� �v � �m

�US = �v � c (�M ;PS) + y �G (�A)
_UA = �m�KS (�M ; �S;PA)� y

vii. M & S trades, but not A & M and not A & S (trade M & S):

�UM = TS (�A; �S;PM)� v � �m

_US = v � C (�M) + �y � g (�A;PS)
uA = �m� k (�M ; �S;PA)� �y

viii. M & A trades, but not M & S and not A & S (trade M & A):

_UM = TA (�A; �S;PM)� �v �m
uS = �v � c (�M ;PS) + �y � g (�A;PS)
�UA = m�KM (�M ; �S;PA)� �y

Assumptions about the Bene�t Functions

T (�A; �S) is strictly concave in both �A and �S i.e..

@T (�A; �S)

@�j
> 0 and

@2T (�A; �S)

@�j@�j
< 0 for j = A; S (A1)

and the cross derivative is bounded in the standard way.
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C (�M) is strictly convex in �M i.e.

@C (�M)

@�M
< 0 and

@2C (�M)

@�M@�M
> 0 (A2)

G (�A) is strictly convex in �A i.e.

@G (�A)

@�A
< 0 and

@2G (�A)

@�A@�A
> 0 (A3)

K (�M ; �S) is strictly convex in both �M and �S i.e.

@K (�M ; �S)

@�j
< 0 and

@2K (�M ; �S)

@�j@�j
> 0 for j =M;S (A4)

and the cross derivative is bounded in the standard way.

Ti (�A; �S;PM) , i = A; S, is concave in both �A and �S i.e..

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� 0 and @

2Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j@�j
� 0 for j = A; S (A5)

and the cross derivative in bounded in the standard way.

Ki (�M ; �S;PA) , i =M;S, is convex in both �M and �S i.e.

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� 0 and @

2Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j@�j
� 0 for j =M;S (A6)

and the cross derivative is bounded in the standard way.

t (�A; �S;PM) is concave in both �A and �S i.e..

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� 0 and @

2t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j@�j
� 0 for j = A; S (A7)

and the cross derivative is bounded in the standard way.
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c (�M ;PS) is convex in �M i.e.

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� 0 and @

2c (�M ;PS)

@�M@�M
� 0 (A8)

g (�A;PS) is convex in �A i.e.

@g (�A;PS)

@�A
� 0 and @

2g (�A;PS)

@�A@�A
� 0 (A9)

k (�M ; �S;PA) is convex in both �M and �S i.e.

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� 0 and @

2k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j@�j
� 0 for j =M;S (A10)

and the cross derivative is bounded in the standard way.

Ranking of Total Surplus from Trade

T (�A; �S)� C (�M)�G (�A)�K (�M ; �S) � a >
TA (�A; �S;PM)� c (�M ;PS)�G (�A)�K (�M ; �S) � b S

T (�A; �S)� C (�M)� g (�A;PS)�KM (�M ; �S;PA) � c S

TS (�A; �S;PM)� C (�M)�G (�A)�KS (�M ; �S;PA) � d >
t (�A; �S;PM)� c (�M ;PS)�G (�A)�KS (�M ; �S;PA) � e S

TS (�A; �S;PM)� C (�M)� g (�A;PS)� k (�M ; �S;PA) � f S

TA (�A; �S;PM)� c (�M ;PS)� g (�A)�KM (�M ; �S;PA) � g >
t (�A; �S;PM)� c (�M ;PS)� g (�A;PS)� k (�M ; �S;PA) � h (A11)

Now, let � and �� denote total surpluses with the same number of trades

i.e. two or one (since three trades/full trade and no-trade yield a single total

surplus each). Furthermore let � and �� be any two surpluses with a di¤erent

number of trades. Then the following is assumed to hold:

j�� ��j <
��� � ���� (A11.a)
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Assumption A11:a says that the di¤erence between two surpluses with the

same number of trades is smaller than the di¤erence between two surpluses

with a di¤erent number of trades. Furthermore it implies that if � > �� >

� > �� then ��� > ��� ��. The intuition is e.g. that the di¤erence in surplus
between three trades (a) and one trade (say e) is greater than the di¤erence

in surplus between two trades (say b) and one trade (say f) even if e > f .

Marginal Conditions

Assumption A12: For j = A; S

@T (�A; �S)

@�S
>
@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
� @t (�A; �S;PM)

@�S

PM =
fpM ; pS; pAg ; fpM ; pSg
fpM ; pAg ; fpMg ; f?g

@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
�
@Tj

�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�S

; �PM � PM

@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
�
@Tj

�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�S

; jPM j =
�� �PM �� ; pS 2 PM ; pS =2 �PM

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pS
(Asset e¤ect)

@TS (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
� @TA (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
(Trade e¤ect)

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
�
@t
�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�S

; �PM � PM (A12)

Assumption A13: For j = A; S

@T (�A; �S)

@�A
>
@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
� @t (�A; �S;PM)

@�A

PM =
fpM ; pS; pAg ; fpM ; pSg
fpM ; pAg ; fpMg ; f?g
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@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
�
@Tj

�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�A

; �PM � PM

@Tj (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
�
@Tj

�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�A

; jPM j =
�� �PM �� ; pA 2 PM ; pA =2 �PM

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pA
(Asset e¤ect)

@TA (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
� @TS (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
(Trade e¤ect)

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�S
�
@t
�
�A; �S; �PM

�
@�S

; �PM � PM (A13)

Assumption A14:

@C (�M)

@�M
<
@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
�
@c
�
�M ; �PS

�
@�M

;

�PS � PS; PS; �PS =
fpS; pM ; pAg ; fpS; pMg
fpS; pAg ; fpSg ; f?g

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
�
@c
�
�M ; �PS

�
@�M

; jPSj =
�� �PS�� ; pM 2 PS; pM =2 �PS

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pM (A14)

Assumption A15:

@G (�A)

@�A
<
@g (�A;PS)

@�A
�
@g
�
�A; �PS

�
@�A

;

�PS � PS; PS; �PS =
fpS; pM ; pAg ; fpS; pMg
fpS; pAg ; fpSg ; f?g

@g (�A;PS)

@�A
�
@g
�
�A; �PS

�
@�A

; jPSj =
�� �PS�� ; pA 2 PS; pA =2 �PS

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pA (A15)
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Assumption A16: For i =M;S

@K (�M ; �S)

@�M
<
@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
� @k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
;

PA =
fpA; pM ; pSg ; fpA; pSg
fpA; pMg ; fpAg ; f?g

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
�
@Ki

�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�M

; �PA � PA

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
�
@Ki

�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�M

; jPAj =
�� �PA�� ; pM 2 PA; pM =2 �PA

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pM
(Asset e¤ect)

@KM (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
� @KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
(Trade e¤ect)

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�M
�
@k
�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�M

; �PA � PA (A16)

Assumption A17: For i =M;S

@K (�M ; �S)

@�S
<
@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
� @k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
;

PA =
fpA; pM ; pSg ; fpA; pSg
fpA; pMg ; fpAg ; f?g

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
�
@Ki

�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�S

; �PA � PA

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
�
@Ki

�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�S

; jPAj =
�� �P �� ; pS 2 PA; pS =2 �PA

and this holds irrespective of the asset replacing pS
(Asset e¤ect)
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@KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
� @KM (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
(Trade e¤ect)

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�S
�
@k
�
�M ; �S; �PA

�
@�S

; �PA � PA (A17)

Credible Inside Option:

The focus here is on the negotiation betweenM and A, and similar reasoning

would show that trade with A is a credible inside option for both parties in

the negotiation between M and S, and that M is a credible inside option

for both parties in the negotiation between A and S. The derivation of

the reimbursements in the exposition below is left out but easy to check by

�nding the Nash bargaining solution for each negotiation.

Proposition 3.2: S is a credible inside option for M

Proof. For this to be true then the following must hold: i) M must prefer

trade with S to no-trade, ii) S must prefer trade withM to no-trade, and iii)

S must prefer trade with M and A to trade with A only. These statements

are reformulated below and shown to hold:

i) It is bene�cial for M to trade with S (compared to no-trade) if M and

A fail to reach an agreement

This so because trade with S gives:

TS � �m� v where v = �v + (TS � t+ C � c)=2.
and the bene�t from no-trade is:

t (�)� �m� �v. Hence the gain from trading with S compared to no-trade

is:

TS (�)� �m� (�v + (TS � t+ C � c) =2)� (t (�)� �m� �v) =
(TS(�)� t(�)� C(�) + c(�))=2 > 0 since
TS (�)�C (�)� g (�)� k (�) > t (�)� c (�)� g (�)� k (�) in assumption A11.
ii) It is better for S to trade with M than not trade at all when trading

with A is not an option (i.e. the negotiation with A has not reached an

agreement).

This is so because to trade with M gives:

�C � g + v + �y where v = �v + (TS � t+ C � c)=2
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and no-trade gives:�c� g + �v + �y. Hence the surplus from trade is:

�C � g + �y + �v + (TS � t+ C � c)=2� (�c� g + �y + �v) =
(TS � t� C + c)=2 > 0 which is greater than zero since assumption A11

states that:

TS � C �G�KS > t� c�G�Ks

iii) It is better for S to trade with M and A than only with A (implying

that when considering trade with A, S�s best option is to trade with M as

well).

S.1b) in the proof of proposition 4 , below, shows that this is true.

Proposition 3.3: S is a credible inside option for A

Proof. For this to be true then the following must hold: i) A must prefer
trade with S to no-trade, ii) S must prefer trade with A to no-trade, and iii)

S must prefer trade with M and A to trade with M only. These statements

are reformulated below and shown to hold:

i) It is bene�cial for A to trade with S (compared to no-trade) if M and

A fail to reach an agreement

To see that this is true compare the case where A only trades with S:

�m� y �KS where y = �y + (k �KS +G� g)=2
with no-trade:

�m� �y � k.
The di¤erence between the two bene�ts is:

�m� �y � (k �KS +G� g)=2�KS � [ �m� �y � k] =
= (k �KS + g �G) =2 > 0 where the strict inequality stems from the

assumption

that t� c�G�KS > t� c� g � k see A11.
ii) It is better for S to trade with A than not trade at all when trading

with M is not an option (i.e. the negotiation with M has not reached an

agreement)

To see this compare the case where S only trades with A:

�v � c+ y �G where y = �y + (k �KS +G� g)=2
with no-trade:

�v � c+ �y � g.
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It is obvious from the preceding comparison that the assumptions A11

above ensures that trade is bene�cial. In this case, as above, the di¤erence

between trade with A and no-trade at all is:

(k �KS + g �G) =2 > 0
iii) It is better for S to trade with M and A than only with M (implying

that when considering trade with M , S�s best option is to trade with A as

well)

S.1a) in the proof of proposition 4 , below, shows that this is true.

The Bargaining/Trade Game

Given the bargaining outcomes from Nash Bargaining or, equivalently, from

Rubinstein�s alternating-o¤ers model (when the time between o¤ers approaches

zero) (cf. Rubinstein, 1982, Binmore, 1987), for all feasible bilateral negoti-

ations, a bargaining/trade game can be constructed - call this game G. G

involves three players A, M , and S. Each player i has four strategies: trade

with both j and k (Zjki ), trade with only j(Z
j
i ), trade only with k (Z

k
i ), or

trade with neither i.e. no-trade (Z0i ) and corresponding payo¤s u
jk
i , u

j
i , u

k
i

and u0i where i, j , k = A, M , S and i 6= j 6= k. As above, the deriva-

tion of the reimbursements is left out but easy to check by �nding the Nash

bargaining solution for each negotiation.

Proposition 3.4: Given the bargaining outcomes, full trade i.e.
�
ZMS
A ; ZASM ; ZAMS

�
is a strict Nash equilibrium in G

Proof. First note that given the bargaining outcome in simultaneous bilat-
eral negotiations with third party trade as inside option, the payo¤s under

full trade are the following:

uASM = UM =
TS + TA �K +KS � C + c

2
� �m� �v

uAMS = US =
�C � c+ T � TA

2
+
�G� g +KM �K

2
+ �v + �y

uMS
A = UA =

�KS �KM + T � TS �G+ g
2

+ �m� �y
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Thus, this is the payo¤ for each party in the candidate for Nash equi-

librium
�
ZMS
A ; ZASM ; ZAMS

�
. Do any of the parties have incentives to deviate

from this outcome?

Notably, there are two levels of deviation: 1) deviate from full trade and

trade with only one of the parties, (Zji ) or (Z
k
i ) and 2) deviate from full

trade to no-trade, (Z0i ).

First consider M ; does M want to deviate?

M.1a) Deviate and only trade with S give M :
uSM = TS � �m� v where v = �v + (TS � t+ C � c) =2)
uSM = (TS + t� C + c) =2� �m� �v. Hence:

uASM �uSM =

 
TS + TA �K+
+KS � C + c

!
=2� �m��v�(TS + t� C + c) =2+ �m+�v )

2
�
uASM � uSM

�
= TA�K�(t�Ks) > 0 since assumption A11 states that:

TA � c�G�K > t� c�G�KS ) TA �K � (t�Ks) > 0
M has no incentive to deviate and only trade with S since this clearly

gives a lower payo¤

M.1b) Deviate and only trade with A give M :
uAM = TA �m� �v where m = �m+ (TA � t+KM � k) =2)
uAM = (TA + t�KM + k) =2� �m� �v. Hence:

uASM � uAM =

 
TS + TA �K+
+KS � C + c

!
=2 � �m � �v � (TA + t�KM + k) =2 +

�m+ �v =)
r � 2

�
uASM � uAM

�
= TS�C�k�(TA � c�KM)+fTA �K � (t�KS)g

From assumption A11 it is obvious that the second part of r (within

curly brackets) is greater than zero i.e.:

TA �K � (t�KS) > 0 since TA � c�G�K > t� c�G�KS

A11 also states that:

TS�C�g�k S TA�c�g�KM ) TS�C�k�(TA � c�KM) S 0 imply-
ing that r is greater than zero when this di¤erence is greater than or equal

to zero, but also when it is smaller than zero and jTA �K � (t�KS)j >
jTS � C � k � (TA � c�KM)j which is ensured by assumption A11:a. Hence
M has no incentive to deviate and only trade with A.
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M.2) Deviate and not trade at all give M :
u0M = t� �m� �v: Hence

uASM � u0M =

 
TS + TA �K+
+KS � C + c

!
=2� �m� �v � t+ �m+ �v )

2
�
uASM � u0M

�
= TS + TA �K +KS � C + c� 2t =

= TS � C � (t� c) + TA �K � (t�KS) > 0 since A11 states that:

TS � C �G�KS > t� c�G�KS , TS � C � (t� c) > 0, and
TA � c�G�K > t� c�G�KS , TA �K � (t�KS) > 0

Once again M has no incentive to deviate and not trade at all.

Second, does S want to deviate?

S.1a) Deviate and only trade with M give S:

uMS = �C � g + v + �y where v = �v � (TS � t+ C � c) =2)
uMS = (�C � c+ TS � t) =2� g + �v + �y Hence:

uMA
S � uMS =

 
�C � c+ T � TA �G� g+
+KM �K + C + c� TS + t

!
=2 + g + �v + �y � �v � �y )

�1 � 2
�
uMA
S � uMS

�
= T�C�G�K�(TA � c� g �KM)+ft� c� (TS � C)g

The second part of � (within curly brackets) is smaller than zero since:

TS � C �G�KS > t� c�G�KS (see A11)

while the �rst part of � is positive since:

T � C �G�K > TA � c� g �KM (A11)

Obviously S will not deviate as long as:

�1 > 0 and this is always the case since assumption A11:a ensures that

the positive di¤erence in the �rst part of �1 is greater (in absolute terms)

than the negative di¤erence in the second part of �1. Thus S does not want

to deviate and only trade with M .

S.1b) Deviate and only trade with A give S:
uAS = �c�G+ �v + y where y = �y + (k �KS +G� g) =2)
uAS = �c+ (�G� g + k �KS) =2 + �v + �y Hence:

uMA
S � uAS =

 
�C � c+ T � TA+
�G� g +KM �K

!
=2 +

 
c+G+

+g � k +KS

!
=2 + �v +

�y � �v � �y )
�2 � 2

�
uMA
S � uAS

�
= T�C�G�K�(TA � c� g �KM)+fG� k � (g �KS)g
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Once again the �rst part of �2 is positive (see above) and the second part

is negative since:

TS � C � G � KS > TS � C � g � k (A11) implying that �G � KS >

�g � k , g �KS > G� k
However, A11:a once again ensures that �2 > 0 ) S does not want to

deviate and only trade with A

S.2) Deviate and not trade at all give S:
u0S = �c� g + �v + �y Hence:

uMA
S � u0S =

 
�C � c+ T � TA+
�G� g +KM �K

!
=2 + c+ g + �v + �y � �v � �y )

2
�
uMA
S � u0S

�
= T � C � (TA � c) +KM �G� (K � g) > 0

This di¤erence is positive since (see A11):

T � C �G�K > TA � c�G�K ) T � C � (TA � c) > 0
and

T � C �G�K > T � C � g �KM ) �G�K > �g �KM )
KM �G� (g �K) > 0
Hence S does not want to deviate and not trade at all.

Finally, does A want to deviate?

A.1a) Deviate and only trade with S give A:
uSA = �KS � y + �m where y = �y + (k �KS +G� g) =2)
uSA = (�KS � k �G+ g) =2 + �m� �y Hence:

uMS
A � uSA =

 
�KS �KM + T+

�TS �G+ g

!
=2+ (KS + k +G� g) =2+ �m� �y�

�m+ �y )
2
�
uMS
A � uSA

�
= T �KM � (TS � k) > 0

Since A11 states that:

T � C � g �KM > TS � C � g � k , T �KM � (TS � k) > 0
Hence A does not want to deviate and only trade with S

A.1b) Deviate and only trade with M give A:

uMA = �KM � �y +m where m = �m+ (TA � t+KM � k) =2)
uMA = (�KM + TA � t� k) =2� �y +m Hence:
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uMS
A � uMA =

 
�KS �KM + T+

�TS �G+ g

!
=2 + (KM � TA + t+ k) =2� �y +m

+�y �m)

 � 2

�
uMS
A � uMA

�
= fT �KM � (TS � k)g+t�G�KS�(TA � g �KM)

The �rst part of 
 (within curly brackets) is greater than zero (again

according to A11) i.e.

T � C � g �KM > TS � C � g � k ) T �KM � (TS � k) > 0
The second part of 
 may either be zero, negative or positive since:

t� c�G�KS S TA � c� g �KM , t�G�KS � (TA � g �KM) S 0
Obviously 
 > 0 when t � G � KS � (TA � g �KM) � 0 and A11:a

ensures than this is the case even when t�G�KS � (TA � g �KM) < 0

Hence A does not want to deviate and only trade with M

A.2) Deviate and not trade at all give A:

u0A = �k � �y + �m Hence:

uMS
A � u0A =

 
�KS �KM + T+

�TS �G+ g

!
=2 + k � �y +m +�y �m)

2
�
uMS
A � u0A

�
= T �KM � (TS � k)�KS �G� (�k � g) > 0

This di¤erence is greater than zero since (see A11 again):

T � C � g �KM > TS � C � g � k ) T �KM � (TS � k) > 0
and

TS � C �G�KS > TS � C � g � k , �G�KS > �g � k ,
�KS �G� (�k � g) > 0
Hence A does not want to- deviate and not trade at all.

Conclusion: None of the parties want to deviate from the equilibrium can-

didate where all the parties trade and the surplus is divided by simultaneous

bilateral negotiations (Nash Bargaining).

Proof, Inherent Underinvestments in the Second-Best

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof follows Hart (1995:41) and is here

only presented for �A and �M since the reasoning is identical for the other

investments.
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First �A: it is assumed that

@T (�A; �S)

@�A
> 0;

@2T (�A; �S)

@�A@�A
< 0

and that
@T (�A; �S)

@�A
>
@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�A
i = S;A

.

Now suppose that �̂A solves the second-best problem then:

@T (�̂A; �S)

@�A
>
1

2

@TS (�̂A; �S;PM)

@�A
+
1

2

@TA (�̂A; �S;PM)

@�A
= 1

and it follows that:

@T (�̂A; �S)

@�A
>
@T (��A; �S)

@�A
= 1) ��A > �̂A

since @2T (�A;�S)
@�A@�A

< 0

Second �M : it is assumed that

@C (�M)

@�M
< 0;

@2C (�M)

@�M@�M
> 0

and that
@C (�M)

@�M
<
@c (�M ;PS)

@�M

Now suppose that �̂M solves the second-best problem then:

@C (�̂M)

@�M
<
1

2

@C (�̂M)

@�M
+
1

2

@c (�̂M ;PS)

@�M
= �1

and from this it follows that:

@C (�̂M)

@�M
<
@C (��M)

@�M
= �1) ��M > �̂M

since @2C(�M )
@�M@�M

> 0; showing that second-best leads to underinvestments.

Notably, this holds for all investments by all parties.
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De�nitions - Optimal Ownership Structure

De�nition 1: Full Strict Complementarity of assets: the assets pM , pS and
pA are strictly complementary if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S;?)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S;?)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpMg , fpM ; pSg or fpM ; pAg

or if:

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpAg , fpA; pSg or fpA; pMg

or if:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A;?)

@�A

where PA = fpSg , fpS; pMg or fpS; pAg

De�nition 2: Partial Strict Complementarity of assets: the assets pM
and pS are strictly complementary if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S;?)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S;?)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpMg or fpM ; pAg

or if:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A;?)

@�A

where PA = fpSg or fpS; pAg
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The assets pM and pAare strictly complementary if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S;?)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S;?)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpMg or fpM ; pSg

or if:

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = pA or fpA; pSg

The assets pS and pAare strictly complementary if:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A;?)

@�A

where PA = fpSg or fpS; pMg

or if:

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpAg or fpA; pMg

De�nition 3: Full Independence of assets: the assets pM , pS and pA are
independent if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S; pM)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S; pM)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpM ; pS; pAg , fpM ; pSg or fpM ; pAg

and

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpM ; pS; pAg , fpA; pMg or fpA; pSg
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and

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ; pS)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A; pS)

@�A

where PA = fpS; pM ; pAg fpS; pMg or fpS; pAg

De�nition 4: Partial Independence of assets: the assets pM and pS are

independent if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S; pM)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S; pM)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpM ; pSg

and

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ; pS)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A; pS)

@�A

where PA = fpM ; pSg

The assets pM and pA are independent if:

@Ti (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @Ti (�A; �S; pM)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S; pM)

@�j

where i = S;A, j = S;A and PM = fpM ; pAg

and

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpA; pMg

The assets pS and pA are independent if:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ; pS)

@�M
and

@g (�A;PA)

@�A
� @g (�A; pS)

@�A

where PA = fpS; pAg
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and

@Ki (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @Ki (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S; pA)

@�j

where i =M;S, j =M;S and PA = fpA; pSg

De�nition 5: Essential Human Capital: M�s human capital is essential
if:

@KS (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @KS (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

where j =M;S and PA = fpA; pS; pMg , fpA; pSg , fpA; pMg or fpAg

and:

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M

where PS = fpA; pS; pMg , fpS; pMg , fpS; pAg or fpSg

S�s human capital is essential if:

@TA (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @TA (�A; �S;?)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S;?)

@�j

where j = S;A and PM = fpA; pS; pMg , fpM ; pSg , fpM ; pAg or fpMg

and

@KM (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @KM (�M ; �S;?)

@�j
and

@k (�M ; �S;PA)

@�j
� @k (�M ; �S;?)

@�j

where j =M;S and PA = fpA; pS; pMg , fpA; pSg , fpA; pMg or fpAg

A�s human capital is essential if:

@TS (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @TS (�A; �S;?)

@�j
and

@t (�A; �S;PM)

@�j
� @t (�A; �S;?)

@�j

where j = S;A and PM = fpA; pS; pMg , fpM ; pSg , fpM ; pAg or fpMg
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and

@g (�A;PS)

@�A
� @g (�A;?)

@�A

where PA = fpA; pS; pMg , fpS; pMg , fpS; pAg or fpSg
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Chapter 4

Public Hospitals - Incentives
and Organization

Abstract: Chapter 4 presents a novel way to analyze the organization of hospitals,

with special focus on public hospitals. The novelty is that the property rights

approach to organization (PRA) is used to analyze the problem. It is proposed

that PRA is suitable for the analysis of all hospitals and especially so for public

hospitals. The analysis explores issues concerning privatization and integration

of public hospital services. The �ndings are generally supportive of integration

as long as the public principal�s human capital is essential for the production of

hospital care.

Keywords: Public Hospitals, The Property Rights Approach to Organizations,

Joint Production, Integration, Privatization

JEL Classi�cations: D23, I18

4.1 Introduction

Public hospitals are a central feature of public health care systems. Providing

specialized care, they are at the centre of attention of citizens as well as

politicians, and they represent the bulk of health care expenditure.

Hospital care, both in private and public settings, is the joint production

of care by several di¤erent specialities (e.g. Harris, 1977). Obviously joint
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production requires cooperation and better cooperation renders higher qual-

ity of hospital care. Good cooperation entails that the cooperating parties

make investments in their relationship e.g. learn about the other parties�

needs and modify human capital and assets to suit these needs. Undoubt-

edly, a hospital organization that supports good cooperation is a prerequisite,

but not a guarantee, for e¢ cient and high quality hospital care.

The economic literature dealing with hospitals typically focuses on three

issues: ownership (public, not-for-pro�t or for-pro�t see overview in Sloan

(2000)), economies of scale (optimal scale of hospitals, see overview in Pos-

nett (2002)), or reimbursement issues (see e.g. Ma, 1994). The actual mod-

elling of hospitals has received less interest, with Newhouse�s (1970) model

of not-for-pro�t hospitals and Harris�(1977) conceptual model of the inter-

nal organization of US hospitals being the obvious exceptions. The internal

organization of public hospitals has aroused even less interest among econo-

mists.

This paper proposes, and argues, that the property rights approach to

organization (PRA)1, developed in Grossman & Hart (1986), Hart & Moore

(1990) and Hart (1995), is conducive to the analysis of public hospitals. No-

tably, this approach is new to the hospital literature. Moreover, PRA (based

on the exposition in Hart (1995)) is used to analyze the organization of public

hospitals. Using this approach, a comparative study is performed, yielding

insights into privatization and integration of hospital services. This is done

in two scenarios: privatization, where an integrated structure serves as the

starting point for the analysis and construction, where non-integration serves

as the starting point. In the latter scenario it is envisioned that the hospital

principal wants to construct a new treatment unit within a hospital or a new

hospital, while the principal in the �rst scenario considers reorganizing an

already integrated structure.

There are three broad types of departments/services in most hospitals,

medical, support and hotel services. The focus of the paper is on the bilat-

eral relationships between departments within public hospitals, e.g. between

a surgery department and a radiology department, while relationships involv-

1Also know as the Grossman-Hart-Moore model.
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ing more than two parties are only brie�y discussed. The focus of the analysis

is on between-department-cooperation while within-department-cooperation is

abstracted from.

This chapter is organized as follows: next, the fundamentals of hospital

care and health care markets are introduced followed by a short introduc-

tion of the property rights approach and an illustrative example. Section 4.2

discusses the conduciveness of PRA to analyzing public hospital organiza-

tion. Section 4.3 analyzes two di¤erent bilateral relationships within public

hospitals, and section 4.4 takes a brief look at the extension to trilateral

relationships. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

Health CareMarkets, Hospital Production and Organization When

studying the organization of hospital care one must take into account the spe-

ci�c nature of health care markets. Typically, they are markets characterized

by decentralized decision-making, asymmetric information, unforeseen con-

tingencies, and irreducible uncertainty.2 3 This implies that neither health

care outcomes nor provider behavior can be contracted on in a contingent

manner. These features of the health care market also apply to the inter-

nal organization of hospitals. It is not possible for hospital managers to

write complete contracts with the di¤erent parts of the hospital specifying

treatment outcomes, all input characteristics, and individual e¤orts.

In general a hospital consists of a wide variety of services and assets, all

to some extent needed in the production of hospital care. The most evi-

dent services are of course the medical services such as surgery, cardiology,

2Irreducible uncertainty is the absence of information about the consequences of health
care treatment that is shared equally by the providers, patients and payers (cf. McGuire,
2000). It essentially implies that recovery from disease is a random event. While health
care in�uences this randomness, it will never be a sure thing that a treatment always gives
the same outcome or requires the same inputs.

3The characteristics of the health care markets have inspired ample research yielding
three strands of literature: insurance literature dealing with the relation payer-patient (e.g.
Arrow 1963, Pauly 1968, Zeckhauser 1970 and Nyman 1999), physician agency literature
dealing with the relationship between patient and provider (e.g. Evans 1974, Dranove
1988, and a nice overview in McGuire 2000), and reimbursement literature dealing with
the payer-provider relation (e.g. Ellis & McGuire 1986, Ma 1994, Chalkley & Malcomson
1998 and Eggelston 2004).
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and oncology. Without these medical services there would be no production

of hospital care. However the production of the �nal good, hospital care,

requires a number of inputs from other services that are usually found in

hospitals, foremost support services (e.g. radiology, pharmacy, blood-bank

and laboratories) but also hotel services (cooking, laundry, cleaning, trans-

ports and so on).

The production of hospital care is the joint production of care carried out

by a number of interdependent medical departments and support services

(and hotel services) (Harris, 1977). In the joint production of hospital care

every patient "receives customized attention"4, due to unforeseen contingen-

cies (e.g. complications) and patient characteristics, consisting of inputs from

di¤erent parts of the hospital. The customized attention that each patient

receives requires decision making to be decentralized. That is, that patient

care decisions are made by the treating hospital departments because they

have information about the patient that the hospital management does not

have - there is asymmetric information about the treatment needs of the

patient.5 Moreover, the irreducible uncertainty about treatment outcomes

makes it di¢ cult for the hospital management to assess the departments�

actions ex post. This implies that the hospital management cannot contract,

in an enforceable manner, the hospital departments to take certain actions

e.g. to ensure qualitative cooperation in the joint production of hospital care.

Instead the organization of the joint production in itself must be such that

it ensures a high level of cooperation and coordination. The most common

organizational structure for hospitals is vertical integration (see e.g. Coles

& Hesterly, 1998, Söderström & Lundbäck, 2002) possibly in response to

this challenge, but there might also be other explanations such as inertia

and/or political control (public hospitals). This paper evaluates how di¤er-

ent organizational forms (typically vertical integration and non-integrated

contractual networks) cope with the challenges of joint production.

4See Harris (1977).
5Physicians (medical departments) will, in most instances, have an informational ad-

vantage over both hospital managements and patients (see e.g. Arrow, 1963).
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The Property Rights Approach PRA focuses on the importance of as-

set ownership for the relationship-speci�c investments made in a transaction

(trade relationship). In the model, investments follow asset ownership and

the organizational form is de�ned by asset distribution, e.g. under integration

one party owns all the assets used in the transaction. Relationship-speci�c

investments are investments that are more valuable in the transaction than

outside the transaction.6 That is, the investments ensure that the trade

relationship becomes more e¢ cient and bene�cial (e.g. through greater co-

ordination and better cooperation) for the trading parties. The transaction

is carried out in a world of incomplete contracting, which creates a potential

for hold-ups, i.e. by making the investment, the investing party becomes vul-

nerable to withdrawal from trade by a party that does not invest or invests

less.

In contrast to transaction cost theory,7 PRA suggests that integration

does not automatically solve/reduce the hold-up problem. Instead PRA con-

tends that opportunistic behavior may prevail within �rms (cf. Hart 1995).

Heeding this possibility, PRA provides a framework for understanding the

boundaries of a �rm. The optimal organizational structure is the structure

that yields the greatest incentives for relationship-speci�c investments.

The relationship-speci�c investments may be interpreted in terms of e¤ort

for coordination and cooperation; thus PRA provides a good framework for

analyzing the joint production of hospital care and its organization. The

complete rationale for using PRA in the case of hospital care is discussed in

section 4.2.

Cardiovascular Intensive Care - an Illustrative Example A hospital

manager may face two types of organizational decisions: reorganization of

old treatment units, or whole hospitals, and organization of new treatment

units (construction). For public hospitals the former usually includes priva-

6Relationship-speci�c investments are investments by some party A in the relationship
with another party B, and vice versa, that increase the mutual dependence between the
parties - ensuring a more rewarding cooperation between A and B; i.e. increasing the value
of the relationship.

7E.g. Klein et al 1978, Williamson 1985.
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tization or, if you like, disintegration because public hospitals in most cases

are vertically integrated structures. Thus, two scenarios are discussed in this

example: privatization and construction. With privatization the initial or-

ganization is vertical integration and with construction it is non-integration.

To keep things simple consider the hospital treatment of acute myocar-

dial infarction (heart attack, AMI) by a cardiovascular intensive care unit,

and assume that the public principal organizing the treatment also functions

as the cardiology department. The cardiology department produces the �-

nal good, hospital care for AMI, using inputs from radiology and thoracic

surgery. 8 The production of the �nal good is a combination of treatment at

the cardiology department and decisions on what inputs to use. The cardiol-

ogy department receives information from ultrasonography, supplied by the

radiology department, to determine the size and severity of the thrombosis.

Then they administer thrombolytic therapy but �nd that the treatment is

ine¤ective and opt for bypass surgery. The bypass surgery is performed by a

thoracic surgeon, using information from an angiography (diagnostic cardiac

catherization) to locate the infarct.9 Figure 4.1 gives a schematic depiction

of the hospital treatment of AMI i.e. the involved departments, the inputs

and the assets that each department uses for the production of their input.

For this treatment sequence to function smoothly the three departments

need to invest in their relationship, e.g. the cardiology department needs to

invest in knowledge about thoracic surgery and interpretation of sonograms,

the thoracic surgeon needs to be able to specify requirements regarding di-

agnostic technologies and know how thrombolytic therapy a¤ects the bypass

surgery, and the radiology department needs to invest in knowledge about

ultrasonography and CT-scanners, MRI etc. and AMI. In this paper it is

hypothesized that the more the parties invest in knowledge the better is the

joint production of hospital care. The question that arises is: how should

the cardiovascular intensive care unit be organized to foster the greatest in-

8Abstracting from e.g. �rst-responder care, anesthetics, post-operative care and reha-
bilitation.

9The cardiology department might also opt for angioplasty, in this case bypass surgery
would serve as an emergency backup. Moreover the angiography results are supplied to
the cardiology department in the case of PCI and possibly in this case as well.
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Department:
Radiology
(CT, MRI, PET
CT, sonography,
etc)

Asset:
Radiology
Equipment

Ultrasonography

Angiography

Bypass Surgery

Department:
Thoracic
Surgery

Asset:
Specialized
treatment facilities

Asset:
Specialized
treatment facilities

Department:
Cardiology
(thrombolytic
 therapy, PCI, etc)

Input

Output

Hospital Care*

* for acute  myocardial infarction

Figure 4.1: A possible scenario for the treatment of AMI

vestments?

The answer (as will be seen in the subsequent sections) will typically de-

pend on the starting point (i.e. the initial organization), the characteristics

of assets (independent or complementary) and the characteristics of human

capital (essential or non-essential). Starting with the characteristics of assets,

it is obvious that the assets are complementary, i.e. it is hard to imagine that

the treatment could be performed without all three parties�assets e.g. with-

out a heart-lung machine (for the bypass surgery), a sonograph and facilities

for thrombolytic therapy. Moreover, one might argue that the human capital

of the cardiology department as well as the thoracic surgeon is essential for

the treatment, while the radiology department�s human capital may be im-

portant but not essential. How do these suggestions a¤ect the organizational

choice?

In the construction case, vertical integration (i.e. the cardiology depart-

ment owning all assets) should be opted for if the complementarity between

assets implies that the thoracic surgeon is indi¤erent between owning and

not owning its facilities. In all other circumstances either integration be-

tween thoracic surgery and radiology or integration between cardiology and
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radiology, with the third party as an outside contractor, would be a better

option.

Moreover, privatization of parts of an already existing, vertically inte-

grated, treatment unit is only an improvement if both the radiology de-

partment�s and the thoracic surgeon�s human capital is essential, while the

cardiology department�s human capital is relatively unimportant. Given the

setup in this example, this is an unlikely situation.

There are ample examples of treatments performed at public hospitals,

besides the treatment of AMI, that could �t this picture. Any treatment

involving two treating departments and one support service �ts directly e.g.

the treatment of breast cancer involving a radiology department (e.g. mam-

mography), a surgeon (removal of the tumor) and an oncology department

(e.g. chemotherapy). Furthermore, with proper adaptations, examples of

treatments using one treating department and one or two support services

may be constructed e.g. hip arthroplasty involving an orthopedic surgeon,

a radiology department (in evaluation stage) and an anesthesiologist (for

anesthesia during the operation).

4.2 The Property Rights Approach and Hos-

pital Organization

PRA - Assumptions and the Basic Mechanism The simplest version

of the PRA-model is a two-period model with two parties, one producing

the �nal product and the other an input to this production (Grossman &

Hart, 1986, Hart, 1995). These two parties plan to trade with each other;

but if they fail to reach an agreement at that time, then each party has a

disagreement option. Typically this option is to sell and buy the input on a

spot-market. In this paper the disagreement option is modeled, explicitly, as

a threat point (or if you like status quo option or inside option) i.e. it is an

option that is always available to the parties until they reach an agreement
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(start trading) and its existence does not foreclose a future agreement.10

There is no uncertainty about costs and bene�ts, and no asymmetric

information in this model. It is also assumed that the parties have unlimited

wealth to ensure that any transfer of assets is possible; this is equivalent to

assuming that asset transfers are costless. Moreover, the parties can make

correct calculations about the expected return of any action. However, there

is ex ante uncertainty about the quality of the input - its characteristics

cannot be contracted on in period 0.

Figure 1.1 in chapter 1 describes the timing of the model. Notably assets

are already allocated, i.e. the organizational structure for the transaction is

decided when the investments are made in period 0. In period 1 the parties

trade with each other, the uncertainty about input quality is resolved, and

the parties bargain over the division of surplus given the threat points.11

In PRA the interaction between asset ownership and relationship-speci�c

investments determines the organizational structure. All investments are

bene�cial for the investing party irrespective if she trades with the other

party or not. However, the bene�t is greater if the investing parties trade

with each other.12 Furthermore, these investments are typically assumed to

be complementary and to be made in the parties�respective human capital.13

Notably, human capital cannot be transferred between the parties (cannot,

in fact, be owned by any other party) and investments in human capital are

typically connected to the assets e.g. acquiring knowledge about how to use

an asset for a certain purpose.

Asset ownership gives the asset owner control over contingencies concern-

ing the assets that are not speci�ed in the contract (residual control rights).

10Notably, De Meza & Lockwood (1998) and Chiu (1998) show that the predictions of
the PRA-model are vulnerable to changes in bargaining assumptions i.e. that the results
of the model change if the disagreement options are viewed as outside options instead of
threat points. Outside options are options that are available only after negotiations have
permanently broken down.
11The bargaining solution used is symmetric Nash bargaining.
12Investments make the use of assets more productive, especially in conjunction with

the other party�s asset if this party makes similar investments, but also if the investing
parties do not trade with each other - albeit to a lesser extent.
13Investments in physical capital are discussed brie�y by Hart (1995) and are addressed

in section 4.3.2 of this chapter.
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Residual control rights are important given the incomplete contracting in the

model stemming from the presence of uncertainty and unforeseen contingen-

cies. In general, asset ownership creates greater incentives for investments

because the increased control makes the disagreement option more attractive

and more sensitive to investments, making the asset owner less vulnerable to

hold-ups (withdrawal from trade by the other party).

As noted, a period 0-contract, e.g. establishing the basic conditions for the

transaction, cannot specify the relevant characteristics (the quality) of the in-

put in a veri�able manner.14 If this was possible the parties would internalize

the e¤ect of investments (on surplus) and hence choose their investments to

maximize the ex post surplus - giving the �rst-best investments. The model

thus depicts a second-best situation where the parties cannot fully internalize

the e¤ect of investments on surplus due to contractual incompleteness.15

In the basic setup the incentives for investments crucially depend on asset

allocation, which enables a comparative analysis of the organizational struc-

ture. In the comparative analysis the best organizational structure is the

structure that supports the greatest relationship-speci�c investments, and

thus creates the greatest surplus.

Finally, three additional features of PRA deserve mentioning before mov-

ing on to speci�c issues about PRA and hospitals. First, any contract may

be renegotiated in the model at any time (until the transaction is carried out)

at zero cost, implying that there is a lack of commitment in the model i.e.

no period 0-contract is binding. This is due to the unforeseen contingencies.

Second, the bargaining is assumed to be ex post e¢ cient, in line with the

renegotiation argument above, and thus the focus is on ex ante ine¢ ciencies

in the investment decisions. Finally, the model focuses on issues concerning

organization and abstracts from demand (consumer side) issues that might

a¤ect the bene�t of a certain organization. This is of course a shortcoming of

the model, but an arguably inconsequential shortcoming in the case of public

14E.g. it is di¢ cult to ex ante describe all relevant characteristics of a speci�c X-
ray image, e.g. in terms of precision, workload and interpretability - these might vary
considerably from patient to patient.
15Note that the investments are observable to both parties, but not ver�able to outsiders

(not enforceable).
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hospitals.16

PRA and Hospitals There are two fundamental circumstances that de-

cide the optimal organization of hospital care, both in public and private

settings: hospital care being joint production and complete contracting be-

ing impossible. The property rights approach to organization captures both

these aspects of hospital care. First, PRA is an incomplete contracting model

where the quality of inputs cannot be contracted on and any contract may

be renegotiated i.e. the parties cannot commit themselves to a contract -

an e¤ect of the unforeseen contingencies and the uncertainty in the trans-

action. Both unforeseen contingencies and uncertainty seem to be prevalent

features of hospital/health care. Second, and most profoundly, the empha-

sis on relationship-speci�c investments in PRA captures the essence of joint

production; the coordination and mutual dependence of the di¤erent parties

contributing to hospital care.

It is obvious that if the joint production does not work properly the

hospital care will be of poor quality. Joint production requires coordination

of e¤orts. The individual e¤orts are generally not veri�able, implying that

the quality of each party�s input to the production of hospital care cannot

be contracted on. One way to coordinate the e¤orts of the parties is to make

them mutually dependent on each other. Relationship-speci�c investments

have the potential to ensure a mutual dependence of di¤erent parts of the

hospital and thus ensure coordination of e¤orts, even if the investments are

made non-cooperatively, i.e. even if they are chosen to maximize individual

bene�t. The relationship-speci�c investments in this setting are modi�cations

of human capital and/or assets to meet the special demands of a speci�c

transaction. These investments ensure that the joint production of hospital

care runs smoothly and are therefore of great importance.

Example: A radiology department, for example, has to supply the sur-
gical department with speci�c diagnostic information and, to be able to do

16There are of course a number of other shortcomings in the model that apply to the
entire strand of literature and need not be repeated here. See e.g. Hart & Moore (2008),
Holmström (1999) and Whinston (2003).
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this, they have to make investments in human capital - learn the special re-

quirements of the surgeon - or in the asset - buy equipment that produces

the type of image that the surgery requires. The surgeon, on the other hand,

must invest in the interpretation of the diagnostic information (sometimes

the interpretation of the actual images).

How does this relate to hospital organization? The link between relationship-

speci�c investments and organization goes through the adaptation to chang-

ing circumstances, and realtionship-speci�c investments make the parties,

vulnerable to withdrawal from trade (unforeseen contingencies), since con-

tracts are incomplete.

Example: If the radiology equipment needs to be modi�ed, e.g. through
the purchase of new appliances, to �t a special surgical procedure in a way

that is not speci�ed in the contract (between the radiology department and the

surgical department), then the radiology department will have the ability to do

so if it owns the equipment. The surgical department, however, is dependent

on the radiology department�s willingness to make this alteration. Since the

surgical department has made relationship-speci�c investments in the relation

with this speci�c radiology department it now may be "held up" for some of

the cost of the modi�cation. The threat of being held up by the radiology

department reduces the surgical department�s incentives to make investments

in this speci�c relation.

The ability to change and the cost of changing follow ownership, and it is

apparent that ownership also a¤ects the relationship-speci�c investments. It

is likely that the surgical department would have greater incentives to invest

if it owned the radiology equipment, since it would then have control over

the adaptation needed in the new circumstances (residual control rights).

Relationship-speci�c investments are, or at least seem to be, bene�cial

for the joint production of hospital care, and hospitals should therefore be

organized in a way that promotes these investments. This �ts well with

the conclusion of PRA that the organizational structure that supports the

greatest relationship-speci�c investments is the optimal way to organize a

certain transaction.

Moreover PRA provides a framework for capturing salient features of hos-
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pital care such as the medical departments�human capital, in most cases,

being essential for the treatment outcome and that the di¤erent departments�

assets are likely to be complementary in the treatment. An example of the

latter could be the radiology equipment used for mammography and cytolo-

gist�s equipment used to examine the cells; these two assets are complemen-

tary in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer.

PRA and Public Hospitals This paper contends that PRA is especially

suitable for analyzing public hospitals, which like many other public agencies,

are characterized by politically set goals, public funding and ownership, and

lack of competition.17 The public funding of hospital care is in most cases,

e.g. in Sweden, based on a �xed budget principle. When it comes to the

internal funding of the departments�services the pattern is similar, i.e. the

funding is given in terms of a budget. This total cost may be based on

historical as well as predicted treatment costs given the internal prices for

the di¤erent services needed for a treatment. There is room in this system for

disagreements and negotiations over the actual cost, i.e. resources used, for a

treatment and over the quality of a service given the price. PRA, in a sense,

captures these negotiations since it entails bargaining over the reimbursement

for a service - this bargaining may be interpreted in terms of negotiations

over both price for a given quality and quality for a given price.18

Lack of competition between hospitals is a signi�cant feature of public

health care systems, e.g. the Swedish health care system where the public

hospital serves a regulated part of the population. Thus demand does not

discipline hospital behavior and a¤ect hospital organization as it potentially

does in a private health care system. PRA�s focus on organizational issues

and the lack of a demand side �ts well with analyzing public hospitals. Just

as it would be natural to include demand issues in an analysis of private

hospitals, it is natural to abstract from demand issues in the analysis of

public hospitals with regional monopolies.

17See Dixit (2002) for a general discussion of characteristics of public agencies.
18The fact that contracts may be renegotiated without cost, in the model, captures

another public feature namely that public agencies often have the political power to breach
and renew agreements at any time.
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Since the threat points are important for the results in the PRA it is

important to establish the existence and nature of threat points in public

hospitals. There are two proli�c ways to think of threat points in a public

hospitals setting: 1) as an internal spot-market for hospital services or 2) as

an external spot-market for hospital services.19 1) implies that each depart-

ment involved in a transaction may trade with other departments outside

the transaction, but within the realms of the hospital, until an agreement is

reached.

Example: A medical department (M) needs diagnostic information from
a radiology department (imagine that there are two radiology departments

in the hospital: radiology I and II). They plan to acquire this information

from radiology I and both departments make investments in this relationship

to ensure that their cooperation runs smoothly. When negotiating the reim-

bursement for this diagnostic information, the medical department�s threat

point is to acquire diagnostic information (without the speci�c features that

I�s investment entails) from radiology II - in fact they acquire information

from radiology II until an agreement is reached with radiology I. Radiology I,

on the other hand, may prioritize its transactions with other medical depart-

ments, and not bene�t from the investments made in the relationship with

M, over the transaction with M until an agreement is reached. This threat

point may be interpreted as radiology I is putting M�s request at the bottom

of the "to-do list".

The second interpretation of threat points implies that there is a demand

for special hospital services outside the actual hospital - typically from other

hospitals.

Example: The medical department (M) and radiology I may both sell
their services to (nearby) hospitals that do not have M�s specialist abilities or

a radiology department, until they reach an agreement.20

19Spot-market in the sense that there a near immediate delivery of the services, but not
in the sense that they are paid for in cash.
20Both interpretations abstract from the need to reach an agreement with the "threat-

point" trading parties. This is, however, reasonable since these trades entail a transfer of
a generic input and there is typically an agreed upon price-list for these inputs. This is
in line with thinking about the negotiations as dealing with quality for given price, where
quality stems from the relationship-speci�c investments.
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Either of these interpretations of threat points seem valid in most public

settings. The speci�cs of the threat points, in terms of payo¤s etc., irrespec-

tive of interpretation, are discussed in the next section.

The choice of PRA is also justi�ed by its ability to address relevant issues

such as privatization and restrictions on ownership. A major issue in the po-

litical debate concerning public hospitals is whether certain activities could,

and should, be privatized or, put in other words, disintegrated - this in a

political environment where the need for political control spurs a preference

for hierarchic public organizations, mainly because this limits the autonomy

of the organization (cf. Williamson 1999). The PRA may be used to evaluate

the bene�ts from disintegration by using integration as the starting point for

the analysis. A related issue is politically assigned restrictions on ownership.

A common characteristic of public ownership, from a historical point of view,

is that public assets are seldom for sale. Obviously, some public assets are

never or seldom sold to private interests, e.g. military defense facilities, and,

at least in the Swedish case, hospital facilities.21 This characteristic is easily

captured in PRA by assuming some restrictions on ownership. This kind of

assumption will be used in the analysis below.

Finally, the PRA assumes that the parties have unlimited wealth, which

is an unjust assumption in many settings. In the case of public hospitals

it seems less restrictive and in some sense even reasonable. In particular,

hospital departments typically have a soft budget constraint; publicly funded

hospital departments may run a de�cit years on end without going bankrupt.

Moreover, the implication of the assumption is that assets may always be

transferred so that they are put to their best use (cf. Hart, 1995) and it is

reasonable to believe that public hospital principals have the authority and

the means to transfer assets if needed.

Limitations of the PRA There are some obvious limitations to applying

PRA to public hospitals; this subsection is devoted to a discussion of these

21To my knowledge there are only three private hospitals in Sweden - St Göran, Lundby
and Simrishamn - the latter two are minor hospitals. They are private in the sense that
the provision of care is by a private entrepreneur, but they are publicly funded and the
infrastructure/buildings, as I understand it, are still publicly owned.
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limitations. There are two types of limitations: one type that arises because

assumptions or mechanisms in PRA are unsuitable for the analysis of public

hospitals, and a second type that stems from public hospital characteristics

not being readily captured by the PRA.

There are two limitations of the �rst type:

� There is an assumption of no asymmetric information between trading
parties in the PRA, which is at odds with the contention that there

is asymmetric information between, at least, hospital managers and

treating departments. It might be argued that the information asym-

metry is smaller between departments that interact with each other on

a daily basis than between the management and the departments. In

spite of the latter it is an obvious simpli�cation of the informational

structure between departments to assume no asymmetric information.

� In PRA the incentives for investments are provided by asset owner-

ship. This does not give a full-�edged picture of the incentives within

hospitals. Incentives for investments in human capital are to a great

extent provided by career opportunities, salary, peer reviews and so on.

However, to make investments it is important for the investing party to

know that this investment pays o¤, and asset ownership might be a way

to ensure this since it gives control over the use of the asset. Hence, the

residual-control right, to say it in PRA-terms, which stems from asset

ownership, plays a part in providing the incentives for investments, but

it is a simpli�cation to assume that it is the sole source of investment

incentives.

There are three limitations of the second type:

� As hospital care is typically characterized by team-work not only be-
tween departments but also within departments, the workers�incentives

within the departments are important for the outcome. The PRA gen-

erally focuses on management incentives i.e. treats the department as
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a black box implicitly assuming incentive alignment between the de-

partment management and the department sta¤.22 This is an obvious

drawback of using PRA to analyze public hospitals, but also a simpli-

�cation that highlights the focus on between-department cooperation.

� The PRA-model presented here, and elsewhere, describes a quite simple
structure while the actual structure of public hospitals is complex. Still,

this kind of simpli�cation is inevitable when dealing with a theoretical

model. The discussion of trilateral transactions in section 4.4 might be

considered as a step in the right direction.

� Investment decisions are generally centralized in public hospitals. The
public hospital principal decides on investments and prioritizes among

investments, but the initiatives for investments are likely to stem from

the individual departments. The departments appeal for resources,

from the principal, for investments and are responsible for their imple-

mentation (in particular investments in human capital). These appeals

are made non-cooperatively (i.e. in the private interest of the depart-

ments) and it is unlikely that the principal can force cooperative in-

vestment upon the departments (at least given the decentralized imple-

mentation of investment). In the PRA-model the investment decisions

are decentralized and non-cooperative, not capturing the centralized

decision-making. Nonetheless, it may well capture the potential inter-

nal con�icts arising from appeals for investments and that investments,

typically, are implemented by departments (one might consider the im-

plementation as an investment - once again think about investments in

human capital). However, the fact that PRA does not capture central-

ized investment decisions is an obvious limitation.

In spite of these limitations it is suggested in this chapter that applying

PRA to the organization of public hospitals might be rewarding, in particular

since it nicely captures the joint production of hospital care. Moreover, this

22Hart & Moore (2008) state that the PRA-model is unsuitable for analyzing the internal
organization of �rms in terms of workers�incentives, authority and so on.
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approach is novel to literature and might serve as a stepping stone towards

a full-�edged model of public hospitals. In the next section PRA is applied

to the most basic transaction within a public hospital namely a bilateral

transaction where two departments cooperate to produce hospital care.

4.3 Bilateral Transactions in Public Hospi-

tals

As discussed and exempli�ed in previous sections, hospital care is the joint

production of medical services, support services and hotel services. In its

most basic form the joint production involves two parties, i.e. it is a bilateral

transaction, e.g. a medical department and a support service or a medical

department and a hotel service. There are many examples of bilateral trans-

actions of this kind within public hospitals e.g. the treatment of a simple

leg or arm fracture (orthopedic department and radiology department) or a

treatment requiring a special diet (medical department and hospital kitchen)

and so on.23 The plenitude of potential bilateral transactions within a hospi-

tal makes the organization of these transaction both important for hospital

performance and interesting to analyze.

In the analysis below one may think of the bilateral transactions either as

the simplest incarnation of a hospital or as a treatment unit within a larger

hospital; both interpretations are valid. Below two, somewhat di¤erent, bi-

lateral transactions are considered. First, a transaction with one medical

department and one support service, where both parties make investments

in human capital. Second, a transaction involving a medical department and

a hotel service is considered. In both cases the medical department produces

the �nal good and also functions as the public principal i.e. this party for-

mulates the overall goals, the priorities etc. for hospital care (this is not

modelled). In the latter transaction one party invests in its physical asset

while the other party invests in its human capital. The basic features of

PRA, discussed in section 4.2, apply in both cases and in both cases the

23The example in section 1, of course, deals with a more complex situation.
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comparative analysis is performed vis-a-vis two starting points: integration

(to analyze the privatization of hospital services) and non-integration (to

analyze the construction of treatment units). Concerning the analysis, the

setup for the �rst transaction is similar to the setup used by Hart (1995),

while the analysis of the second transaction contains some novel features.

4.3.1 Medical Department plus Support Service

Consider a setting with one support service (e.g. radiology department) and

one medical department (e.g. surgery department). Denote the support

service S. Hence S supplies an input to M�s production of the �nal good

(hospital care). The support service uses one asset, pS, to produce the input

and the medical department uses one asset, pM , and the input to �nalize

the hospital care. Figure 4.2 gives a visualization of the production process,

the assets used for the production and introduces the relationship-speci�c

investments (M�s investment in the relation with �S and S�s investment in

the relation with �M).

S

pS

M

pM

Input ( )Mσ( )Sµ

Figure 4.2: "The M & S Transaction"

S�s investment (�M) enables it to produce an input suitable for M�s pro-

duction of hospital care. Moreover, M�s investment (�S) allows it to make

e¢ cient use of the input. These investments are in human capital. The

assumption that they are made in the respective parties�human capital is

important and implies that they cannot be transferred from one party to the

other. That is S cannot make M�s investment and vice versa - irrespective
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of ownership structure. Assume that these investments re�ect both the level

and the cost of the investment (cf. Hart, 1995).

The Model

If both parties decide to enter this particular transaction (i.e. reach an

agreement over the terms of trade), where S supplies the input and M uses

the input to produce hospital care, then their payo¤s are the following:

UM = T (�S)� v (4.1)

US = v � C (�M) (4.2)

where T (�S) is the treatment outcome and v is the reimbursement paid to

the support department for the input. Assume that the treatment outcome

can be interpreted in monetary units. T (�S) is the treatment outcome when

S�s human capital is available to M , i.e. when the parties trade with each

other. C (�M) is the support department�s production cost for the input. The

treatment outcome is improved when M invests more (i.e. �S increases) and

S�s production cost falls with greater �M . That is, the more the parties invest

in their relationship the greater is the surplus from trade (i.e. treatment

outcome minus cost). This re�ects the bene�ts of increased coordination in

the joint production of hospital care. Notably, both assets are accessible for

both parties, irrespective of ownership structure, if they reach an agreement.

However, the party owning the asset has the �nal say over its usage (i.e.

residual control right).

Until they reach an agreement both parties may trade with other de-

partments within or outside the hospital (see section 2) - these transactions

(hereafter labeled spot-trade) are their status quo options or threat points.

In the threat point M acquires (buys) a generic input and S supplies (sells)

a generic input, which is supposed to be priced according to an agreed-upon

price-list for hospital services - let this price be denoted �v. Here generic

means that the input is not adjusted to �t the transaction between M and

S. The production cost for a generic input is c (�M ;PS) and PS are the assets
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owned by S in spot-trade where the parties may only access the assets that

they own. Notably, S makes a relationship-speci�c investment, in period 0,

in this case as well.24 Given this investment, S has to incur a cost to make

the input generic, i.e. although the investment is always bene�cial it creates

an extra cost in spot-trade. It is assumed that c (�M ;PS) > C (�M) since it

is costly to make the input generic. In spot-trade M still produces the �nal

good using a generic input and in the absence of S�s human capital. The

treatment outcome in this cases is t (�S;PM), where PM are the assets owned

byM . Given the need for coordination in the joint production of health care

it is assumed that t (�S;PM) < T (�S).

Notably, asset ownership a¤ects the treatment outcome and the cost in

spot-trade. Asset ownership matters because the parties do not have access

to the other party�s asset in their threat points unless they own it. Here

M�s asset ownership (PM) may equal fpMg or fpM ; pSg while S�s ownership
(PS) may equal ? or fpSg. That is, it is assumed that S may never own
M�s assets, since public assets are infrequently for sale, re�ecting inertia

or a political preference for public ownership.25 This assumption is called

restricted ownership. The payo¤s under spot-trade are given by uM and uS.

uM = t (�S;PM)� �v (4.3)

uS = �v � c (�M ;PS) (4.4)

As already been hinted it is assumed that T (�S) is strictly concave in �S
and that C (�M) is strictly convex in �M . Moreover, assume that t (�S;PM)

is concave in �S and that c (�M ;PS) is convex in �M .
26 27

24As already noted, investments, for both parties, have a higher value within the trans-
action than in the disagreement point, but the investments are valuable in this case as
well. That is, making the investment is bene�cial in both cases but to di¤erent degrees.
25The analysis below deals with the non-integration case when M owns pM and S owns

pS and the full integration case when M owns both pMand pS . It abstracts from the case
where S owns both pM and pS , which is called type 2 integration by Hart (1995)
26That is, T 0 (�S) > 0; T 00 (�S) < 0, C 0 (�M ) < 0; C 00 (�M ) > 0 and t0 (�S) �

0; t00 (�S) � 0, c0 (�M ) � 0; c00 (�M ) � 0.

27Concerning the payo¤s it could be argued that S�s payo¤(s) should include treatment
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Relationship-speci�c investments are bene�cial in any industry and may

be especially so for the hospital industry, given the joint production and the

complementaries among di¤erent services in hospital care. The assumptions

made above imply that the surplus from trade is greater than the surplus

from spot-trade:

T (�S)� C (�M) > t (�S;PM)� c (�M ;PS) (4.5)

for 8 PM ; PS where PM \ PS = ?; PM [ PS = fpM ; pSg

Moreover it is assumed (as in Hart (1995)) that the marginal bene�t from

an increased investment is greater, or at least as great, the more assets the

party making the investment has access to. The ranking of the �rst deriv-

atives with respect to investments, hereafter called the marginal conditions,

are the following:

@T (�S)

@�S
>

@t (�S; pM ; pS)

@�S
� @t (�S; pM)

@�S
� @t (�S;?)

@�S
(4.6)

@C (�M)

@�M
<

@c (�M ; pM ; pS)

@�M
� @c (�M ; pS)

@�M
� @c (�M ;?)

@�M

The strict inequalities in (4.6) mean thatM�s investment is at least partly

speci�c to S�s human capital and that S�s investment is at least partly speci�c

toM�s human capital. For example, if the medical department is a specialist

in neuro surgery and the radiology department invests in increased knowledge

about brain tomography, then the latter�s investment is at least speci�c to

the medical department�s human capital. The weak inequalities mean that

the value of the assets, in conjunction with investments, in the threat points

is undetermined.

In equilibrium the parties will trade with each other. As already stated,

outcome or a fraction of treatment outcome to re�ect that support services are also inter-
ested in the treatment outcome. This will not change the optimal investments as long as
S�s investment only has an indirect e¤ect on treatment outcome i.e. that the presence of
S implies t (�S ;PM ) < T (�S). Hence adding an explicit treatment outcome component
to S�s payo¤ would not alter the conclusions unless S�s investment also had a direct e¤ect
on the treatment outcome. Moreover, S implicitly cares about treatment outcome since
the monetary rewards from a treatment outcome is divided through bargaining.
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trade creates a surplus compared to spot-trade, and the division of this sur-

plus is decided by negotiation and, following Hart (1995), symmetric Nash

bargaining is applied. This negotiation decides the reimbursement from M

to S for the input that S supplies, in which case the reimbursement is:28

v = �v � T (�S)� t (�S;PM) + C (�M)� c (�M ;PS)
2

(4.7)

That is, the parties each get half the surplus from trade, relative to the

threat points. The individual ex post bene�ts (UM and US respectively) from

trade are equal to the payo¤ from trade, after inserting the reimbursement

v, minus the investment cost i.e.:

UM = T (�S)� �v �
T (�S)�t(�S ;PM )+C(�M )�c(�M ;PS)

2
� �S =

=
T (�S) + t (�S;PM)� C (�M) + c (�M ;PS)

2
� �v � �S (4.8)

US = �v � T (�S)�t(�S ;PM )+C(�M )�c(�M ;PS)
2

� C (�M)� �M =

=
T (�S)� t (�S;PM)� C (�M)� c (�M ;PS)

2
+ �v � �M (4.9)

In the second-best world of incomplete contracting M and S choose in-

vestments at date 0 to maximize (4.8)and (4.9) respectively. Hart (1995)

shows that this choice of investments leads to under-investments, for any

ownership structure, compared to the �rst-best. Notably, Hart�s proof also

applies for the assumptions made here. The second-best �rst order conditions

are:

1

2

@T (�S)

@�S
+
1

2

@t (�S;PM)

@�S
� 1 = 0 (4.10)

�1
2

@C (�M)

@�M
� 1
2

@c (�M ;PS)

@�M
� 1 = 0 (4.11)

In this model ownership (organization) matters because it a¤ects the mar-

ginal bene�t of spot-trade. The marginal bene�t of an investment is greater,

or at least as great, depending on the nature of the assets and investments,

28Calculated by maximizing the Nash Bargaining product:
NBP = [(T (�)� v)� (t (�)� �v)]� [(v � C (�))� (�v � c (�))]
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if the investing party owns more assets, see (4.6). The intuition is that the

investing party will invest more if the investment improves the threat point,

and which generally is the case when the investing party owns more of the

assets.

Organizational Choice

The aim of the analysis is to decide the optimal organization for the bilateral

transaction under certain circumstances. Typically these circumstances are

characteristics of assets and human capital, but the characteristics of invest-

ments may also be a factor. De�nitions 1 and 2 de�ne the e¤ects of two

important characteristics for the production of hospital care.29

De�nition 1: Assets pM and pS are strictly complementary if either

t0 (�S; pM) � t0 (�S;?) or c0 (�M ; pS) � c0 (�M ;?)
De�nition 2: M�s human capital (S�s human capital) is essential if

c0 (�M ; pM ; pS) � c0 (�M ;?) ( t0 (�S; pM ; pS) � t0 (�S;?))
Strict complementarity means that the incentive for investment, for one

of the parties, in the threat point (i.e. where ownership matters) is una¤ected

by ownership unless the party owns both assets. That is, owning only one

of the assets does not increase the marginal return of investments. Essential

human capital, on the other hand, means that the investment incentive for

the non-essential party is equalized over ownership structures.

In the analysis below two organizational forms are considered: non-

integration and integration. The incentives for investments are given by the

�rst order conditions in the di¤erent organizational structures:

Under non-integration (N) the �rst-order conditions become:

1

2

@T
�
�NS
�

@�NS
+
1

2

@t
�
�NS ; pM

�
@�NS

= 1 (4.12)

�1
2

@C
�
�NM
�

@�NM
� 1
2

@c
�
�NM ; pS

�
@�NM

= 1 (4.13)

29De�nitions 4 and 5 in Hart (1995) with appropriate adaptations to the current model.
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Under full integration (F ) the �rst-order conditions become:

1

2

@T
�
�FS
�

@�FS
+
1

2

@t
�
�FS ; pM ; pS

�
@�FS

= 1 (4.14)

�1
2

@C
�
�FM
�

@�FM
� 1
2

@c
�
�FM ;?

�
@�FM

= 1 (4.15)

The marginal conditions (4.6) imply that M will invest at least as much

under integration as under non-integration, while it is the other way around

for S. That is: �FS � �NS and �FM � �NM .

The PRA enables, as noted, a comparative analysis of organizational

structures; in this analysis the organizational structures can be ranked in

terms of "surplus-outcomes" (where the organizational structure yielding the

greatest total surplus is the best structure), as well as qualitatively based on

the parties�investments. In the latter case any organizational change that

increases investments by one party, and does not decrease the other party�s

investment is bene�cial for the transaction since it approaches the �rst-best

(remember the inherent underinvestments in the model) - giving a set of

organizational changes that imply an (Pareto) improvement over the original

organization.

An internal ranking of these Pareto improvements, if there are multiple

alternatives, cannot be achieved without knowing the relative contribution of

the di¤erent investments to total surplus (i.e. the ranking in terms of surplus-

outcomes) (see chapter 3 for a discussion about the relative contribution

(productivity) of investments to total surplus). In the analysis of bilateral

transactions below the set of Pareto improvements is typically limited to

one (or no) alternative depending on the original organization (unless both

parties human capital is essential). Hence, the focus here is on analyzing

whether there are possible Pareto improvements to be made given the original

organization or, as it is called hereinafter, starting point. Issue concerning

the relative productivity of investments are hence abstracted from in this

paper.
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Two Starting Points for the Analysis The starting point for the analy-

sis of Pareto improvements will obviously a¤ect the results, and an organi-

zational change may entail a Pareto improvement given one starting point

but not given some other starting point. When thinking about public hos-

pitals it is natural to think of them as large integrated entities, possibly

ine¢ cient and in need of disintegration i.e. privatization of certain activi-

ties. Thus one natural starting point is (full) integration. One could also

think of a public principal wanting to construct a new hospital division or

treatment unit consisting of support services and medical services. In this

case non-integration is the natural starting point. The two starting points

yield two di¤erent strands of analysis labeled privatization and construction.

In this section this conceptual distinction may be somewhat super�uous be-

cause non-integration and M -integration (M owning all the assets) are the

only available alternatives (with one being the starting point), but the con-

cepts are deemed important enough to warrant an explicit exposition of the

alternatives, not least because they clarify the reasoning in the analysis -

moreover, the distinction comes back and becomes more interesting in the

next two sections. In this section both strands of analysis are exempli�ed

using de�nitions 1 and 2.

Strict Complementarity In the production of hospital care it is rea-

sonable to assume that the assets are complementary and thus that either

t0 (�S; pM) = t
0 (�S;?) or c0 (�M ; pS) = c0 (�M ;?). That is, the complemen-

tarity of assets either implies that M is indi¤erent between owning pM and

not owning pM ; or that S is indi¤erent between owning pS and not owning

pS. The reason for this is that pM is useless without pS, and vice versa,

when the assets are strictly complementary. Complementarity implies that

some form of integration is optimal (Hart, 1995). The assumption of re-

stricted ownership makes the case when t0 (�S; pM) = t0 (�S;?) redundant.
Thus, if the assets are complementary, then the complementarity implies that

c0 (�M ; pS) = c0 (�M ;?), i.e. that S is indi¤erent. The intuition is that S
as a support service is dependent on access to the other party�s (the party

S is supporting) asset to be able to realize a higher marginal bene�t of the
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investment when the assets are complementary. M , on the other hand, is

able to realize a greater marginal bene�t, compared to the case whenM does

not own any assets, by only owning pM in spot-trade, especially given the

preference for public ownership (i.e. the restricted ownership assumption).

Construction Here the starting point for the analysis is non-integration.

Obviously strict complementarity, which makes S indi¤erent in the sense de-

scribed above, implies that (4.13) and (4.15) are the same, which in turn

implies that �FM = �NM . That is, S invests as much under integration as

under non-integration. M , on the other hand, invests at least weakly more

under integration (�FS � �NS ) and thus integration entails a (at least weak)

Pareto improvement over non-integration.

Privatization Does disintegration increase the total relationship-speci�c

investments, i.e. the joint production/ coordination, compared to full inte-

gration when assets are strictly complementary? The answer is no. As in

the construction case strict complementarity implies that S makes the same

investment under both non-integration and full integration, while M will

invest weakly less under non-integration than under full integration. Thus

privatization does not constitute a Pareto improvement in this setting.

Essential Human Capital One or both parties�human capital may be

essential for the production of hospital care, e.g. the doctors and nurses

at the medical department. The question is how this a¤ects the choice of

organization. De�nition 2 formalizes the idea of essential human capital;

it says that if one party�s human capital is essential, then ownership does

not matter for the other party in its threat point. That is, if e.g. M�s

human capital is essential for the production of hospital care, then S�s mar-

ginal (spot-trade) bene�t of investments is independent of ownership i.e.

c0 (�M ; pM ; pS) = c0 (�M ; pS) = c0 (�M ;?). In short the absence of M�s hu-
man capital makes asset ownership irrelevant.
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Construction Starting from non-integration and assuming that M�s

human capital is essential gives that integration is a Pareto improvement.

To see this, note that the solutions to (4.13) and (4.15) are the same (as-

set ownership has no e¤ect on S�s investment incentive), while �FS � �NS
still holds. Notably, if M�s human capital is essential, this e¤ect overrides

any e¤ect from the relation between assets; that is, integration is optimal

irrespective of assets being complements or independent when M�s human

capital is pivotal for the production of hospital care. This begs the question

whether M�s human capital is essential. Given that M is a medical depart-

ment and medical care is the primary output from a hospital, it is natural

to assume that M�s human capital is essential. What about S�s human cap-

ital? It is of course important in the joint production of hospital care but in

most cases not essential.30 However, even if S�s human capital is essential as

well, i.e. if both parties�human capital is essential, this does not alter the

conclusion that integration is optimal, in the sense that it is still in the set of

optimal organizational forms, because organizational form does not matter

in this case - "... neither party�s investment will pay o¤ in the absence of

agreement with the other" (Hart, 1995:48).

Privatization Clearly, disintegration or privatization does not consti-

tute a Pareto improvement over full integration when M�s human capital is

essential. That is, S will make the same investment butM will invest weakly

less if the asset pS is reallocated from M to S. If both M�s and S�s human

capital is essential, then privatization is an option. However, all other orga-

nizational forms are equally good because the incentives for investments are

the same in all ownership structures for both parties. Thus if privatization

is opted for in this case, it can be made without cost, in terms of the model,

but it is not an improvement as such.

30One might argue (concerning essential human capital) that a surgeon should be able
to produce usable diagnoses and/or X-ray images if she has the equipment needed (as-
sets), while a radiologist would most likely fail at performing surgery even if she had the
equipment.
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Conclusion M & S

The analysis provides a strong case for integration given that assets are

strictly complementary in the way described and that the medical depart-

ment�s human capital is essential for the production of hospital care. Both

assumptions are likely to hold for many treatments performed in hospitals.

Interestingly privatization of the support service is weakly Pareto dominated

by keeping the vertical structure in all instances. Furthermore, integration

should also be opted for when constructing new treatment units.31

4.3.2 Medical Department plus Hotel Service

Now consider a di¤erent setup in which the transaction involves a hotel ser-

vice, H, and a medical department/public principal, M . M owns one asset

pB and H owns one asset pH . H�s asset is for example a kitchen (kitchen

equipment) where the patients�food is produced. M uses this input in the

production of hospital care, e.g. during pre- and post-operative care. The

medical department pays H a reimbursement h for the input. Furthermore,

M makes an investment in its physical asset whileH invests in human capital.

First, the case when M makes a generic investment is discussed, followed

by the case whenM makes a speci�c investment. In both casesM�s physical

asset may be thought of as a building or some asset not directly used in the

production of hospital care. Thus the public principal might be less restricted

in disposing of this asset than other assets used directly in the production of

health care. One might actually think of M having two assets pM and pB.

Hence the assumption of restricted ownership is relaxed for pB in the two

scenarios below.

31This might be interpreted in terms of lean production where complementary assets and
competencies should be close to each other to enable a quick and comprehensive treatment
of patients. (see e.g. Kollberg et al (2006) for a discussion of lean thinking and health
care)
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A Generic Investment by M

Here, H makes a relationship-speci�c investment � in period 0, which is an

investment in human capital e.g. educating the kitchen personnel about

suitable food for di¤erent diseases and/or the hospitals special requirements

about nutrition values and cooking procedures. The hospital management

(the medicine department) makes a generic investment � in the physical

asset pB, e.g. a building where the kitchen may be placed, in period 0.

The investment is generic in the sense that it is not speci�c to H�s asset,

i.e. any kitchen equipment may be placed in this building. This investment

increases the value of the asset in the transaction, but also in all other uses

- the increase in value is independent of H�s and M�s participation in the

transaction once the investment is made (cf. Hart, 1995). The payo¤s from

trade are the following:

UM = Z (�)� h (4.16)

UH = h� L (�) (4.17)

where Z (�) is the treatment outcome when H�s human capital is available

and L (�) is the cost of producing hotel services when the investment � (in

practice a part of pB) and M�s human capital are available to H. If the

two parties do not trade with each other they have to buy and sell the hotel

service on a spot-market; here, it is suitable to think about an external spot-

market e.g. a market for catering. �h is the market price for a generic hotel

service. The payo¤s in spot-trade (the threat point) are the following:

uM = z (�;PB)� �h (4.18)

uH = �h� l (�;PH) (4.19)

Here z (�;PB) is the treatment outcome in the absence of H�s human capital

and l (�;PH) is the production cost in the absence of M�s human capital.

PB denotes the assets available to M in the threat point, and PB = ?,
PB = fpBg or PB = fpB; pHg. Similarly, PH is the assets available to the

supplier of hotel services if the parties do not trade with each other, and
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PH = fpB; pHg, PH = fpHg or PH = ?. The marginal conditions in this case
are:

@Z (�)

@�
=
@z (�; pB; pH)

@�
=
@z (�; pB)

@�
>
@z (�;?)
@�

= 0 (4.20)

@L (�)

@�
<
@l (�; pB; pH)

@�
� @l (�; pH)

@�
� @l (�;?)

@�
(4.21)

The derivative @z(�;?)
@�

equals zero because an investment in pB is of no

value to M , in spot-trade, when M does not own pB . Furthermore, the

equalities in (4.20) are explained by the assumption that � is a generic

investment in the physical asset ( pB) - thus the presence of H�s human

capital and physical asset has no e¤ect on the marginal bene�t of this in-

vestment. However, the presence of H�s human capital has a positive level

e¤ect on the treatment outcome and there is a surplus from trade i.e.:

Z (�)�L (�) > z (�;PB)� l (�;PH) for all ownership structures. This surplus
is divided through negotiations and once again the symmetric Nash bargain-

ing solution is applied to �nd the reimbursement h, which in this case is:

h = �h+
Z (�)� z (�;PB) + L (�)� l (�;PH)

2
(4.22)

Inserting this h in the payo¤s from trade and subtracting the investment

cost produces the ex post bene�ts from trade. The �rst order conditions

are given by maximizing these bene�ts with respect to the investments.

In this setting three organizational forms are considered; M -integration,

H-integration and non-integration. The �rst order conditions under non-

integration (N), M -integration (M) and H-integration (H) are:

1

2

@Z
�
�N
�

@�N
+
1

2

@z
�
�N ; pB

�
@�N

= 1 (4.23)

�1
2

@L
�
�N
�

@�N
� 1
2

@l
�
�N ; pH

�
@�N

= 1 (4.24)
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1

2

@Z
�
�M
�

@�M
+
1

2

@z
�
�M ; pB; pH

�
@�M

= 1 (4.25)

�1
2

@L
�
�M
�

@�M
� 1
2

@l
�
�M ;?

�
@�M

= 1 (4.26)

1

2

@Z
�
�H
�

@�H
+
1

2

@z
�
�H ;?

�
@�H

=
1

2

@Z
�
�H
�

@�H
= 1 (4.27)

�1
2

@L
�
�H
�

@�H
� 1
2

@l
�
�H ; pB; pH

�
@�H

= 1 (4.28)

Organizational Choice SinceM owns pB under both non-integration and

M -integration and the investment � increases the value of this asset irrespec-

tive of the ownership structure they will make the same investments in both

cases i.e. �N = �M . The same reasoning gives that M will invest less under

H-integration. When M owns pB H does not get a part of the increase in

value from the investment, i.e. the asset owner receives the full increase in

value (cf. Hart 1995). H, on the other hand, will invest weakly more the

more assets it owns; hence �H � �N � �M (see (4.21)). Under H-integration

M will invest strictly less and H will invest weakly more than under both

M -integration and non-integration, thus H-integration is not a Pareto im-

provement irrespective of the starting point. Non-integration, however, im-

plies that H will invest weakly more than under M -integration while M will

make the same investment; hence non-integration is a Pareto improvement

over M -integration. This reasoning also gives that non-integration cannot

be improved on if this is the starting point.

It is obvious that the best organizational choice for this transaction is

non-integration. This is in line with casual observation of modern public

hospitals suggesting that hotel services like laundry, cleaning and cooking

are often outsourced i.e. not integrated in the hospital organization.

A Speci�c Investment by M

Once again H makes the relationship-speci�c investment � in period 0, but

in this scenario M�s investment � in the asset pB is speci�c to H�s asset pH .
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Imagine for example that M invests in adapting a building such that it �ts

the speci�c type of kitchen inventory that H works with better than most

competitors� equipment - i.e. there is some signi�cant di¤erence between

H�s equipment and generic equipment. The more M invests in making pB
suitable for pH the costlier it will be not to trade with H (as long as H

owns pH). That is, the cost of making pB generic again increases with the

investment. Call this cost b (the readjustment cost). Let b be an increasing

function in the investment � such that db(�)
d�

� 0 and d2b(�)
d2�

� 0. This cost

a¤ects M�s payo¤ from spot-trade (the payo¤ from trade is una¤ected):

z (�; b (�) ;PB)� �h (4.29)

Obviously the cost lowers the bene�t from spot-trade compared to the case

when investments do not have a readjustment cost. Moreover, the cost b has

a negative e¤ect on M�s payo¤ in spot-trade:

@z (�; b;PB)

@b
� 0 for a given �

This implies that the investment � is more valuable (less costly) when M

and H trade with each other. However, since � is an investment in pB that is

speci�c to pH (H�s physical capital), the increase in value is independent of

H andM�s participation in the transaction, but will depend on the access to

both assets. Speci�cally, assume that the negative e¤ect of the readjustment

cost on M�s spot-trade bene�t is zero when M owns both assets, i.e.:

0 =
@z (�; b; pB; pH)

@b
� @z (�; b; pB)

@b
for a given � (4.30)

Now assume that the inequality in (4.30) is strict, implying that the e¤ect

of the readjustment cost is strictly negative when M only owns pB.

The total e¤ect on M�s bene�t from the investment under spot-trade is
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a composite of a bene�t and a cost e¤ect:32

dz (�; b (�) ;PB)

d�
=
@z (�; b (�) ;PB)

@�
+
@z (�; b (�) ;PB)

@b

db(�)

d�
(4.31)

where @z(�;b(�);PB)
@�

� 0 33 is the bene�t e¤ect and it is already assumed that
db(�)
d�

� 0, i.e. the negative e¤ect is multiplied by the impact of increased

investments on the readjustment cost. The total e¤ect of the investment also

depends on the assets owned by M . The total e¤ect on bene�t (given the

assumptions above) is strictly greater when M owns both pB and pH , unless

the readjustment cost does not rise with investment i.e. unless db(�)
d�

= 0.

To make things interesting, assume that the readjustment cost is strictly

increasing in the investment �. In this case the marginal conditions are

(note that marginal cost structure for H is unchanged and still given by

relation (4.21)):

@Z (�)

@�
=
dz (�; b (�) ; pB; pH)

d�
>
dz (�; b (�) ; pB)

d�
� dz (�; b (�) ;?)

d�
= 0

(4.32)

@L (�)

@�
<
@l (�; pB; pH)

@�
� @l (�; pH)

@�
� @l (�;?)

@�

The equality in (4.32) stems from H�s human capital being unimportant,

in a marginal sense, as long asM has access to the asset pH . The inequality in

(4.32) is strict since it is assumed that db(�)
d�

> 0, and once again the incentive

for M to make the investment in pB, in spot-trade, is zero if it does not own

this asset. However, trade is bene�cial for both parties, as in the previous

setup. That is, the presence of H�s human capital is bene�cial (given H�s

investments in human capital) forM and the other way around. This creates

a surplus from trade. To divide the surplus Nash bargaining is also applied

32Assume that dz(�;b(�);PB)
d� � 0, i.e. the total e¤ect of making investments is positive,

so that it is worthwhile making the investment. Furthermore note that d2z(�;b(�);PB)
d�2

� 0
if @z(�;b(�);PB)@�@b � 0 and @2z(�;b(�);PB)

@b2 � 0 - assume that this is the case, implying that the
marginal bene�t of the investment � is decreasing.
33Assume @2z(�;b(�);PM )

@2� � 0, i.e. that bene�t is decreasing in �:
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in this case, yielding similar ex post bene�ts to the generic setup, and thus

similar �rst order conditions (identical for H).The �rst order conditions for

non-integration, M -integration and H-integration respectively become:

1

2

@Z
�
�N
�

@�N
+
1

2

dz
�
�N ; b

�
�N
�
; pB
�

d�N
= 1 (4.33)

�1
2

@L
�
�N
�

@�N
� 1
2

@l
�
�N ; pH

�
@�N

= 1 (4.34)

1

2

@Z
�
�M
�

@�M
+
1

2

dz
�
�M ; b

�
�M
�
; pB; pH

�
d�M

= 1 (4.35)

�1
2

@L
�
�M
�

@�M
� 1
2

@l
�
�M ;?

�
@�M

= 1 (4.36)

1

2

@Z
�
�H
�

@�H
+
1

2

dz
�
�H ; b

�
�H
�
;?
�

d�H
=
1

2

@Z
�
�H
�

@�H
= 1 (4.37)

�1
2

@L
�
�H
�

@�H
� 1
2

@l (�; pB; pH)

@�H
= 1 (4.38)

Organizational Choice It is obvious from (4.32) that �M > �N � �H -
since the bene�t of investments is assumed to be concave in �. Moreover,

the investment � is an adjustment of pB to make it complementary (speci�c)

to pH . Now, assume that the investment � ensures strict complementarity

between the assets, i.e. if this investment is made, then pB and pH are strictly

complementary. De�nition 1 says that if the assets are strictly complemen-

tary then either 1) @l(�;pH)
@�

� @l(�;?)
@�

or 2) dz(�;b(�);pB)
d�

� dz(�;b(�);?)
d�

.

If 1) holds thenH is indi¤erent between owning and not owning pH andM

will obviously have greater incentives for investments if it owns all the assets.

Thus, a move from non-integration betweenM andH toM -integration would

entail a Pareto improvement. By the same token a move fromM -integration

to non-integration with H owning its asset (privatization) is not a Pareto

improvement - H will make the same investment and M will invest less.
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Obviously H-integration does not constitute a Pareto improvement either,

since M then would invest less (strictly or weakly) than under both M -

integration and non-integration.

If 2) applies thenM , in anticipation of this, will not make the investment

unless owning both assets, since the marginal value of an investment in a

physical asset only accrues to the owner of the asset and therefore the party

not owning the asset will make a zero investment (cf. Hart, 1995). In this

case the marginal value of the investment when owning the asset, pB, is

equal to the marginal value when not owning the asset, hence no investment

is made unlessM owns both assets. It is a radical conclusion thatM will only

invest in its own asset if it also owns pH , and it implies that M -integration

gives M incentive to make the investment, but not non-integration. But M -

integration is not a Pareto improvement over non-integration, since H will

invest weakly more if it owns pH than if it does not, i.e. �
M � �N . However,

H-integration would be an improvement, albeit with no investment from

M , over non-integration since H invests more. Obviously, a move from M -

integration to a disintegrated structure (orH-integration) does not constitute

a Pareto improvement since M would not make the investment in this case.

Thus if 2) applies, then H-integration is a Pareto improvement in the

construction scenario (i.e. with non-integration as the starting point) if zero

investments by M are acceptable. Furthermore, if the starting point is M -

integration, then privatization (non-integration or H-integration) is not a

Pareto improvement. Thus, depending on the starting point, the optimal

organizational structure is one of the extremes i.e. either H-integration or

M -integration.

Interacting Investments It seems somewhat strange that the optimal

organizational structure involves zero investments from M as it does in the

construction scenario in 2), especially since M�s investment is speci�c to

H�s asset that should be valuable to both parties if made. One way to

make the investment valuable to both parties is to assume that the parties

investments interact. For example, an investment in educating the kitchen

personnel in hygiene would be more valuable to H if M at the same time
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made an investment in the special equipment needed to put this knowledge

into use e.g. disinfection equipment.34

If the bene�t of H�s investment is closely linked to the investment made

by M , then a zero investment by M is a rather unsatisfactory solution.

Unsatisfactory in the sense that bene�t from trade for H would be higher if

M made an investment. This kind of interaction is implicitly assumed in the

statement that L (�) is the production cost when M�s human capital and �

are available to H (see the previous subsection). Thus, it is in line with the

rest of the model to assume that:

L (� : �) < L (� : 0) (4.39)

where L (� : �) is the production cost when some investment � is made,

and L (� : 0) is the production cost when no investment is made.35 However,

this realization by itself does not giveM any incentives to make investments,

but if it is coupled with some ownership of pH it might.

Joint ownership of the asset pH could be a way to ensure positive invest-

ments from M and at the same time maintain H�s level of investments. If

the parties decide on joint ownership of pH and both have veto power or the

use of the asset, any increase in surplus from trade, from the investment, will

be shared 50 : 50 under Nash bargaining (see Hart, 1995). Here the increase

in surplus from trade equals the surplus from trade when the investment

is made (and pH is jointly owned) minus the surplus from trade when the

investment is not made (and pH is owned by H) i.e.:

Z (�)� h� z (�; b (�) ; fpB; pHg) + �h+ h� L (� : �)� �h+ l (�; pH)+
�
�
Z (0)� h� z (0; pB) + �h+ h� L (� : 0)� �h+ l (�; pH)

�
=

Z (�)� z (�; b (�) ; fpB; pHg)� L (� : �) + l (�; pH)+
� [Z (0)� z (0; pB)� L (� : 0) + l (�; pH)] =

34Admittedly not a very speci�c investment, but for the sake of argument assume that
it is speci�c to the kitchen equipment used by H.
35The intuition is straightforward; if M does not make the necessary adjustments of the

building H either has to make them itself or experience a greater production cost because
the building is ill-�tting for its production.
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= Z (�)�Z(0)�z (�; b (�) ; fpB; pHg)+z (0; pB)+L (� : 0)�L (� : �) (4.40)

where 0 indicates that M does not make any investment when it only owns

pB. Thus M will get

1

2
[Z (�)� Z(0)� z (�; b (�) ; fpB; pHg) + z (0; pB) + L (� : 0)� L (� : �)]

if it makes the investment, and it will make the investment if and only if this

covers the cost of investment, i.e.:

� > 0 i¤
1

2

"
Z (�)� Z(0)� z (�; b (�) ; fpB; pHg)+
+z (0; pB) + L (� : 0)� L (� : �)

#
� � (4.41)

When (4.41) applies then joint ownership of H�s asset is an improve-

ment over non-integration, i.e. it increases M�s investment without lowering

H�s investment.36 This may be con�rmed by looking at the �rst-order and

marginal conditions for M and H.

Is joint ownership an improvement overM -integration? Given thatM has

veto power over the use of assets its incentive for investments is unaltered

by the move from M -integration to joint ownership, while H�s investment

increases. Thus, joint ownership as a Pareto improvement, irrespective of

the starting point, if the investments � and � interact in the sense described

here.

Conclusion M & H

The optimal way to organize a transaction between a medical department/public

principal and a hotel service depends on the characteristics of investments.

In this section it is assumed that the hotel service makes an investment in

its human capital and that the medical department invests in its physical

asset. If the medical department�s investment is generic, non-integration is

optimal. If the investment is speci�c to the hotel service�s asset, then the

transaction may be organized in three ways depending on the starting point,

36H�s incentive for investments is unaltered since they have veto power over the use of
the asset.
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the complementarity of assets and the interaction between investments.

When the assets are strictly complementary, such that H is indi¤erent

between owning and not owning pH , M -integration is the best organiza-

tional structure irrespective of the starting point. If the strict complemen-

tarity means that M is indi¤erent over owning or not owning pB, then H-

integration is an improvement over non-integration andM -integration cannot

be improved on if it is the starting point; this if zero investments by M are

acceptable. However, if M�s investment matters to H, i.e. the two parties

investments are interacting, then joint ownership of pH is the best option

irrespective of the starting point.

4.4 Trilateral Transactions in Public Hospi-

tals

This chapter has so far analyzed two di¤erent bilateral transactions, but as

already mentioned, the joint production of hospital care in many instances

involves more than two parties. The e¤ects of an extension to a trilateral

transaction is brie�y discussed in this section.

In general a hospital consists of many di¤erent medical departments, sup-

port departments and hotel services. These services and departments are all

involved, to di¤erent degrees, in the joint production of hospital care. Many

of the factions of the hospital are not only involved in bilateral transactions

but also in multilateral transactions. Medical departments, for example, sup-

ply inputs to each other using inputs from support services and hotel services

in a complex pattern of internal demand and internal supply. Thus, a nat-

ural extension to the bilateral model is to analyze the organization of a more

complex transaction e.g. a trilateral transaction. Chapter 3 of this thesis

studies a PRA-model that encompasses trilateral transactions of the type

described in �gure 4.3.

Now, assume that A (in �gure ??) is a medical department (e.g. a car-
diology department). M is, as above, a medical department (e.g. thoracic
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Figure 4.3: The trilateral transaction

surgery) and the public principal and S is a support service (e.g. radiology

department). Issues concerning hotel services are abstracted from in this

section for two reasons: �rst, trilateral transactions involving two medical

departments and one support service seem commonplace and important in

hospitals, and second, hotel services are further from the core activities of

hospitals than medical departments, and thus less interesting to include in

the trilateral transaction.

As above, M produces the �nal good but now it uses inputs from both

S and A. Moreover, A uses an input produced by S in its production.

Thus S produces inputs to both M and A and the two inputs are not the

same product. The three parties make relationship-speci�c investments in

their human capital and use one asset each for their production (see �gure

4.3). In these aspects and in all other aspects, but one, the model replicates

the model in chapter 3. The exception here is that restricted ownership is

assumed, i.e. that M will always own the asset pM . This limits the number

of possible organizational forms to six (instead of ten), but besides this the

results presented here stem directly from chapter 3.

In a trilateral model it is possible to create large number of examples

of organizational choices by varying starting points, characteristics of assets,

human capital and investments, but here the focus is on two questions: When

is privatization optimal? and When should full integration be opted for?
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When is Privatization Optimal? Here, the starting point isM -integration,

i.e. that the public principal owns all the assets (pM , pA and pS). Thus, pri-

vatization/disintegration entails that one or two (not pM) of M�s assets are

reallocated to the other parties and because investments increase with asset

ownership, as in the bilateral model, something special is required to make

privatization optimal. In fact privatization is only a Pareto improvement if

both A�s and S�s human capital is essential. If this is the case, any form of or-

ganization other than M -integration is a Pareto improvement i.e. increases

the level of investments by at least one party without changing the other

parties� investments. In all other cases M -integration cannot be improved

on.

When Should Full Integration be Opted For? Full integration in this

setting is equivalent to M -integration since ownership of pM is restricted.

Full integration is interesting because medical services and support services

are often vertically integrated in public hospitals. This provides a rationale

for using full integration as the starting point of the analysis, as above, but

also for investigating the circumstances under which full integration should

be used when creating a new hospital division or treatment unit involving a

trilateral transaction. There are two cases where M -integration constitutes

a Pareto improvement over non-integration: 1) if both M�s and A�s human

capital is essential and pM and pA are strictly complementary such that A

is indi¤erent over ownership that does not include pM . 2) if pM and pS
are strictly complementary and pM and pA are strictly complementary in

a way that makes A and S indi¤erent. Apparently M -integration is only

an improvement under special combinations of characteristics, implying that

choosing full integration without information about all the characteristics

might be suboptimal. Thus the public principal constructing the new division

needs information about the characteristics of both human capital and assets

before deciding to go for full integration of these activities.

For most other combinations of characteristics the optimal organization

is either partial integration of some form (e.g. M owning S�s asset and A

owning its own asset) or non-integration (see chapter 3).
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter suggests and argues that the PRA is conducive to the analysis of

hospital organization, and especially so for public hospitals. It is argued that

while some assumptions of the PRA are ill-�tting for this analysis, the main

mechanisms are quite suitable. The need for coordination and cooperation in

the joint production of hospital care and the inherent uncertainty in health

care (and other "minor" features) are captured by the PRA.

The analysis develops a straightforward model, based on Hart (1995), of

the joint production of hospital care. Most interestingly, it is found, when

studying a transaction involving a medical department (public principal) and

a support service, that integration should be opted for when constructing new

treatment units as well as when considering privatization of the support ser-

vice. Both results are foremost driven by the reasonable assumption that

the medical department�s human capital is essential for the production of

hospital care. This is intuitively appealing and somewhat trivial; without

the cooperation with medical departments most support services would ex-

perience di¢ culties in giving patients suitable treatment. Furthermore, this

proposes that public ownership of all the assets in the transaction is the best

option as long as the public principal�s human capital is essential.37

Hospitals also consist of hotel services that contribute to the joint pro-

duction, e.g. by producing food and doing laundry. The analysis of the

transaction between the medical department and the hotel service reveals

that the organization of the transaction depends on the characteristics of

investments. In certain circumstances integration should be opted for, in

other circumstances the best option is non-integration and in yet other cir-

cumstances joint ownership could be the solution. The fundamental lesson

concerning this transaction is that being dependent on access to the other

party�s asset and/or investment lowers the incentive for investments unless

some residual control rights over assets can be granted - either through in-

37Obviously, if the public principal were not also a medical department, as is assumed
here, it would be more questionable that its human capital is essential for hospital care
and this would change the conclusion made here.
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tegration or joint ownership. Speci�c investments in physical capital and

complementary investments create such dependence.

If the analysis is extended to trilateral transactions, it is found that priva-

tization, i.e. disintegrating an integrated structure, is a Pareto improvement

only in very special circumstances. However, it is also found that. when

constructing new treatment units, full integration, in most instances, is not

an improvement over non-integration or partial integration. Thus trilateral

transactions that are already integrated should remain integrated and new

treatment units should either be non-integrated or partially integrated.

Generally, the predictions of the model are supportive of medical depart-

ments (with essential human capital) owning support services�assets but not

other medical departments�assets (unless the other medical departments are

indi¤erent over ownership, which seems unlikely).

This chapter and most of the PRA-literature assume that investments

in human capital are complementary and typically aimed at improving the

existing stock of human capital, e.g. by education. An interesting topic for

future research is the e¤ect of allowing for investments in human capital that

are substitutes, e.g. what happens if M hires the specialist nurse that S

also wants to hire? Furthermore, investments in public hospitals may also

be substitutes in the sense that hospital management may decide to approve

only one department�s appeal for investments. Hence modelling investments

as substitutes is a reasonable and interesting extension to analysis in this

paper.

The results in this chapter depend on assumptions about the characteris-

tics of investments, human capital and assets. These assumptions need to be

scrutinized and compared to the actual characteristics of investments, human

capital and assets in public hospitals to enable a conclusion applicable to a

speci�c hospital. This research lies in the future. This paper, however, pro-

vides a basic framework for thinking about public hospital organization from

a new perspective by applying the property rights approach to organization.
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